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Abstract 

The abstract is the first part of a thesis and should be a short summary of the entire 
thesis. Its purpose is to attract people to read your thesis. Abstracts normally include 

a number of aspects of the research including: the background, the importance of 
topic, the purpose of the research, the methodology used in the study, the key 
findings and the implications the findings will have. The abstract should be very 

short and precise. 

This abstract is effective partly because the writer includes the following:  
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Background    paragraph 1-2 

Research Gap   paragraph 3 
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Methods     paragraph 4, sentence 1  
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(e.g. paragraph 1 sentence 4) 

 Explains key terms (e.g. paragraph 1, sentence 4-6) 

 States possible advantages of system (e.g. paragraph 1, sentence 7) 
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 States the gap in current knowledge (e.g. paragraph 3, sentence 1-2) 
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This abstract is effective but could be improved further in the following aspects. 

 Highlight the general importance of the topic. 

 Explain the methodology used in more detail. 

 Describe only key facts and numbers from the results. 

 Explain how the findings will aid the wider community. 

 Highlight how the findings can be used in further research. 

 Explain what further research will progress our understanding of the topic. 

 Organize the structure of the abstract with a clear flow from background to 
aims to methods to findings and importance of the work. 

 Use one paragraph for each part of the abstract. 

 Avoid unnecessary linking words, e.g. conclusively (e.g. paragraph 5, 
sentence 1). 

 Include positive vocabulary to highlight the importance of the study and 
findings e.g. importantly, the results provide an excellent basis for, the results 
clearly demonstrates that… 

 State limitations of the study. 

 Reduce the length of the abstract by reducing unnecessary details. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a widely applied flame type, gas-fired diffusion flame has the advantage of wide 

stable operation range. However, the high pollutant emission rate is a noteworthy 

shortcoming of diffusion flame, and makes diffusion flame not applicable for many 

industries requiring low air pollutant emissions. Gas-fired premixed flame, however, 

has very strict stable operation range hence limited application. In the present 

investigation, an inverse diffusion flame (IDF) burner is used. The burner is featuring 

with a relatively large air jet in the center of the burner; and the fuel mixture, which 

is not premixed with air, is supplied to surround the central air jet. When velocity of 

central air jet is high enough, there will be large pressure difference between the air 

jet and fuel jets, and the pressure difference will entrain fuel as well as surrounding 

ambient air into the central air jet to form the flame base. The interaction between air 

and fuel in the entrainment zone can improve mixing process of air and fuel, and 

gives IDF the nature of diffusion flame as well as enhanced mixing feature of 

premixed flame. Therefore, IDF may be regarded as a partially premixed flame, and 

is expected to have the advantages of both diffusion flame and premixed flame: wide 

stable operation range and low pollutant emissions.  

As a compromise of diffusion flame and premixed flame, IDF can be applied to both 

small and large industrial burners burning gaseous fuels, which are usually 

hydrocarbon fuels. Although being widely used in combustion, hydrocarbon fuels 

have the shortcomings of too high fuel-lean flammability limit and inevitable high 

CO, CO2 and HC emissions. Liquefied petroleum gas, which is one of the most 

widely used gaseous fuels in Hong Kong, also possesses the drawbacks of 

hydrocarbon fuels as mentioned above. In addition to optimization of the structure of 
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IDF burner, improving the fuels used may be a possible method to further enhance 

the combustion performance and to further widen applications of IDF. Hydrogen fuel 

(H2), with high flame temperature, none carbon content and high burning velocity is 

regarded as a very possible gaseous fuel to improve the properties of hydrocarbon 

fuels.  

Although hydrogen addition seems to be a promising solution to enhancing flame 

temperature and hence thermal performance and flame stability, and to reducing 

pollutant emissions of hydrocarbon fuels in both premixed flame (Zhang et al., 2008) 

and normal diffusion flame (Karbasi, 1998), no relevant research work has yet been 

done on effects of hydrogen addition in partially premixed flame, especially in 

inverse diffusion flame. The very particular air/fuel mixing mechanism of inverse 

diffusion flame may result in special phenomenon after adding hydrogen into the 

gaseous fuel. In fact, there are some contradictory results already reported by 

different researchers, who have applied various experimental methods and used 

different gaseous fuels together with hydrogen (Leung and Wierzba, 2008; Miao et 

al., 2009). Therefore, a comprehensive study is necessary to fully determine the 

actual influence of hydrogen addition on LPG fuel in inverse diffusion flame. 

In this study, experimental investigation has been conducted to fully assess the 

effects of hydrogen addition on the combustion, thermal and emission characteristics 

of LPG-H2 IDF regarding laminar burning velocity, flame stability limits, flame 

temperature, OH-PLIF distribution and pollutant emission rate. The experimental 

results show that LPG is dominative in determining laminar burning velocity of 

LPG-H2 mixture, and small amount of LPG can successfully impede the burning of 

H2. In addition, hydrogen addition can significantly expand the fuel-lean flame 
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stability limits in terms of air jet Reynolds number and overall equivalence ratio of 

the air/fuel jets, and can make LPG IDF more tenacious. Also, LPG-H2 IDF has 

wider flame reaction zone marked by applying planar laser-induced fluorescence of 

hydroxyl radical (OH-PLIF) than LPG IDF does under similar operation conditions, 

indicating more intensive combustion due to H2 addition. It is also found that there is 

a remarkable difference between OH-PLIF results of 100%H2 IDF and 10%LPG-

90%H2 IDF. The reflux of flame, which forms concentric double flame structure in 

H2 IDF has not been seen in 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF. Another positive effect of H2 is 

that H2 addition actually reduces the carbon-led pollutant emissions of the flame. 

Experiment result shows that with the use of H2 addition, the emission rates of HC 

and CO decrease, while emission rate of CO2 rises, suggesting that H2 addition can 

also facilitate the transformation of emissions from HC and CO to CO2 and thus 

perfects the combustion characteristics.  

In the present study, there are some results rather different from expectation. 

Addition of up to 60% H2 does not show notable effect on flame structure of LPG 

IDF, and high percentage of H2 mainly changes the color of outer layer of the flame. 

The effect of H2 on flame height of LPG IDF highly depends on percentage of 

hydrogen. For low H2%, flame height lengthens with H2 addition; while for high 

H2%, H2 addition can shorten the flame. The influence of H2 addition on flame 

temperature of LPG IDF is almost not notable. Both LPG IDF and 50%LPG-50%H2 

IDF have very similar values of flame temperature, as well as similar temperature 

distribution profiles. The effect of H2 on laminar burning velocity of LPG is also not 

significant when H2 addition is less than 60%.  
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Conclusively, LPG-H2 IDF has similar flame structure, flame length, and 

temperature distribution with those of LPG IDF; however, LPG-H2 IDF has wider 

stability range, more intensive and complete combustion, as well as lower pollutant 

emission rates.  
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The Introduction 

The Introduction is usually organized in the following way: 

1.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                           

      

 

 

 

   

                                                                                           

 

 

 

1.7 SUMMARY 

 

1.2 BACKGROUND  

a. Introduce the topic 

b. Explain importance.                           

c. Define of key terms. 

1.3 MOTIVATION FOR STUDY 

a. Describe the general background 

to topic, then narrow the focus of 

the study to the limited area of your 

topic.                                                          

b. Highlight the research gap.            

c. Explain how the gap will be filled. 

 

1.4 OBJECTIVES 

a. Give a comprehensive list of the 

objectives of the study. 

1.5 METHODS USED IN THE THESIS 

a. Outline the methods used in the 

study. (optional) 

1.6 OUTLINE OF THE CONTENTS OF 

THE THESIS 



 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

The introduction chapter is designed to help the reader better understand the 
technical sections of the thesis by giving an overview. It normally includes the 
following: the reasons for the research, the scope, the scientific importance of the 
research, the introduction, explanation and definition of key terms, an introduction 
of the most important current studies in your field, an overview of the methodology 
used and an overview of the way the thesis is organised, with a short summary of 
each chapter. 

This introduction is very effective partly because the writer includes the following:  

Structure: 

(Introduction)     Not included  
 
Background   Section 1.1 
 
Definitions    Section 1.1-1.2 
 
Objectives     Section 1.3 
 
Organization   Section 1.4 
of the Thesis     

 
(Conclusion/summary)   Not included 

 

Content 

 Introduces section 1.1 with a clear introductory paragraph 

Background to topic    sentence 1-2 

Defines key term (with citation)   sentence 3 

Explains key terms (with citations) sentence 4-6 

Classifies key terms    sentence 7-11 

 Develops section 1.1 from more general concepts (e.g. paragraph 2) to more 

specific concepts (e.g. paragraph 3, sentence 1-2) to details of specific benefits 

of concept (e.g. paragraph 3 sentence 3-11) 

 Develops sections in a logical way, e.g. Section 1.2: 

Background      paragraph 1 

Definition of key gas    paragraph 2 

Advantages of key gas    paragraph 3 

Disadvantages of key gas and  



possible research gap    paragraph 4 

Possible solution (I) to disadvantages  paragraph 5 

Disadvantages to solution    paragraph 6 

Possible solution (II) and its advantages  paragraph 7 

Disadvantages to solution (II)   paragraph 8 

Research problem   paragraph 8, final  

                                                                                       sentence 

 Cites key studies that will be reported in the literature later (e.g. Section 1.2, 

paragraph 1, sentence 1) 

 States the research gap (e.g. Section 1.3, paragraph 1, sentence 2) 

 Explains how the thesis will fill the research gap (e.g. Section 1.3, sentence 3-

4) 

 Explains scope of the thesis (e.g. Section 1.3, sentence 5) 

 

Language 

 Uses clear summary sentences at the end of longer paragraphs (e.g. Section 

1.1, paragraph 3, final sentence) 

 Defines key terms in a separate subheading (e.g. Section 1.1-1.2) 

 Uses vocabulary to highlight importance, e.g. another remarkable drawback 

(Section 1.2, paragraph 4, sentence 4) and urgent need (e.g. Section 1.2, 

paragraph 4, final sentence) 

 Uses the same grammatical form for the first sentence of each point in the list 

e.g. to analyse, to define, to probe (e.g. Section 1.3 point 2-4) 

To consider 

This chapter of the thesis is effective but could be improved further in the following 

aspects. 

     Provide a short introductory paragraph to the chapter. 

     State motivation for the thesis. 

     Use one paragraph for each chapter when outlining the structure of the thesis. 

     Link to the following chapter with a final paragraph.  



     Avoid vague statements such as many scientists (e.g. Section 1.1, paragraph2,         

           sentence 2). It is better to state Numerous studies have investigated… 

     Use more appropriate sub-headings. For example, 1.1 is entitled IDF but it  
explains the general concepts relating to flame. ‘Flame’ would be a more appropriate 
sub-heading.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1.  Inverse diffusion flame 

The use of fire was regarded as the dawn of civilization of human society (Law, 

2006). During the history of utilization of fire, study of combustion science and 

control has never been stopped. Combustion science can be defined as the science of 

exothermic chemical reactions in flow with heat and mass transfer (Liñán et al., 

1993). Flame is a special kind of combustion reaction, which can propagate 

subsonically through space (Pritchard et al., 1977). Flame can also be regarded as a 

kind of fluid flow with simultaneous chemical reactions taking place. The 

microstructure of flame depends on the movement of burning reactants relative to the 

unburned reactants (Pritchard et al., 1977). Nowadays, various flame types have been 

achieved with different burner designs. Generally, flame can be classified into 

premixed flame and diffusion flame according to the method of supplying air and 

fuel. For a premixed flame, the air and fuel are mixed before being ignited. Whereas 

in a diffusion flame, air and fuel meet when they reach at the ignition point. With 

different air/fuel supplying methods, premixed flame and diffusion flame show 

notably different features regarding their appearances and heating characteristics.  

Premixed flame has been investigated by many scientists, and is well known due to 

its rapid combustion. However, the drawback of very narrow stability range during 

its operation is also identified. Thus, the air/fuel ratio in applying premixed flame 

should be carefully calculated to prevent operational problems including blow-off 
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and flashback. Although diffusion flame has the advantage of wide stable operation 

range, it has a significant shortcoming of high pollutant emission rate, which makes 

diffusion flame not applicable for many industries requiring low emission.  

In the present study, a particular flame type: inverse diffusion flame (IDF) is studied. 

IDF is a type of partially premixed flame with separately supplies of air jet and fuel. 

Different from normal diffusion flame (NDF), IDF has a larger central air jet 

surrounded circumferentially by several smaller fuel jets. In an IDF, velocity of the 

central air jet is usually much higher than that of the surrounding fuel jets. Thus, the 

large velocity difference existing between the air jet and the fuel jets is able to 

generate a negative pressure zone around the central air jet to entrain the fuel as well 

as ambient air into the central air jet. Such entrainment mechanism results in better 

air-fuel mixing and hence a more stable flame. Since air and fuel are delivered 

separately, IDF is safer than the traditional premixed flame and is found to be stable 

under a wide range of operation conditions (Kit, 2006). In addition, it is also found 

that (Kaplan and Kailasanath, 2001; Kwak et al., 2005; Sunderland et al., 2004; 

Takagi and Xu, 1996) existence of air jet in the flame center makes IDF rather 

different from NDF in appearance, OH distribution, pollutant emissions and 

temperature of the flame. By controlling the central air jet velocity, an intense 

mixing zone can be achieved in the flame neck of IDF, where fuel jet impinges onto 

air jet. The mixing zone provides a location for unburned air and fuel to premix 

before entering the flame torch. Therefore, IDF is able to achieve higher temperature 

(Sze et al., 2006) and lower soot emissions (Kaplan and Kailasanath, 2001) than 

NDF. In addition to having both advantages of premixed flame and normal diffusion 

flame, IDF is also highly flexible. Almost all the important characteristics of a flame, 

such as flame length, pollutant emissions, stability range and temperature, can be 
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adjusted by changing the air jet and fuel jet velocities. Therefore, IDF is believed to 

have significant potential in domestic and industrial applications.  

 

1.2.  Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and hydrogen (H2) fuels 

During a chemical reaction, the combustible substances used to produce heat are 

called fuels (Francis and Wilfrid, 1965). Fuels can be divided into three main 

categories according to their physical states: solid fuels, liquid fuels, and gaseous 

fuels. Solid fuels are the principal energy source for industrial applications. Liquid 

fuels are usually employed in in internal combustion engines. Gaseous fuels are the 

main energy sources for small-scale domestic and light industrial applications. 

Mainly distillated from solid fuels or liquid fuels, gaseous fuels contain little ash or 

sculpture, and the combustion process of gaseous fuels is relatively clean.  

LPG is a fuels mixture containing several kinds of gaseous fuels. These gaseous fuels 

are usually butane and propane. However, the percentages of butane and propane in 

LPG are varied in different regions. For example, in the Unite State, the volumetric 

percentage of propane in LPG should be at least 85%. While in France, the 

percentage of C3 hydrocarbons (propylene and propane) should be between 19% and 

50% respectively (Guibet et al., 1999). In this project, LPG used in experimental 

investigations contains 30% propane and 70% butane by volume, which satisfies the 

regulation of Hong Kong.  

Production of LPG is not complicated. In the past, LPG was a byproduct of petrol 

and was usually regarded as waste. Nowadays, LPG is extracted by purifying natural 
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gas or refining crude oil (Guibet et al., 1999). Also, since LPG is relatively light 

among hydrocarbons, it can be easily compressed and stored in can. Properties of 

LPG make it a convenient heating resource to be used anywhere and any time. In 

addition, as a gaseous fuel undergoing several extraction processes, LPG is one of 

the cleanest hydrocarbon fuels, containing very low sulfur. The high volumetric 

heating value of LPG, renders LPG a very suitable fuel for domestic, commercial 

and industrial applications.  

Although LPG has many advantages, using LPG fuel also has several drawbacks. As 

a mixture of essentially butane and propane, LPG has a rather low burning velocity, 

such that flame stability can only be achieved at low Reynolds numbers, as well as 

within a narrow range of equivalence ratio. Improvement can be obtained by 

utilizing IDF burner instead of premixed burner, and room for improvement is 

expected to be significant (Sze et al., 2006). Another remarkable drawback in 

burning LPG is the inevitable carbon-led pollutant emissions, such as CO2, CO and 

HC, due to the chemical components of LPG. Although combustion of LPG emits 

much fewer CO2 comparing some other fuels, especially solid fuels, it would be 

better if the carbon-led pollutant emissions could be reduced. It was reported by the 

National Academy of Science (2012)  that the release of greenhouse gases including 

CO2 is one of the main causes of global warming, which may lead to destructive 

results on the environment. According to the report of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency, CO2 is accounted for 84% of all greenhouse gas 

emissions due to human activities of US in 2010 (US EPA, 2010). In addition to CO2, 

CO and unburned hydrocarbons also cause serious regional problems (Pohl, 1995). 

Therefore the provision of clean energy and improvement of energy efficiency 

becomes major considerations of the worldwide energy research (Liu et al., 2010). 
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The carbon-led pollutants produced in combustion of LPG cannot be eliminated by 

altering the flame type. A solution for better heating performance, lower pollutant 

emissions and premier totally reliability in utilizing hydrocarbon fuels is in urgent 

need. 

Hydrogen is a well-known gaseous clean fuel. Containing no carbon, hydrogen is 

regarded as a perfect fuel to protect the environment. As the main combustion 

product of hydrogen is water vapor, CO, SOx or VOCs emissions in hydrogen 

combustion will not be a problem, even though NOx may be formed in H2/air 

combustion system. With a lightweight, hydrogen can disperse upward if it leaks 

instead of stacking in a pool and then ignites. Also, leakage of hydrogen will not lead 

to water contamination or ground contamination as oil does (Busby, 2005). Besides, 

storage and distribution of hydrogen are very convenient. Hydrogen can be stored in 

forms of gas and liquid, and can also be stored in the molecular structure of some 

solid media. Hydrogen can be delivered through various methods, such as pipeline, 

truck and ship (EkinsPaul, 2010). Another attraction of hydrogen is that it can be 

produced from water or any hydrocarbon fuels. Nowadays, production of hydrogen 

is a growing industry. It was reported that 50 million tons of hydrogen were 

produced globally in 2004 (Gupta, 2009). In many developed countries, such as 

United State and Japan, regulation was implemented to promote the hydrogen 

production and use. Despite of the availability, hydrogen also possesses outstanding 

combustion characteristics. Owing to its lowest molecular weight, hydrogen has very 

high diffusivity and fast laminar burning velocity. The flammability range of 

hydrogen fuel is also quite wide. The stoichiometric air/fuel ratio of H2 is 

significantly lower than that of most hydrocarbon fuels, indicating less air is required 

for combustion of hydrogen. Reduction in airflow rate may simplify the burner 
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system. It could be said that application of hydrogen fuel is and will be an attractive 

direction regarding both energy supply and environmental protection.  

However, there are also some disadvantages in using hydrogen fuel. Instead of being 

just an energy source, hydrogen fuel is usually regarded as an energy media. 

Production of hydrogen consumes energy. It is necessary to find a low energy 

consumption technique to produce hydrogen (Pohl, 1995). Besides, since the density 

of hydrogen is extremely low, hydrogen can easily escape from container. With the 

smallest molecular structure, hydrogen is able to penetrate into the wall of tube or 

container and can age the material. Considering the physical properties of hydrogen, 

complicated system is required to ensure operational safety (Pohl, 1995). The color 

of hydrogen flame can also be a source of danger. Burning of pure hydrogen 

produces non-luminous flame, and cannot be easily observed. Another problem is 

that the flammability limit of hydrogen is very low, which means that hydrogen fuel 

can catch fire easily. Thus, leakage of hydrogen can cause serious problems. The 

extremely high burning velocity and very low ignition point of hydrogen also make 

hydrogen a relatively dangerous fuel for daily applications. In addition, although 

hydrogen has a high mass heating value, the volumetric heating value of hydrogen is 

very low due to its extremely low density. Comparing with other gaseous fuels, such 

as LPG, much larger volume of hydrogen is required to produce the same amount of 

heat.  

Considering the inevitable CO/CO2 emissions in LPG and difficulties in using pure 

hydrogen in large scale, it is expected that mixture of LPG and H2 may balance the 

properties of LPG and H2 to become a gaseous fuel with high reliability, low 

pollutant emissions and good thermal performance. The combination of hydrogen 
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with LPG seems to be a feasible solution to overcoming the drawbacks and to 

adopting the advantages of both fuels. LPG, with large molecules and high density 

can physically slow down the leaking speed of hydrogen and reduce hazard 

possibility. LPG can also chemically reduce the laminar burning velocity of H2 and 

hence reduce the potential danger due to flashback. While addition of hydrogen can 

decrease the C/H ratio of the fuel mixture and would decrease toxic CO/HC 

emissions as well as CO2 emission. The flame stability range of LPG is also expected 

to be expanded by H2, of which the lower flammability limit is very low.  

Although it seems to be possible that mixture of LPG and hydrogen gives a fuel with 

high flammable stability and low combustion emissions, the sharp differences 

between the properties of LPG and H2 are able to bring some uncertainties. For flame 

highly affected by force diffusion and buoyancy effect, such as IDF, of which the 

fuel flow is controlled by entrainment force provided by the central air jet, there is a 

possibility that fuels with very different densities, such as propane and hydrogen, 

may separate and burn in different locations in the flame. Also, the unique properties 

of H2, such as extremely low density, high diffusivity, wide explosion limit and high 

laminar burning velocity may greatly change the flow and combustion processes of 

IDF especially under high Reynolds number. In addition, molecular compositions of 

these two fuels also make the effect of H2 on reducing CO2/CO/HC emissions of 

LPG not straightforward. Regardless of the fact that the augmented amount of H 

radical and OH radical caused by hydrogen addition may accelerate pyrolysis of LPG, 

the promoting effect may not be remarkable for butane and propane, which already 

contain many H atoms. Besides, some researches on pollutant emissions of 

hydrogen-enriched flame have obtained contradicting results. Some researchers 

found that hydrogen addition reduced CO/CO2 emissions from hydrocarbon flames 
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(Burbano et al., 2008; Schefer et al., 2002) and internal combustion engines (C. Ji 

and Wang, 2009; Zuohua Huang et al., 2006); while some researchers found slightly 

increment in CO/CO2 emissions (Lder et al., 1996; Tseng, 2002). Therefore, it can be 

expected that the effects of hydrogen addition to LPG are far more complicated than 

expectation. 

 

1.3.  Scope and objectives of the present study 

Nowadays, most of the investigations related to IDF focus on the flame appearance, 

soot loading and thermal performance. There is rather few research concerning the 

effects on these characteristics by using specially improved fuels mixture. LPG and 

H2 mixture, as discussed in previous section, is a kind of fuels mixture with potential 

advantages as well as uncertainties. Use of LPG/H2 mixture in IDF would be a new 

goal in scientific research on combustion and flame. In this study, the effects of 

hydrogen addition on combustion, thermal and emission characteristics of a gas-fired 

circumferential inverse diffusion flame are explored and analyzed. Most of the data 

were obtained by using experimental methods, and the objectives to be achieved via 

the present investigation are as shown below: 

1. To study the fundamental combustion characteristics of LPG and H2 mixture, 

including laminar burning velocity, Markstein length, Markstein number and 

flame thickness. To analyze the effects of H2 addition on flame propagation and 

flame front stability of LPG under various equivalence ratios.  
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2. To analyze the effects of H2 addition on flame stability range of open LPG IDF, 

and hence to define the proper operation range for further research. To study 

effects of H2 addition on flame length, flame color and flame structure under 

various conditions. Flame length of LPG-H2 IDF was also measured to provide 

basic information for heat flux measurement.  

3. To define the combustion zone of LPG-H2 IDF using planar laser-induced 

fluorescence of hydroxyl radicle (OH-PLIF) diagnose method. To investigate the 

influence of H2 addition on the size and position of the combustion zone of LPG 

IDF under various conditions was investigated. Since it is the first time that to 

apply OH-PLIF on LPG IDF, the effects of air jet Reynolds number and overall 

equivalence ratio on LPG-H2 IDF was also studied. Pure H2 IDF, which is 

invisible to the eye, was diagnosed. 

4. To probe the in-flame temperature distribution of LPG-H2 IDF, and to evaluate 

the influence of H2 addition on thermal performance of LPG IDF under various 

conditions. In addition, the flame impinging heat transfer of LPG IDF with 

various H2 additions was measured. Detail study includes the heat flux 

distribution along both the flame centerline and flame radial directions.  

5. To measure the overall pollutant emissions of LPG IDF with various H2 additions. 

The emissions of CO2, CO, HC and NOx were measured and analyzed. The 

effects of H2 addition on pollutant emissions under various air jet Reynolds 

numbers and overall equivalence ratios were studied. Since H2 addition changes 

the molecular weight of the fuel mixture, LPG-based emission indices in addition 

to fuel-based emission indices were analyzed for a more reliable conclusion.  
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1.4.  Thesis organization 

The overview and the objectives of this study are presented in Chapter 1. The related 

previous researches are reviewed and discussed in Chapter 2. Since this study is 

experimental based, Chapter 3 discribes the equipment used and operational 

processes of experiments. Detailed experimental results are presented and discussed 

from Chapter 4 to Chapter 8. The main conclusion drawn from this study can be 

found in Chapter 9, together with recommendations emerged from the current study.  

  



 

Literature Review 

 

The Literature Review is usually organised in the following way:  

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

2.2. BACKGROUND TO THE TOPIC 

                   a. General Background 

                   b. Explain Importance 

                   c. Define Key terms 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                           

      

     

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 SUMMARY 

 

 

 

2.3 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

a. Background 

b. Development of Research 

     General  Specific studies 

c. Latest Studies 

 

2.4 WHAT HAS NOT BEEN STUDIED 

a. Highlight the research gap: 
There is limited research on… 

However, few studies have examined… 

2.5 EXPLAIN HOW YOU WILL FILL 

THIS RESEARCH GAP 



 

 

Chapter 2:    Literature Review 

 
A Literature Review discusses previous research in the field. It should be structured 
in a clear way with the previous studies grouped logically. It should also be organised 
so as to create a coherent account or a story of existing research and the research gap 
identified that calls for a solution – the current study. It should include: a summary 
of important previous findings, a synthesis of studies that are similar, a critical 
discussion of all current research that is relevant to your topic, an identification of 
the gap in current research that needs to be addressed and  an explanation of how 
the thesis will fill the research gap. 
 
This Literature Review is very effective partly because the writer includes the 

following:  

Structure 

           (Introduction)      Not included 
 
  Outlines previous research                       Section 2.1-2.4 
  into four flame types 
   

Outlines previous research   Section 2.5-2.6   
into measurement techniques 
 

         Summary       Section 2.8 
 
 
Content 
 

 Gives a short introduction to the chapter, summarizing key content and 

introducing an outline of the chapter 

 Explains key concept (e.g. Section 2.1, paragraph 1, sentence 1) 

 Cites sources at the end of the sentence for background information e.g. (e.g. 

Section 2.1, paragraph 1, sentence 2) 

 Structures paragraphs in a clear logical way, e.g. Section 2.1. 

General background/oldest studies          paragraph 1 

More specific details of problem 

/older techniques/older studies  paragraph 2 

Current techniques in addressing   paragraph 3 

the problem/recent studies 



Summary linking to thesis   paragraph 5 

 Links studies together if they have similar findings, e.g. Similar result was 

achieved by (Section 2.2. paragraph 4, sentence 7) 

 Comments on research being reviewed, e.g. this suggestion has been widely 

accepted (Section 2.2. paragraph 2, sentence 3) 

 

Language 

 Cites sources as the subject of the sentence for important studies (e.g. Section 

2.1, paragraph 2, sentence 2-3) 

 Refers reader to where information can be found in the thesis (e.g. Section 2.1, 

paragraph 2, last sentence) 

 Compares and contrasts e.g. the most notable difference (e.g. Section 2.2. 

paragraph 1, sentence 4) 

 Uses clear topic sentences at the start of paragraphs (e.g. Section 2.2. 

paragraph 2, sentence 1)  

 Introduces new subsection with a short introductory paragraph (e.g. Section 

2.3 paragraph 1) 

 Finishes the sections with a short summary paragraph (e.g. Section 2.5, 

paragraph 8) 

 States clearly what has not been researched previously, i.e. there is a lack of 

information on… (e.g. Section 2.8, sentence 3) 

 Fills the research gap, e.g. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the present 

study to… (e.g. Section 2.8, sentence 4) 

To Consider 

This chapter of the thesis is effective but could be improved further in the following 

aspects. 

 

      Avoid just listing previous studies. Instead, existing research must be cited to 

support an argument of relevance to the current study. For example, in Section 2.1, 

paragraph 3, several studies have been cited to investigate the stability of premixed 

flame. The processes adopted by these researchers have been stated, but the author’s 

conclusion about the instability of pre-mixed flame has not been presented. 



      Use reporting verbs with the correct meaning e.g. claimed (e.g. Section 2.2,   

       paragraph 4, sentence 7). Using claimed suggests that you do not agree with the    

        study. If claimed is used, you need to show why their claim cannot be supported 

and provide evidence. In this paragraph, the author continues that ‘similar result was 

achieved by’ without refuting both researchers’ claims.  

Avoid overlong paragraphs, using shorter paragraphs is easier for the reader,   

e.g. Section 2.3.3. sentence 6 could be the start of a new paragraph. 

 Avoid starting sentences with ‘For’ (e.g. Section 2.3.3. sentence 1). This could be 

better stated ‘Thermal performance of a flame directly affects flame applications and 

flame temperature …luminosity’. 
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CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The study of LPG-H2 IDF requires fundamental knowledge on many different topics. 

As IDF is a partially premixed flame, it is necessary to understand the basic 

information of both premixed flame and normal diffusion flame. The combustion 

characteristics of the three fuels (propane, butane and hydrogen) are also 

fundamental information necessary for the present study. There are many 

experimental investigations involved in this study, including laminar burning 

velocity measurement, flame stability range test, flame length measurement, inflame 

OH-PLIF diagnose, flame temperature measurement and pollutant emissions 

examination. Previous researches on these mentioned areas are reviewed and 

analyzed to provide a solid foundation for the present research project. 

 

2.1.  Premixed flame 

Premixed flame is a kind of flame, of which fuel and air are mixed before reaction. A 

typical premixed flame is Bunsen flame. In Bunsen burner, the mixture of air and 

fuel passes up the burner tube at a speed faster than the burning velocity of the 

mixture to maintain a steady flame above the rim of the burner nozzle (Gaydon et al., 

1970). For a laminar Bunsen-burner flame, the flame contains dual flame structure as 

shown in Figure 2.1: the inner premixed flame and the outer diffusion flame. Since 

the flame speed must be equal to the speed of the normal component of unburned gas 
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at each location for a steady flame, the laminar burning velocity can be calculated by 

measuring the local angle of the inner flame tip (Turns, 2000). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 A typical laminar premixed flame 

 

Intensive researches have been conducted on premixed flame. Linda (1971) analyzed 

the propagation of premixed flame with the theory using isothermal chain reaction. 

Calvin and Williams (1979) reported a theory about propagation velocity of 

premixed flame with turbulence, and identified the convective-diffusive zone and 

reactive-diffusive zone in turbulent premixed flame. Experiments were done by 

Kobayashi et al. (1996) on measuring the burning velocity of turbulent premixed 

flame. Stone and Clarke (1998) used a combustion chamber to observe sphere 
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laminar premixed flame, and reported the laminar burning velocity measurement 

method of sphere premixed flame under free-fall condition. The combustion chamber 

method has then been widely used in measuring laminar burning velocity of various 

fuels, and the related researches will be further discussed in Chapter 2.6.  

Being compared to with diffusion flame, premixed flame has the advantages of better 

air/fuel mixing, more intensive combustion, higher flame temperature and lower soot 

emissions. However, premixed flame also has shortcomings. The stability range of 

premixed flame is very narrow and highly depends on air/fuel ratio, and the flame 

has a strong tendency to flash-back especially in burner with a large diameter 

(Gaydon et al., 1970). Many researches have been done to investigate the stability of 

premixed flame. Joulin (1991) provided a solution to describing the hydro-dynamical 

instability of premixed flame. Goix and Shepherd (1992) examined the effect of 

Lewis number on premixed flame structures with laser tomography technique, and 

showed that the flame shape of turbulent premixed flame is highly depended on the 

Lewis number. Bedat et al. (1996) studied the influence of buoyancy on stability of 

premixed flame. In their experimental studies on the effect of gravity on premixed 

flame stability, Bedat et al. (1996) conducted experiments under both normal gravity 

and reversed gravity conditions. It was concluded that buoyancy has significant 

influence on laminar premixed flame stabilization but rather negligible effect on 

turbulent premixed flames.  

Several stabilization methods have been used to improve the flammable limits of 

premixed flame. Shepherd et al. (2002) stabilized a methane flame by inducing low-

swirl. Similar experiment was done by Luo et al. (2010) with an impinging premixed 

flame. In the research of Luo et al. (2010), heat transfer characteristics of impinging 
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swirling premixed flame were recorded. Yu et al. (2012) used laser-induced plasma 

(FLIP) to stabilize premixed flame.  

Nowadays, premixed flames are the most commonly used flame in domestic 

applications. In this project, some scientific researches about premixed flame have 

been considered as references for the study of inverse diffusion flame. The basic 

concepts, applied in premixed flame, such as equivalence ratio, flame stability limits, 

and turbulent flame, are also partially applied in the current research of inverse 

diffusion flame. 

 

2.2.  Diffusion flame 

Diffusion flame is another fundamental flame mode usually applied in industry. In 

diffusion flame, fuel and oxidizer are not premixed but meet only at the combustion 

process. A typical example of diffusion flame is a candle flame. For diffusion flame 

burning gaseous fuel, the fuel is delivered to burner nozzle, and then is ignited at the 

nozzle exit with the surrounding air. The most notable difference of diffusion flame 

from premixed flame is that air/fuel ratio inside the diffusion flame is no longer 

constant. There is a gradual addition of oxidizer fraction from center to boundary of 

diffusion flame. And the varied oxidizer fraction results in a variation on pollution 

rate, flame temperature and heating performance. In premixed flame, velocities of 

oxidizer and fuel are the same; therefore flame burning velocity can be more easily 

defined and determined analytically. In diffusion flame, however, there is complicate 

relative movement between oxidizer and fuel. As the combustion rate of diffusion 

flame is influenced by the diffusion rate and mixing rate between fuel and oxidizer 
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(Gaydon et al., 1970), therefore no burning velocity has been defined for diffusion 

flame. In diffusion flame, combustion influences the exchange between air molecules 

and fuel molecules, so that the flow is not one-dimensional. Thus, existing studies 

mainly focus on flame stability, flame height and pollutant emissions of diffusion 

flame.  

Many researches have been done on stability of diffusion flame. Vanquickenborne et 

al. (1966) studied diffusion flame emitted from a circular diffusion burner, and they 

pointed out that stability of diffusion flame regarding blow-off and drop-back can be 

related to the interaction between the flow pattern and burning velocity. They 

suggested that the premixed zone on the base of a lifted diffusion flame can be used 

to determine the stability of flame, and this suggestion has been widely accepted in 

later researches. Takeno et al. (1975) did experiment on jet diffusion flame with 

preheated coflowing air stream, and they observed two kinds of stability limit: blow-

off and break-off (extinction). Chao et al. (1993) applied molecular Rayleigh 

Scattering technique in measuring molecule concentration inside diffusion flame. 

According to the concentration profile, they concluded that mean flow velocity, 

turbulent fluctuating velocity, length scale of turbulence and jet width are the 

governing parameters of diffusion stability. 

In order to overcome the instability as described in the previous works, recently, 

scientists tried different methods to extend the stability range of diffusion flame. Kim 

et al. (2006) compared three types of plasma, and they found that plasma produced 

by asymmetric dielectric-barrier discharge is able to greatly improve lifted diffusion 

flame stability. Otakeyama et al. (2009) examined flame stability range from another 

direction. They did experiments on burners with different rim thicknesses, and 
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reported that the use of thick burner rim can extend blowoff limit, but burner rim 

thickness has almost negligible effect on lifted flame stability limit.  

In addition to flame stability, flame length measurement is also an important topic, 

which has been intensely studied by researchers. Modified Burke-Schumann theory 

used by Roper et al. (1977) in predicting diffusion flame length has been usually 

used by researchers in analyzing flame length. Despite of flame length prediction, 

flame lengths data of diffusion flame were also measured. Kumar et al. (2008; 2009) 

studied the effect of N2 addition and H2 addition on length of LPG diffusion flame. 

They suggested that diffusion flame length augments with N2 addition but decreases 

with high percentage of H2 addition. Also, Kumar et al. (2008) applied a terminology 

called soot free length fraction (SFLF), which is defined as the length of blue flame 

divided by total flame length. It was claimed by Kumar et al. (2008) that SFLF can 

be used to predict the pollutant emissions of flame. Similar result was achieved by 

Mishra et al. (2008) that adding hydrogen into LPG results in reduction of diffusion 

flame length. Recently, Mishra et al. (2010) measured flame length of a LPG jet 

diffusion flame with N2 addition and preheated fuels. Mishra found that with 

increasing temperature of the preheated fuels, length of the diffusion flame is 

reduced. Gan et al. (2010) analyzed the effects of burner design and fuel velocity on 

diffusion flame length. It was reported that diffusion flame burning on burner with a 

long tube has short length due to enhanced heat transfer to the environment, and 

there is a linear relationship between Reynolds number of fuel jet and flame length. 

Pollutant emissions analysis of diffusion flame mainly focused on NOx concentration 

and soot emissions in the gaseous emissions. Mishra et al. (2010) measured NOx 

emission of LPG jet diffusion flame with and without N2 addition. Their 
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experimental results showed that inert gas addition leads to reduction in NOx 

emissions.  Kumar et al. (2009) did similar experiments with bluff-body stabilized 

LPG jet diffusion flame and found that N2 addition is able to reduce NOx emission. 

Kumar et al. (2008) also claimed that the addition of hydrogen is able to attenuate 

NOx emission in LPG jet diffusion flame. The mechanism of pollutant generation in 

the flame is highly influenced by chemical reaction rates and temperature of the 

flame. Iuliis et al. (1998) introduced the multi-wavelength emissions technique to 

determine the soot volume fraction in ethylene diffusion flame. Smooke et al. (2005) 

reported a detailed soot fraction profile of laminar diffusion flame. Smooke et al. 

(1999) also compared the results obtained in computational simulation with the 

experimental findings as well. The work done by Seong and Boehman (2012) with 

oxygen enriched laminar diffusion flame indicated that there is an inverse 

relationship between the adiabatic flame temperature and soot oxidative reactivity.  

As a frequently used flame type in industry, diffusion flame has been studied by 

numbers of researchers. With complicated diffusion and mixing processes of fuel and 

oxidizer, diffusion flame shows its special characteristics in flame shape, thermal 

performance and pollutant emissions. Nowadays, it is a challenge for scientists to 

build up a systematic theory to explain the complex flow dynamic phenomenon, such 

as fuel/air mixing and chemical reaction processes in diffusion flame. Before 

finalizing the flow dynamic of combustion, collecting comprehensive experimental 

data on diffusion flame is very necessary. Although much fundamental information 

of diffusion flame is still under investigation, researchers studying on inverse 

diffusion flame can already derive inspiration from the existing data of normal 

diffusion flame.  
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2.3.  Inverse diffusion flame 

Inverse diffusion flame (IDF) is a kind of flame, of which air and fuel are also 

supplied separately. In IDF, the air jet is located in the center, and is surrounded by 

several fuel jets. Due to this arrangement, IDFs have special flame structure and heat 

transfer characteristics, which make IDF a potential choice for several newly 

developed industries, such as Nano carbon tube production and soot precursor 

generation. Recently, most of the studies of IDFs focused on stability, appearance, 

thermal performance and pollutant emission of the flame. 

2.3.1  Stability range  

Stability range of a flame is one of the key information, which scientists should 

know before doing other experiments on the flame. A flame is considered stable if it 

maintains stable ignition without blowoff or lifted. Different combinations of fuels 

and burner can result in different stability ranges. Wu et al. (1984) examined three 

different IDFs with the use of methane, propane and acetylene respectively, and they 

concluded the flame stability ranges of these three IDFs in terms of air jet velocity 

and fuel jet velocity. From the research work of Wu et al. (1984), that IDFs can be 

stable with different flame appearances under a specific range of Reynolds number 

and equivalence ratio.  Mahesh et al. (2010) studied the flame stability and structure 

of IDFs. In their research, comparison between IDFs produced by backsteps burner 

and coaxial burner was made. Zhen et al. (2011; 2010) added turbulent swirling in 

the flame to stabilizing both premixed flame and inverse diffusion flame. From the 

experimental investigation, Zhen et al. (2010; 2011) found that IDF with induced 
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swirl is shorter and wider in appearance, and is more stable during operation. In 

addition, IDF is more stable than premixed flame under similar operation conditions. 

It can be concluded that the previous researches on flame stability of IDF mainly 

focused on the effects of fuel, burner parameters, Reynolds number and overall 

equivalence ratio. 

2.3.2  Flame structure  

Wu et al. (1984)  divided IDF into six flame types, and they studied the detailed 

features of each type. Dong et al. (2007) further investigated IDFs structures and 

classified IDFs into seven typical flame shapes under different Reynolds numbers 

and overall equivalence ratios. The seven flame shapes were mainly classified into 

buoyancy-driven diffusion flames and momentum-controlled flames. Figure 2.2 

shows examples of these two kinds of IDFs. Dong et al. (2007) reported that when 

Reynolds number is low, IDFs show buoyancy-driven diffusion flame structures, but 

when Reynolds number is above 500, IDFs changes to momentum-controlled flames. 

In IDFs, only air jet velocity is considered in Reynolds number calculation. Under 

low Reynolds number condition, velocity of the air jet is low, and the structures of 

IDFs are mainly controlled by buoyance force. Under high Reynolds number 

condition, however, high velocity air jet entrains the surrounding fuel jets to the 

center of flame, and the momentum of air jet acts as the key controller in flame 

structure. Sze et al. (2006) compared flame structures of IDF with circumferentially-

arranged ports (CAP) and that of IDF with coaxial jet (CoA). Their study showed 

that CoA flame is longer than CAP flame, and is closer to a normal diffusion flame. 

The typical images of CAP flame and CoA can be found in Figure 2.3. Mikofski et al. 

(2007) analyzed the structures of ethylene-air and methane-air IDFs using OH-PLIF 
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method. Mahesh et al. (2010) investigated the visible flame structure of a LPG-IDF, 

and confirmed that IDF is consisting of dual flame structures. Zhen et al. (2012; 2011) 

studied the appearances of both normal IDF and IDF with induced swirl, and they 

found that IDF with swirl is shorter than non-swirling IDF, and the main reaction 

zone of swirling IDF is closer to the rim of burner nozzle.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Typical IDF. (a) Buoyancy-driven IDF, (b) momentum-controlled forced 

IDF 
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Figure 2.3 Comparison between CAP and CoP under Reair=2500, φ =1 (Sze et al., 

2006) 

 

In addition to flame structure, flame height of IDF has also attracted scientists’ 

attention. In applications of IDF, flame height acts an important role especially in 

impinging heating, in which length of flame determines the heating area. Dong et al. 

(2007) measured the flame height of butane IDF, and presented the detailed lengths 

of base flame, inner core and outer flame layer of IDF. The research work done by 

Dong et al. (2007) showed that flame length of butane IDF gradually augments with 
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the rise of overall equivalence ratio (φ ) in the range of =0.6 to =1.8 under fixed 

air jet Reynolds number (Reair), and flame length extends with Reair (for Reair <3000) 

under fixed φ . Similar results have been concluded by Zhen et al. (2012) and Sze et 

al. (2006). Zhen et al. (2012) did experiment with IDFs and swirling IDFs under φ  

from 1 to 5, and their results showed that flame lengths of both IDFs and swirling 

IDFs protract with φ . Sze at al. (2006) compared the flame length of 

circumferentially arranged ports IDF and co-axial jets IDF. Although two kinds of 

IDF show variation on flame appearance, both of them share the features that under 

Reair=2500: flame length climbes with equivalence ratio. Mikofski et al. (2006) 

compared the luminous flame height with the flame height determined by OH-PLIF 

of IDF, and they concluded that luminous flame height is higher than the OH-PLIF 

height due to existence of the luminous soot above the reaction zone of IDF. Dong et 

al. (2011) further measured the lengths of three IDF burners with different air jet 

diameters. Considering the flame length was also related to burner parameter, 

Mahesh et al. (2010) used a non-dimensional parameter: Global Momentum Ratio 

(GMR) to correlate with the flame lengths under different equivalence ratios and 

Reynolds numbers. In their research work, they found that GMR shows good 

correlation with flame length in the range of air jet velocity from 5.65 m/s to 10.32 

m/s.  

Flame color is also a good parameter to study flame because it can be easily 

observed. By analyzing flame color, researchers can obtain quick information on 

flame soot, flame temperature and efficiency of combustion. Flame color highly 

depends on the fuel used. Hydrogen flame and LPG flame have totally different 

colors due to soot emissions, existence of carbon in fuel and flame temperature. In 

φ φ
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research work about flame color of IDFs, Dong et al. (2007), Zhen et al. (2012) and 

Sze et al. (2006) observed flame colors of IDFs burning butane and LPG, and all of 

them suggested that flame luminosity is a signal of soot distribution. Sunderland et al. 

(2004) examined IDF with enhanced oxygen, and they concluded that oxygen-

enhanced condition leads to intensification of luminosity. In most of the available 

literatures, color description is used in aid of estimating pollutant emission.  

2.3.3  Thermal performance 

For a flame, thermal performance directly affects flame applications, and flame 

temperature has strong influences on soot production and flame luminosity. Mahesh 

et al. (2010) measured the centerline temperature distribution of a LPG-air inverse 

diffusion flame, which is found to be in the range from 600K to 1850K. They 

reported that flame temperature in flame base rises with position, but drops gradually 

with the escalation of position in the luminous zone. Ng et al. (2007), Zhen et al. 

(2010; 2009; 2011) and Dong et al. (2011) investigated the heat flux distribution of 

impinging IDF using different burners. It can be concluded from these previous 

researches that the heat flux distribution on the impingement plate produced by the 

impinging IDF have two features: first, as low nozzle-to-plate distance expands, heat 

flux surges dramatically, and after reaching the maximum point, heat flux drops a 

little then keeps unchanged; second, with fixed nozzle-to-plate distance, the peak 

radial heat flux locates on a distance from centerline. Scientists also investigated 

radiation heat transfer of IDF. Hwang et al. (2008) used infrared radiation heat flux 

gauge to measure radiation of oxygen-enhanced inverse diffusion flame. In their 

work, it was suggested that oxygen-enhanced IDF shows a higher radiant heat flux 

generation than oxygen-enhanced normal diffusion flame. Another investigation 
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carried by Kwak et al. (2005) with double inverse diffusion flame and double normal 

diffusion flame showed that the radiation heat flux produced by double inverse 

diffusion flame is greater than that produced by its counterparts.  

2.3.4  Pollutant Emissions 

Perhaps, pollutant emission rate of flame is the most intensely reported topic of IDFs. 

Scientists have studied the pollutant emissions of IDF from several different 

directions including pollution gases collection, pollutant particles gathering and 

laser-induced analysis. Dong et al. (2011), Zhen et al. (2010; 2011a; 2011b; 2011c), 

and Mahesh et al. (2011) used pollution gases collection method to investigate the 

EICO, EINOx and EIHC of different IDFs. Santamaria et al. (2010; 2007) studied the 

soot and soot precursors particles in ethylene IDF. Blevins et al. (2002) also 

investigated the precursor particles produced from ethylene IDF with TEM image 

technique. In their research, Blevins et al. (2002) pointed out that IDF can produce a 

large quantity of early soots, which are usually produced by invading the flame with 

other kinds of flame. Scientists also want to know the soot development processes 

inside inverse diffusion flame. Recently, laser-induced incandescence technology has 

been used in analyzing chemical particles distribution inside flame. Shaddix et al. 

(2005) used OH and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) laser-induce 

florescence (LIF) and laser-induced incandescence (LII) to analyze the OH, PAH and 

soot distributions in a slot IDF. These methods can capture the instant images of 

particles distribution inside the flame. Shaddix et al. (2005) reported that signals of 

PAH and soot concentration in slot IDF are smaller than those in the normal flame. 

Mikofski et al. (2006) compared the results of OH-PLIF and PAH PLIF of ethylene-

air and methane-air IDFs, and concluded that in IDF, PAHs and soots are appeared at 
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a constant axial position, which is independent of the air flow rate. Lee et al. (2005) 

utilized LIF method to study OH and PAH distributions inside IDF of diluted ethane. 

Laser can also be used to identify nitric oxide in flame. Partridge et al. (1998) 

measured nitric oxide concentration inside IDF with laser-saturated fluorescence, and 

they found that most of nitric oxide are formed in the flame tip. Reliable information 

about pollutant emissions from IDF can be obtained by suitable equipment and 

techniques. It is suggested that they should be analyzed together with the other 

information such as temperature distribution.  

2.3.5  Application 

As a special kind of flame, IDF has not been widely applied in society yet. Unrau et 

al. (2007) mentioned that inversed diffusion flame with high stoichiometric mixture 

fraction can be used for synthesis of single-walled carbon nanotubes. Using flame as 

heating source will not create electric field, which may affect the metal used for 

carbon nanotube synthesis. Xu et al. (2006) reported that inverse diffusion flame can 

also be used to produce multi-walled carbon nanotubes with uniform diameters. Lee 

et al. (2004) also mentioned that the typical temperature for carbon nanotube 

formation is outside the sooting zone of inverse diffusion flame. Thus, using inverse 

diffusion flame can be a suitable approach for carbon nanotubes mass production.  

Although researches about inverse diffusion flames have not yet been intensive, the 

special features of inverse diffusion flames have successfully drawn scientists’ 

attention these years. With a wide range of stability, low NOx emissions, higher 

radiation heat flux and moderate temperature distribution, inverse diffusion flame is 

expected to act an important role in heat transfer applications. Using different 
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combinations of fuels, researchers can change the temperature, soot distribution and 

stability range of IDFs, and hence can realize flame adjustability. Without making 

complex change on burner dimension or flame Reynolds number, changing contents 

of fuels mixture percentage can adjust the flame. In this study, different 

combinations of LPG and hydrogen were studied as the first step to realizing the 

IDFs optimization. 

 

2.4.  LPG-H2 flame 

2.4.1  LPG flame  

LPG, as one of the main energy sources used for domestic and commercial 

applications, is also an intensively studied fuel. Although there are some researches 

(Sze et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007; Mahesh and Mishra, 2010; Zhen et al., 2011) on 

LPG IDF, more researches have been done on LPG used in premixed flame or 

normal diffusion flame. Lee et al. (2008) compared LPG and gasoline fuel regarding 

their flame propagation and combustion characteristics in a combustion chamber. 

Experimental results showed that flame propagation speeds of LPG and gasoline 

fuels increases with the decrease of initial pressure and escalation of initial 

temperature. Similar experiment was also done by Lee and Ryu (2005). Huzayyin et 

al. (2008) used combustion bomb to test laminar burning velocity of LPG-air, and 

they compared the result with that of propane-air. There were also several researches 

applied LPG in different burners.  Kim et al. (2003) studied the LPG-air flame in a 

multi-air staged burner, and analyzed the emissions of nitric oxide at the burner exit. 

Blasiak et al. (2004) measured the hydrocarbon profiles of LPG flame at different 
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positions above a regenerative burner. Kiran et al. (2007) studied flame stability and 

pollutant emissions of LPG diffusion flame. In their work, they measured lift-off 

heights and flame length of LPG diffusion flames with various fuel exit velocities. 

Lee and Beak (2007) Investigated the NOx/CO reduction of oxygen-enriched LPG 

flame. Kumar et al. (2009) investigated the effect of N2 dilution in fuel side on the 

flame characteristics of LPG normal diffusion flame, and they claimed that N2 

addition can enhance the flame length while reduce flame temperature and NOx 

emissions. Similar experiment was done by Mishra et al. (2010) with laminar LPG 

diffusion flame. Recently, Charoensuk et al. (2011) burned LPG using a porous 

combustor, and obtained the temperature distribution inside the flame.  

2.4.2  H2 enhanced flame 

Yu et al. (1986) added hydrogen in methane and propane fuels, and they found that 

hydrogen addition can substantially accelerate flame speed. Fotache et al. (1997) 

mixed hydrogen with methane, and did the ignition experiment with preheated air. 

They suggested that adding hydrogen in methane can significantly improve ignition; 

while the addition of methane in hydrogen is able to hinder ignition at low and 

moderate pressure. Oxygen/hydrogen mixture was used by Lee et al. (2005) as fuel 

to analyze the effect of CO2 on flame temperature distribution. Recently, Miao et al. 

(2008; 2009; 2011) measured heat transfer characteristics of hydrogen enriched 

natural gas. The experiments were done with a combustion chamber, and the results 

show that hydrogen addition can affect burning velocity and flame stability.  

Researches have also been done with LPG-H2 mixture. Law and Kwon (2004) 

measured the laminar burning velocity and Markstein length of propane-H2 mixture 
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under various pressures. Experiment was done by Tang et al. (2008) with propane-

H2-air mixture under various equivalence ratios. Liao et al. (2004) measured the 

laminar burning velocity of LPG-air mixture. Muppala et al. (2009) studied the effect 

of propane on the flame instability of turbulent H2 premixed flame under fuel-lean 

condition. Kumar et al. (2008) and Mishra et al. (2008) examined the influence of 

hydrogen in LPG fuel on flame length, temperature and pollutant emissions of 

diffusion flame, and they claimed that hydrogen addition can shorten flame length 

and reduce NOx emissions of diffusion flames.  

 

2.5.  Flame impingement heat flux measurement 

Impinging flame is the flame formed by impinging flame to a specific surface. 

Impinging flames have been widely applied in heat transfer industry. For example, 

the flame used in domestic stoves is an impinging flame during cooking. Comparing 

with open flames, impinging flames have different flame appearance, flame stability 

and thermal performance.  

Zhang and Bray (1999) suggested that with different nozzle-to-plate distances, 

impinging flames show four flame patterns: ring flame, conical flame, disc flame and 

envelope flame. It can be seen that nozzle-to-plate distance is a key parameter for 

impinging flame. Other important parameters include Reynolds number, equivalence 

ratio of flame, nozzle-to-plate distance and soot loading of flame.  

Researches of impinging flames mainly focused on flame structure, heat flux 

distribution on the impingement plate at different heating heights, flame temperature 
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distribution, flame numerical simulation, flame pollutant emissions, noise emissions, 

and flame stability. 

Zhen et al. (2011) analyzed the relationship between flame structure and local heat 

transfer behavior of impinging flame. They concluded that there existed two stable 

patterns of impinging premixed flame: V shape and M shape flames. Dong et al. 

(2007) conducted a series experiments to identify favorable impinging flame 

structure of inverse diffusion flame, which has been proved to be feasible for 

impingement heating. Effect of burner feature on impinging flame structure has also 

been studied by various researchers. Singh et al. (2012) analyzed the impinging 

flame structure of a natural gas swirling flame.  

Heat flux distribution on impingement plate has been intensely studied by different 

researchers with diverse methods. Dong et al. (2003) reported heat flux distributions 

of rectangular impinging flames with different nozzle-to-plate distances and different 

jet-to-jet spacings. In their research study, it was found that jet-to-jet spacing of 

flame and nozzle-to-plate distances affect the optimal heat flux of impinging flame 

burning butane and air. A similar test was done by Zhen et al. (2011) with a 

premixed LPG/air flame. Ng et al. (2007) examined the average local heat flux 

distribution of an inverse diffusion flame operating under impinging condition. By 

comparing the result of inverse diffusion flame with that of premixed flame, Ng et al. 

(2007) found that inverse diffusion flame is able to reach better heat transfer 

efficiency than premixed flame. Zhao et al. (2009) conducted a further investigation 

on heat transfer characteristics of impinging flame by using a circular premixed 

flame with induced swirl. Research done by Zhao et al. (2009) showed that flame 

with induced swirl can realize better thermal performance than that without swirl. 
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Zhao et al. (2009) also found that the enhancement of thermal performance is varied 

with Reynolds number, equivalence ratio of flame and nozzle-to-plate distance. To 

investigate the heat flux distribution of impinging flame, researchers have tried 

different methods. Brübach et al. (2007) conducted an experiment to examine the 

surface temperature gradient of impinging flame by coating the impingement plate 

with thermography phosphors (TP), which is then excited with laser during the 

investigation. Chander and Ray (2007), considered the problem from another 

direction. They compared the flame heat flux distribution on a cylindrical surface 

with that obtained on a flat plate. The flame heat flux was measured on a brass 

cylindrical surface under different Reynolds numbers and equivalence ratios. And 

they found that Reynolds numbers, equivalence ratio and non-dimensional separation 

between burners can produce an integrated effect on the heat flux. (Chander and Ray, 

2007) 

As flame impinges on a plate, the combustion-led pollutants can be attached to the 

plate to form a thin layer, which can dramatically change the heat transfer rate. Also 

combustion gases between the flame and the impingement plate may act as a new 

heat transfer medium instead of normal air. Several studies have been done on 

pollutant and noise emissions from impinging flame. Choy et al. (2012) analyzed the 

effect of port diameter and air-to-fuel spacing of burner on pollutant emissions and 

noise radiation of impinging flame. In their research work, it was concluded that for 

fixed airflow rate burner with smaller port diameter gives less NOx emissions but 

produces larger noise. In 2010, Li et al. (2010) published a paper about the effect of 

nozzle diameter on CO emission of impinging flame. They suggested that reduction 

in nozzle diameter leads to higher CO emission from the flame. Choy et al. (2012) 
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conducted a similar study with an inverse diffusion flame instead of a premixed 

flame.  

For impinging flame stability, Hsieh et al. (2005) conducted a series of studies on 

methane premixed flame, and they found that a double region exists in premixed 

impinging flame. According to Hsieh et al. (2005), flame in the double solution 

region is not stable. Durox et al. (2002) also found that impinging premixed flame is 

instable within a range of burner-to-plate distance, and they claimed that such 

instabilities is partially due to interaction between the flame and the solid plate.  

Impinging flame is a very common flame type used in domestic, commercial and 

industrial applications. Scientists have done several researches on impinging flame 

with both premixed and diffusion flames. The results showed that burner geometry, 

nozzle-to-plate distance, air-fuel ratio and Reynolds number are all important 

parameters affecting performance of impinging flame.  

 

2.6.  Laminar burning velocity measurement 

Determined by the kinetics of chemical reaction and by molecular heat and mass 

transport (Zeldovich et al., 1985), laminar burning velocity (LBV) is an important 

parameter in predicting thermal performance and pollutant emissions of fuels 

burning in internal and external combustion systems (Stone et al., 1998). As a 

fundamental property of fuel, LBV is also a decisive factor in validating chemical 

kinetics (Boushaki et al., 2012) and combustion characteristics of fuel.  
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There are several feasible methods used to measure LBV, such as conical flame 

method, soap bubble method, counteflow burner method and constant-volume 

combustion bomb method (Boushaki et al., 2012; Stone et al., 1998). Constant-

volume combustion bomb method was firstly used by Tanford (1949) in measuring 

laminar burning velocity of flame. The method can be used to produce spherical 

flame, which is distinguished by simple flame geometry, few thermal conduction 

heat loss and little friction with the vessel wall (Zeldovich et al., 1985). By using 

combustion bomb method, researchers can evaluate burning velocity over a wide 

range of pressure from a single pressure-time history (Stone et al., 1998) or from the 

time-dependent change of the flame front. There are some other advantages of 

constant volume combustion bomb method, such as self-consistent, high-pressure 

allowable, small amount of fuel required, controllable initial condition and mixture 

composition (Huzayyin et al., 2008). 

During the measurement of laminar burning velocity using combustion bomb method, 

results of Markstein lengths and flame thickness of fuels can also be collected. 

Markstein length, which is another important property of fuel, represents the 

sensitivity of flame to the change of flame stretch and is related to diffusional-

thermal instability of flame (Law and Kwon, 2004). Flame thickness is related to 

hydrodynamic instability of flame. By measuring Markstein length and flame 

thickness of flame mixture, researchers are able to obtain the optimal ratio of the 

mixture components for safe and stable flame (Law and Kwon, 2004). Flame with 

positive Markstein length has flame speed decreasing with the growth of flame 

stretch rate, whereas flame with negative Markstein length has flame speed 

increasing together with the flame stretch rate (Miao et al., 2009). 
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Burning LPG-H2 mixture is a new and complicated research topic as the fuel mixture 

contains at least three different gaseous fuels including butane, propane and 

hydrogen. There are already some research works conducted on LBVs of hydrogen, 

propane and butane individually. Bosschaart and Goey (2004) investigated the LBV 

of many hydrocarbons, including methane, ethane, propane and n-butane burning 

with air. They also reviewed the LBV data of propane measured by other researchers 

under equivalence ratio equal to 1.0, and the value of LBV varies from 38.1 cm/s to 

47.4 cm/s. The LBV data of n-butane, as reported by Bosschaart and Goey (2004) 

are in the range of 32 cm/s to 45 cm/s. The trends of LBV against equivalence ratio 

of propane and n-butane are quite similar, and their maximum values are obtained at 

the equivalence ratio around 1.1. Huzayyin et al., (2008) reported the LBV of 

propane-air mixture. In addition to the LBV value, Huzayyin et al. (2008) also 

presented the models usually used in calculating LBV through pressure record. 

Marshall et al. (2010) compared the experimental result and numerical result of LBV 

of n-butane, and they presented that the maximum LBV of n-butane under 1 bar and 

298K is around 37 cm/s, which is obtained at the equivalence ratio around 1.15. 

Bradley et al. (2007) investigated the LBV and Markstein number of fuel-lean H2-air 

mixture under pressure ranged from 0.1 MPa to 1.0 MPa. The value of LBV obtained 

in their experiment is about 2.3 m/s for stoichiometric H2-air mixture under pressure 

equal to 1.0 MPa and temperature equal to 365 K.  Pareja et al., (2011) measured the 

LBV of H2-air premixed flame under low pressure by using angle method together 

with Schlieren photography, and they found that the effect of pressure on LBV of 

H2-air flame is not regular under various equivalence ratios.  

Some researchers examined the effect of H2 addition on LBV of hydrocarbon fuels. 

Zhang et al. (2008) used counterflow flame model to probe the effect of H2 on LBV 
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of hydrocarbon fuel, and they suggested that H2 addition can increase both LBV and 

flame temperature of CH4 fuel especially for flame with large stretch rate. Similar 

study was also done by Boushaki et al. (2012)  using slot premixed burner. In their 

work, numerical simulation result of LBV was applied to compare with the 

experimental result. Miao et al. (2009) adopted the calculation method provided by 

Bradley et al. (1996) to calculate LBV of hydrogen enriched natural gas from the 

flame front propagation rate recorded by Schlieren photographs using combustion 

bomb method.  

Also, some researchers have conducted experiments to determine LBV of LPG-air 

flame. Liao et al. (2004) measured the LBV and Markstein length of LPG-air 

mixture under various pressures and temperatures. The maximum LBV is found at 

equivalence ratio equal to 1.1 for LPG-air.  It was found that the change of pressure 

affects the value of LBV but does not change the corresponding equivalence ratio for 

maximum LBV. Markstein number of LPG-air drops with growth of equivalence 

ratio, but the value of Markstein number does not vary much with pressure or initial 

temperature.  

 

2.7.  OH-PLIF diagnosis 

Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is a nonintrusive technic, which was firstly 

used in flame diagnosis by Dyer and Crosley (1982). Through using PLIF, 

researchers can obtain much useful fundamental information of chemically reactive 

flow (Nakamura et al., 2006). Also, it was claimed by Frank et al. (1999) that OH-

PLIF can be used as a precise indicator of reaction-zone location in combustion. As 
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one of the most important chemical intermediates in combustion, hydroxyl radical 

(OH) provides information in prevailing flow field characteristics and molecular 

transport processes (Kaminski et al., 1999). Since IDF has multiple flame fronts due 

to the complete structure, it is difficult to fully examine the reaction zone and flow 

field characteristics with traditional methods. OH-PLIF technic, however, can 

provide immediate two-dimensional (2D) and spatially resolve data of OH 

distribution (Partridge and Laurendeau, 1997) on the intersection of flame without 

affecting the flow field, and will be a very useful tool on study of IDF.  

Dyer and Crosley (1982) reported an inflame OH diagnosis method using OH-PLIF. 

In their work, a fuel-lean methane-air premixed flame was applied. They claimed 

that the distribution of OH-PLIF is found close to the reactive zone of the flame. 

Frank et al. (1999) used OH-PLIF to determine the instantaneous location of flame 

front of a turbulent premixed flame, and they analyzed the flame velocities using the 

combined results of OH-PLIF and PIF. Kaminski et al. (1999) examined the OH-

PLIF distribution of a turbulent non-premixed flame, and they claimed that OH-PLIF 

marks the reaction zone of the flame, where fuel and oxidizer are diffused and mixed 

with each other. With instantaneous result of OH-PLIF, the local flame extinction 

was clearly seen in the work of Kaminski et al. (1999). Donbar and Driscoll (2000) 

further compared the CH-PLIF and OH-PLIF in turbulent non-premixed flame, and 

they found that the CH and OH zones are overlapping in the flame but the maximum 

concentrations of CH and OH are not located at the same point. Donbar and Driscoll 

(2000) also suggested that since the boundary between oxidizer and fuel can be 

distinguished by CH-PLIF and OH-PLIF, the CH-OH diagnostics may be regarded 

as the most accurate indicator of stoichiometric contour in flame.  
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As OH-PLIF is proved to be an indicator of the reaction zone boundary of flame, 

many researchers used OH-PLIF method to examine the flame structure, flame 

length and even laminar burning velocity of different flames. Yamada et al. (2003) 

studied the effect of magnetic on OH radical distribution in a H2-O2 diffusion flame 

using OH-PLIF method, and they compared the experimental result with numerical 

result. It was reported in their work that OH radical can be influenced and moved by 

magnetic field. Gashi et al. (2005) probed the wrinkling of turbulent premixed flame 

kernels using 2D OH-PLIF and 3D direct numerical simulation (DNS). High level of 

agreement is found between the experimental result and numerical result in their 

work. Gashi et al. (2005) also claimed that a detailed chemistry may not be 

dominative in the evolution of global flame properties in turbulent premixed flame. 

Nakamura et al. (2006) identified the reaction zone of turbulent premixed flame of 

methane-air mixture by applying OH-PLIF method, and they reported that the local 

distinction can be found as the dark zones in the flame, which will be the radical pool 

to initiate subsequent chain branching reaction. Petersson et al. (2007) used OH-

PLIF to study a turbulent premixed flame. They combined statistics of OH-PLIF, 

Rayleigh thermometry and stereo PIV to examine the inflow fluid dynamics, 

temperature and velocity distributions of the flame.  

There are also many researchers adopting OH-PLIF method to study IDF. Shu et al. 

(1997) inspected the flame structure of CH4-air IDF with OH-PLIF, and identified 

two separate reaction zones in IDFs. Partridge and Laurendeau (1997) measured NO 

concentration inside C2H2/O2/N2 axial IDF with PLIF. Kaminski et al. (1999) studied 

the turbulent CH4-air IDF with OH-PLIF, and presented the vortex formation 

mechanism inside IDF. Kaplan and Kailasanath (2001) compared the data of OH 

distribution and soot volume fraction between IDF and NDF, and studied the effects 
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of two kinds of flow field on peak OH concentration and soot volume. Mikofski et al. 

(2006) used OH-PLIF to measure flame height of ethylene-air IDF and methane-air 

IDF, and they claimed that luminous flame height of IDFs is longer than the height 

of reaction zone. Recently, Blunck et al. (2011) used double OH-PLIF to study C3H8-

air IDF with well-stirred reactor, and obtained flame structure and temperature fields 

with high temporal resolution. Elbaz and Robets (2014) measured OH distribution 

and flow field in an IDF with circumferentially arranged fuel jets burning CH4, and 

they identified three types of structure in IDF. 

 

2.8.  Summary 

It can be found from literature review that IDF is a kind of flame possesses the both 

advantages of premixed flame and diffusion flame. Although there are several 

researches on IDF burning hydrocarbon fuels, there is little study on IDF burning 

fuel mixture, especially for fuel mixture of LPG and H2. Also there is lacking of 

information on LPG and H2 fuels mixture. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out the 

present project to study the combustion, thermal and emission characteristics of IDF 

burning LPG and H2 mixture, and to provide comprehensive information on LPG-H2 

IDF.  
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CHAPTER 3.  EXPERIMENT APPARATUS 

 

3.1.  Introduction 

This chapter introduces preparation of the experimental work including experimental 

setup and equipment in testing combustion characteristics of LPG-H2 IDF. In the 

present project, three different experimental systems were used including combustion 

chamber system, open flame system, and impinging flame system. The combustion 

chamber system was related to the investigation of fuel mixture fundamental 

properties, including laminar burning velocity and Markstein length. The open flame 

system was applied in testing flame stability, open flame temperature distribution, 

OH-PLIF distribution and overall pollutant emissions. The in-flame heat flux 

distribution was measured by using the impinging flame system.  

Except OH-PLIF measurement, most of the experiments using open flame system 

and impinging flame system were conducted in the Heat Transfer and Combustion 

Laboratory of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The experiments related to 

combustion chamber system and OH-PLIF measurement were conducted at the State 

Key Laboratory of Multiphase Flow of Xi’an Jiaotong University. All the 

experiments were operated under atmosphere pressure, and the laboratory 

temperature was set constantly at 295K.  
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3.2.  Burner design 

This project mainly studies the combustion of LPG and H2 mixture using a 

circumferentially arranged ports (CAP) inverse diffusion flame burner. Except 

experiment on measuring laminar burning velocity of LPG and H2 mixture, most of 

the experiments in this project were conducted using the CAP inverse diffusion 

flame burner as shown in Figure 3.1. In inverse diffusion burner, there are different 

nozzles for air and fuel. The central air nozzle is located in the center and is 

surrounded by several small fuel nozzles. It can be seen from the top view in Figure 

3.1 that there are 13 nozzles on the burner head. The central nozzle with a diameter 

of 5.5mm is for air, and the 12 small nozzles, which are surrounding the central hole, 

are for fuel. Each of the small nozzles is 2mm in diameter. The center-to-center 

distance between air nozzle and end of the fuel nozzles is 12mm. The burner head is 

made of brass and is in 40mm diameter and 33mm height. From the front view, it can 

be observed that the upper part of the burner is burner head with air/fuel nozzles, and 

the lower part of the burner is a burner chamber for fuel mixing. The burner chamber 

is made of stainless steel, and its outer diameter is 60mm. Metered fuels were 

supplied into the burner chamber and mixed with each other in the chamber before 

jetting out from the nozzles. To improve mixing process, several layers of wire nets 

were placed inside the burner chamber. Air was supplied to the central nozzle of the 

burner head through the central tube, which can be seen from the front view. One 

end of the central tube is connected to the burner head, and another end of the tube 

penetrates the burner chamber for high velocity air source.  
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Figure 3.1 Schematics of inverse diffusion flame burner 

 

3.3.  Fuels  

The main fuels studied in this project are liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and 

hydrogen (H2), and the main oxidizer is air.  
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3.3.1  For experiments done in Hong Kong  

Since LPG is fuels mixture of butane and propane, of which the ratios vary in 

different regions, commercial standard LPG available in Hong Kong was used. The 

LPG consists of 30% (vol) propane and 70% (vol) butane. And the minor species 

were neglected. The tested H2 has a purity of 98%. Compressed air at a maximum 

pressure of 20 kPa was applied in the experiment.  

LPG and air were controlled by pressure gauges and traditional volumetric flow 

meters. Flow meters for LPG and air are Matheson Type 604 and Type 602 

respectively. Hydrogen was metered by mass flow meter (Alicat Scientific MC-

5SLPM).  

3.3.2  For experiments done in Xi’an 

Laboratory standard propane and butane with purity of 99.9% were applied, and the 

volumetric ratio of propane and butane was fixed at 3:7 for experimental 

investigation to simulate the commercial standard LPG used in Hong Kong and to 

make the experimental results relevant. The tested H2 has a purity of 99.9%. The air 

employed in these experiments is mixture of pure O2 and pure N2. Both O2 and N2 

are of 99.9% purity. The ratio between O2 and N2 was fixed at 21:79. All the gaseous 

were metered by mass flow meters. 

Since the fuel used in this project was LPG with hydrogen addition, fuel properties 

vary significantly with the hydrogen fraction of the mixed fuel. Some important 

combustion related properties of the mixed LPG-H2 fuel are listed in Table 3.1 
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Table 3.1 Properties of fuels mixture with various H2% 

H2% (vol) Fuel Mixture 
Density (g/L) 

Stoichiometric 
Air/Fuel Ratio 

(vol) 

Weight LHV 
(MJ/kg) 

Volumetric LHV 
(MJ/m3) 

0 2.20 28.8 45.91 101.23 
10 1.99 26.2 53.32 106.25 
20 1.78 23.5 60.73 108.12 
30 1.57 20.9 68.14 106.85 
40 1.36 18.2 75.55 102.43 
50 1.14 15.6 82.96 94.87 
60 0.93 13.0 90.37 84.17 
70 0.72 10.3 97.77 70.31 
80 0.51 7.7 105.18 53.32 
90 0.29 5.0 112.59 33.18 
100 0.08 2.4 120.00 9.89 

 

 

3.4.  Basic experimental parameters 

In this project, the basic parameters related to fuel mixtures are hydrogen percentage, 

air jet Reynolds number and equivalence ratio.  

The dominative fuel used in this project was LPG fuel. Hydrogen was added into 

LPG as supplementary fuel. The hydrogen percentage is presented in volumetric base 

and varies from 0% to 100%. Hydrogen percentage (H2%) was calculated as:  

      (Eq. 3.1) 

Where  ,  and are volumetric flow rate of H2, C3H8 and C4H10 

H2% =
VH2

VH2 +VC3H8 +VC4H10
×100%

VH2 VC3H8 VC4H10
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The main difference between inverse diffusion flame (IDF) and normal diffusion 

flame (NDF) is the existence of a central air jet. The structure of IDF is dramatically 

changed by the velocity of the central air jet. Reynolds number of the central air jet 

(Reair) was calculated as: 

         (Eq. 3.2) 

Where   is air density at 294K =1.2 kg/m3 

 is air jet velocity in m/s 

   is diameter of air nozzle=0.0055m 

   is kinetic viscosity of air=1.57E-5 m2/s 

The Reair calculated above was the initial condition of air jet under non-reacting 

condition. Since both density and viscosity of fuel mixture vary with H2%, the 

velocity of fuel jet is usually presented in volumetric flow rate.  

Under fixed Reair and H2%, the overall equivalence ratio (φ ) also indicates the flow 

rate of fuel. Complete combustion of LPG and H2 mixture involves the following 

three main reactions: 

    
(Eq. 3.3) 

C4H10 +
13
2
(O2 +

79
21
N2 ) = 4CO2 + 5H2O + 13× 79

2 × 21
N2    (Eq. 3.4) 

Reair =
ρairvaird
µair

ρair

vair

d

µair

C3H8 + 5(O2 +
79
21
N2 ) = 3CO2 + 4H2O + 5× 79

21
N2
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     (Eq. 3.5) 

The stoichiometric air/fuel ratio (vol) of C3H8, C4H10 and H2 are 23.81, 30.95 and 

2.38 respectively. With fixed C3H8/C4H10 ratio of 3:7, the stoichiometric air/LPG 

ratio (vol) is 28.81. And φ  is calculated as: 

   (Eq. 3.6) 

It can be found that under various H2%, the corresponding fuel jet velocities for fixed 

φ  and Reair are different.  

For some parts of experiment, the N2/O2 ratio of the air changes. The flow rate of O2 

was fixed and the flow rate of N2 was gradually reduced. The N2 percentage was 

used to present the ratio between actual N2 flow rate and the initial N2 flow rate of 

normal air, and N2% was calculated as: 

       (Eq. 3.7) 

The mole fraction of O2 in oxidizer was calculated as: 

         (Eq. 3.8) 

 

H2 +
1
2
(O2 +

79
21
N2 ) = H2O + 79

2 × 21
N2

φ =
(1−H2%)× (

Vair
VLPG

)stoichiometric + H2%× (Vair
VH2

)stoichiometric

( Vair
VLPG +VH2

)actural

N2% =
VN2actural
VN2original

×100%

Ω =
VO2

Voxidizer
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3.5.  Laminar flame speed measurement 

Since LPG-H2 mixture studied in this project is a complicated fuel mixture 

containing at least three different fuels including butane, propane and hydrogen, it is 

necessary to study the basic combustion properties of the fuel mixture before 

applying it in IDF.  

3.5.1  Constant volume combustion bomb system 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematics of combustion bomb system 

 

In this project, constant volume combustion bomb system was adopted, and the 

initial condition was set at 0.1MPa and 300K. Experimental fundamental data 

obtained in this experiment were used to assist the study on application of LPG-H2 
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mixture in IDF. Figure 3.2 shows the combustion bomb system. The system includes 

a constant volume combustion bomb, ignition system, gas control system, high-speed 

Shlieren photography system and data acquisition system.  

The combustion bomb is in cylindrical shape, and was prepared to contain reactants 

and products during combustion. The inner diameter and length of the combustion 

bomb are 180mm and 210mm respectively. Detailed structure of combustion bomb is 

shown in Figure 3.3. The main body of the combustion bomb is made of stainless 

steel. Two pieces of pressure-resisting quartz windows are installed on the two sides 

of the combustion bomb respectively to allow the combustion process to be observed. 

A B-type thermocouple is mounted in the inner surface of the combustion bomb to 

provide temperature information. 

 

 

Figure 3.3  Schematics of combustion bomb 
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Electrodes connecting with standard capacitive discharge ignition system are located 

in the centerline of combustion bomb, and are used to ignite reactants during 

experimental investigation. The ignition energy was set as 45 mJ.  

The gas control system includes gas valves, manometer and vacuum pump. An inlet 

valve is open on the side of the combustion bomb. Both fuels and air were supplied 

into the bomb through the inlet valve. Since all the reactants are gases, the reactants 

mixture was prepared by delivering the reactants one by one into combustion bomb 

according to pre-calculated partial pressures of each reactant until the total pressure 

inside reached the preset initial pressure of 0.1 MPa.  The partial pressure depends on 

both initial pressure and mixture properties, such as equivalence ratio (Miao et al., 

2009). Since the smallest partial pressure of H2 in this project was as low as 0.22 kPa, 

a u-tube mercury manometer was chosen to control the gas flow for accuracy 

consideration. The mercury manometer is connected to the combustion bomb 

through a valve located on the upper side of the combustion bomb. There are two 

other valves for vacuum pump and atmosphere air respectively on the combustion 

bomb.  

Before each set of experimental studies, the valves for pressure meter and gas inlet 

were closed, and the valve for vacuum pump was open. At the same time, the valve 

for atmosphere air was opened intermittently to let fresh air flush the bomb until no 

exhaust gas was remained, and the bomb temperature was reduced to around 300K. 

After flushing the bomb, a nearly vacuum condition was then created by opening the 

vacuum pump and closing the inlet valve for atmosphere air. The vacuum pump was 

kept on working until the pressure inside the combustion bomb reached 0.1 MPa. 

The valve for vacuum pump was then closed, and the reactants were delivered to the 
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bomb one by one. Since the delivery of reactants was controlled by slightly opening 

the inlet valve by hand, and the pressure change should be carefully noticed to ensure 

an accurate result, the gas with the lowest partial pressure was admitted first. The 

gases delivery sequence was H2, C3H8, C4H10, O2 and N2. A 5-min interval was 

waited before ignition to allow reactants fully mixing with each other. After 

combustion, the valve for vacuum pump was opened immediately to expel exhaust 

gas to avoid condensation of water vapor on electrodes. The valve for atmosphere air 

was then open to let dry air flush the combustion bomb.  

High speed Schlieren photography system consists of a Schlieren optical system and 

high-speed CDD camera. Parallel lights prepared by using concave lens from a point 

light source passed horizontally through the two quartz windows on combustion 

bomb and then formed Schlieren photography through a cutting edge. The Schlieren 

photography of flame was captured by Phantom V611 high-speed CCD camera with 

10000 pictures per second. To ensure image quality, the two quartz windows were 

carefully cleaned before every experiment and were clean immediately, if there was 

water vapor condensing on the windows.  

The initial temperature tested in this project was 300K. For each set of experiment, 

the tests were repeated 3-6 times to ensure data accuracy and repeatability. In this 

experiment the overall equivalence ratio of the fuel mixture was applied in 

calculation, and the range of equivalence ratios was from 0.6 to 1.5, while range of 

H2% was from 0%-90%.  
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3.5.2  Combustion analyses theory 

In this experiment, spherical premixed flame was developed, and the data of flame 

radius were collected from flame photo captured by high-speed camera. Laminar 

burning velocity and Markestain length were calculated based on the change of flame 

radius according to time. All the calculations were based on the assumptions made 

by Huzayyin et al., (2008). 

As refraction index changes through the flame, the flame radius as shown in 

shadowgraph image might be different from the actual flame radius. Bradley et al. 

(1996) calculated a correlation between schlieren front radius (!!"!) and cold flame 

front radius (!!) for iso-octane-air flames, and they also applied the correlation in 

calculating flame speed of methane-air flame. However, based on investigation made 

by Parsinejad et al. (2007), Tahtouh et al. (2009) claimed that flame speed was 

independent on isotherm, and for both thin flames and thick flame, the luminous 

front in shadowgraph image corresponded to the flame radius of the unburned gas. In 

this experiment, the unburned gas front radius was used to calculate flame speed and 

laminar burning velocity. Flame speed (!!), was calculated from the time and 

measured radius as (Bradley et al., 1998): 

         (Eq. 3.9) 

The flame stretch rate, which indicates the expanding rate of flame area (Tang et al., 

2008) for spherically expanding flame was defined as: 

        (Eq. 3.10) 

Sn =
dru
dt

α = 2
ru
dr
dt

= 2
ru
Sn
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There exists linear relationship between flame speed and flame stretch rate in early 

stage of spherical flame propagation as shown: 

         (Eq. 3.11) 

According the relationship above, when flame stretch rate is zero, unstretched flame 

speed (!!) is equal to !!. Markstein length (!!) of burned gas can be obtained by 

calculating the slop of linear fitting between !! and flame stretch rate.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 A typical relationship between flame radius and flame speed 

 

The typical relationship between flame radius and flame speed is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Since the flame was ignited by the electrodes located in the center of the combustion 

Sl − Sn = Lbα
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bomb in this experiment, the ignition energy could affect propagation of flame in the 

early stage. Bradley et al. (1998) mentioned that the flame speed at flame radius less 

than 5mm could be elevated by the spark for iso-octane-air mixtures. Similar 

elevating effect was also observed in this experiment, especially for fuel-rich and 

fuel-lean mixtures. Also, Bradley et al. (1998) suggested that the data in the upswing 

region of !! between Point A and Point B in Figure 3.4 may be due to undeveloped 

flame and should not be used. To eliminate the interference of underdeveloped flame 

in data, the minimum radius data accepted in calculation were from 15mm or 17mm 

in this project. According to Prathap et al. (2008), only flame radius less than 1/3 

radius of combustion bomb wall are suitable for calculation, and when flame radius 

exceeds the range, the strain in flow field would notably reduce the burning velocity. 

Considering influence of spark, cellular flame and flow field strain, only flame radius 

from 15mm to 30mm were adopted in calculation.  

Since the total volume of burned gases was less than 0.5% of the volume combustion 

bomb, the pressure increment in the early stage of flame propagation can be regarded 

as negligible (Broustail et al., 2011). In addition, unstretched laminar burning 

velocity (!!) of constant-pressure flame propagation can be deducted from !! by: 

         (Eq. 3.12) 

Density ratio of the reaction was calculated from density of the unburned mixture (!!) 

and density of the burned mixture (!!). The burned mixture density ratio was 

calculated by computer using adiabatic equilibrium.  

ul = Sl
ρb

ρu
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Laminar flame thickness was then calculated using Eq. 3.13, according to Law et al. 

(2005) and Tang et al. (2008). When ! and !! are thermal conductivity and specific 

heat capacity of unburned mixture respectively.  

         (Eq. 3.13) 

Markstein number was then calculated as: 

         (Eq. 3.14) 

 

3.6.  Flame photography 

Flame photography was done in all the experiments. Image of flame can provide 

very important information, such as luminous flame length, flame structure and 

flame colors. In this project, direct photography, Schlieren photography and OH 

Planar laser-induced fluorescence (OH-PLIF) photography methods were applied to 

visualize flame. Direct photography method was used to directly capture luminous 

flame image, and was used in experiments related to flame structure, flame length 

and flame stability. Schlieren photography method was used in measuring laminar 

burning velocity of LPG-H2 fuel. OH Planar laser-induced fluorescence photography 

method was a nonintrusive technique in diagnosing OH radical distribution inside the 

flame. Detailed information of Schlieren photography method and OH-PLIF 

photography is introduced in Chapter 3.5 and Chapter 3.8 respectively. In this 

δ l =
λ

Cpρuul

Ma = Lb
δ l
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section, the direct photography method is discussed. The information of CCD 

cameras is listed as shown in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2 Information of cameras used in this project 

Items Detail 
Brand Canon PowerShot S110 
ISO 80 

f 1/5 
Exposure time 1s 

 

During flame capturing, both camera and burner were carefully placed on the level 

parallel to the ground. The position of camera was adjusted to ensure that center of 

camera lens was located horizontally with the nozzle rim plan of burner. For flames 

with long flame length, the distance between camera and burner was adjusted to 

capture the whole flame. The data of flame length were scaled according to the width 

of burner head captured in images. Black cardboard was installed behind the flame as 

background. The lights in laboratory were turned off during picture taking to 

eliminate influence of other light sources.  
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3.7.  Open flame stability range and flame length measurement 

3.7.1  Open flame stability 

As IDF does not have burning velocity, flame stability range of IDF is a very 

important character in IDF application. The premixed flame front stability of fuel 

mixture tested with combustion bomb gives fundamental data of the fuel mixture; 

while the open flame stability range of the fuel burned in IDF burner should be tested 

separately to provide information for practical operation.  

Experiment was firstly done with pure LPG fuel to test the flame stability boundary 

regarding the burner used in this study. The tested Reair was varied from 500 to 7000 

to investigate the lowest flow rate of LPG required for stable flame under different 

Reair. During the experiment, air jet flow rate was fixed, and LPG flow rate was 

gradually reduced until the flame was totally blown off. The operation was repeated 

to ensure accurate data.  

At the stability boundary of LPG IDF, the effect of H2 was tested under the three 

kinds of flame stability limits including local extinction limit, restore limit and 

complete extinction limit. Local extinction limit was obtained by gradually reducing 

the flow rate of fuel mixture under fixed air jet velocity until the flame became 

incomplete. The restore limit was determined by slowly increasing the fuels flow rate 

until the complete flame shape appeared again. Complete extinction limit happened 

when the fuels flow rates were small enough and no flame could be seen on the 

burner. For each Reair, the content of LPG-H2 mixture varies from pure LPG to 

10%LPG-90%H2 with an interval of 10% H2. Since part of the experimental results 
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was observed by vision, pure H2 was not tested due to its high transparency. The 

operations were repeated at least three times to ensure data accuracy. 

As mentioned in Section 3.4, H2 percentage affects the stoichiometric equivalence 

ratio of fuel mixture. It may be confusing to present only flame stability limit 

regarding overall equivalence ratio. An energy-based analysis may be more reliable 

in evaluating the effect of hydrogen addition. Global Energy Consumption Rate is an 

overall energy term used in this study to generally analyze the impact of H2 

enrichment. It presents the total energy supply rate of the fuel mixture. Although the 

fuel mixture may not be completely burnt at each point, the global energy 

consumption rate at stability limit can suggest the required energy for stable flame at 

different hydrogen percentages. The Global Energy Consumption Rate ( ) was 

calculated by using the lower heating value (LHV) of fuel under standard condition: 

       Eq. 3.15 

3.7.2  Flame length measurement 

Flame lengths were measured by vision in this study. A ruler with 1mm accuracy 

was placed on the right-hand side of burner. Flame photographs were taken to record 

the flame structure and length. Flame lengths were obtained by measuring the 

photograph using Adobe Photoshop software. The lengths were calibrated with the 

burner size and were compared with the ruler reading. Ten photographs were taken 

for each flame, and the averaged data were used as the final result.  

A non-dimensional parameter called Global Momentum Ratio (GMR) was adopted 

to correlate with flame length in this study. Mahesh and Mishra (2010) introduced 

ε

ε = !mLPGLHVLPG + !mH2
LHVH2
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GMR to relate air-fuel jets momentum transfer and flame length of LPG IDF. In the 

current project, correlation between GMR and flame lengths of LPG IDF and 

50%LPG-50%H2 IDF were tested under Reair=1500 and Reair=3000. Where the GMR 

was defined as: 

        Eq. 3.16 

Where   is fuel jet velocity, m/s 

   is air jet velocity, m/s 

φ  is overall equivalence ratio 

 

3.8.  In-flame OH-PLIF distribution measurement 

Different from premixed flame and normal diffusion flame, IDF is a kind of flame 

with complicate structure. The flow field and flame structure considerably vary with 

the main parameters mentioned in Chapter 3.4. Due to the complicate structure, IDF 

has multiple flame fronts and is difficult to be fully examined by using traditional 

observation methods. Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), however, can 

provide immediate, two-dimensional and spatially resolved data on the intersection 

of the flame; therefore OH-PLIF is very suitable for IDF diagnose.  

GMR = φ(
vfuel
vair

)

vfuel

vair
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3.8.1  General PLIF theory 

Laser Induced fluorescence is the fluorescence emitted by the molecule or atom 

which has been excited by laser radiation (Daily, 1978). When the molecule or atom 

is resonantly simulated by a laser source, the molecule absorbs photon and jumps 

from ground electronic state (E1) to an excited state (E2). Since molecule is unsteady 

in the excited state (E2), the excited molecule relaxes back to its ground electronic 

state (E1) in a very short time and emits a new photon with longer wavelength 

simultaneously. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

.  

 

Figure 3.5 Einstein radiate processes 

 

The energy of the absorbed photon can be represented as , where  is 

Planck’s constant and  is the optical frequency (Daily, 1978), and the energy is 

equal to the energy difference between E1 and E2. The optical frequency can be 

calculated by: 

E = hv h

v
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Where    is speed of light, m/s 

   is wavelength of light, Hz 

The emitted photon is different from the absorbed photon and usually has longer 

wavelength. Also the emitted photon could be absorbed by neighbor molecule again 

and results in noise in fluorescence output.  

3.8.2  OH-PLIF system 

 

 

Figure 3.6  Schematics of PLIF system  

λ = c
v

c

λ
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The OH-PLIF system was applied in this project to virtualize OH distribution and to 

identify flame structure, sequence of OH and relative OH intensity profile. The OH-

PLIF system contains laser system, excitation optics, detection system and data 

acquisition system. The schematic of a OH-PLIF system can be found in Figure 3.6. 

Laser System 

The experimental laser pulse was generated by the Nd:YAG pump laser head 

(Quanta-Ray Pro-190), which is configured with two pump chambers assembled 

with one flash lamp each (Quanta-Ray Lab-Series Plused Nd:YAG Lasers User's 

Manual, 2010). The flash lamps are the optical source of laser, and neodymium-

doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd3+: Y3Al5O12) crystal is applied as lasing medium. 

There are two Nd:YAG rods in the pump laser head. The gold-coated elliptical pump 

chambers reflected the flashlight into the Nd:YAG rods. The illumination of Nd: 

YAG rods is then accumulated by the dual-rod oscillators to form laser with a 

wavelength of 1060nm. The design of dual ND:YAG rods and dual pump oscillators 

compensates the thermally induced birefringence in Nd:YAG roads and reduces laser 

beam depolarization (Intelligent Imaging product guide, 2015). A Q-switch is used 

to control and release the output laser beam as laser energy accumulated to the 

maximum level. The generated laser beam has a frequency of 10Hz, pulse time of 

10ns and power of 300mJ per pulse. The wavelength of laser beam was then turned 

into 355nm after passing through an optional harmonic generation with THG crystal 

arm, and a pair of dichroic mirrors is installed to reflect the desired harmonic as laser 
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output, while transmitting the undesired wavelengths into a beam dump (Quanta-Ray 

Lab-Series Plused Nd:YAG Lasers User's Manual, 2010). 

The laser output generated from pump laser head has untenable wavelength of 

355nm. state OH can be excited by laser with wavelength near 284nm through 

the (1, 0) band or with wavelength near 311nm through the (0, 0) band (Crosley, 

1982). The laser beam should be finely tunable to get best excitation result. 

Therefore, the laser generated by laser pump is then transmitted into a dye laser 

(Sirah PrecisionScan-G-3000), of which the lasing medium is ethanol resolved 

Coumarin 153. Different from solid lasing medium, liquid medium can generate 

laser in a wide range of wavelength. The wavelength range of laser generated by 

Coumarin 153 was from 350nm to 610nm. Since the dye degrades upon exposing to 

light, the liquid dye is circulated in the equipment and should be changed regularly to 

ensure image quality (James, 2013). The tunable dye laser beam is then doubled to 

an ultraviolet laser beam with a Frequency Conversion Unit (FCU) consisting of a 

BBO doubling crystal. The output laser beam has wavelength range from 175nm to 

305nm and energy of 8mJ per pulse. After leaving dye laser, the output laser beam 

goes through an energy monitor, which is used to monitor the energy fluctuation 

between each laser pulse. The laser pulse energy recorded by energy monitor can 

also be used by LaVision software to normalize the image result.  

Excitation optics 

A set of sheet optics is used to convert the dye laser beam into sheet laser. size of 

sheet laser highly depends on the optics. The sheet optics set is mainly composed of 

a plano-concave lens, a positive meniscus and a negative cylindrical lens. The 

A2∑+
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scattering of laser beam is negligible, and the laser beam is considered as a 

collimated beam. The plano-concave lens and positive meniscus converges laser 

beam are used to reduce the laser diameter. With a sufficiently small beam diameter, 

the laser can be diverged vertically to a laser sheet with the cylindrical lens. The 

cylindrical lens converges the laser sheet and forms a beam waist. Burner was placed 

at the beam waist, where the laser sheet thickness is very small. The position of beam 

waist can be adjusted by changing positions of the lenses; while the laser height at 

the beam waist is fixed and depended on the size of cylindrical lens. In this study, the 

height of laser sheet was around 50mm.  

Burner is carefully placed in the direction of laser sheet to ensure the laser sheet can 

pass through the centerline of the flame. On the intersection plane of laser sheet and 

flame, the OH radicals are excited by laser and form a 2D profile. Although 

excitation of OH usually occurs in the (0, 0) band and (1, 0) band, the excitation in 

the (1, 0) band was selected in this system. The absorption line of OH used in this 

experiment was Q1(8) line of  (1, 0) transition.  

Detection system 

Although fluorescence mission is isotropic, the emitted photon may collide into 

neighboring molecule in flame and lead to reabsorption and reemission (James, 

2013). The reemission of fluorescence makes the detected value of fluorescence vary 

with the viewing angle, and the influence of reemission effect is least when detection 

path is in 90 degree with the laser beam. Therefore, the detection system is placed in 

the direction aligning with the burner and perpendicular to the laser beam.  

A2∑+ ← X 2∏+
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The detection system is an ICCD camera (LaVision Image Prox) with UV lens 

(Nikon Rayfact PF 10545MF-UV), intensified Relay Optics (LaVisionVC08-0094) 

and OH bandpass filter (LaVisionVZ08-0222). The fluorescence signal with a 

wavelength of about 308nm was detected, and the gate of intensified relay optics was 

set as 200ns to achieve the best signal to noise ratio.  

Data acquisition system 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Typical transient PLIF result and averaged PLIF result (in average result, 

the background has been removed, and energy has been adjusted.) 
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The captured images are 67mm x 50mm with resolution of 800 x 600pixels. Normal 

luminous flame pictures were also taken as comparison. The software DaVis 7.1.1 

was used to control the system, record data and process the images.  Before the 

experimental study, a background image was taken as blank reference for the image 

post-process. For a clearer and more accurate result, the backgrounds of images were 

removed and the energy was adjusted according to laser energy detected by energy 

monitor. Both transient and averaged results were shown in this study. For each 

average OH-PLIF result, 100 images were used to get a clear boundary of OH profile. 

The typical transient result and averaged result are shown in Figure 3.7 

Safety issue 

Since OH-PLIF detection system contains a high power laser and toxic dyes, special 

attention should be paid to the safety issue. The class-IV high power laser used in 

OH-PLIF system is a safety and fire hazard (James, 2013). In this project, the laser 

system is placed in a separated room, and the dyed laser beam is transmitted from the 

room through a small opening. During experimental investigation, the operators 

should wear eyewear all the time to prevent any accidental exposure to laser beam. A 

laser bumper is placed after the burner to block the laser sheet and reduce laser 

reflection. 

The dye used in this project is Coumarin 153, which can cause skin irritation. Since 

the dye should be replaced regularly, the toxic dye is also a potential hazard. The dye 

should be handled and disposed carefully after experimental study. Dry mop, instead 
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of liquid should be used in clearing up the dye container or in case of dye leakage 

(James, 2013). 

 

3.9.  Heat transfer measurement 

Heat transfer performance is a key criterion in judging the combustion performance 

of a flame. Impinging flame jet has many important applications such as heating or 

drying materials, annealing materials, shaping glass and drying paper (Dong et al., 

2003). By impinging the flame jet directly to a surface, convective heat transfer from 

flame to the surface can be enhanced greatly (Viskanta, 1993). Enhanced heat 

transfer can reduce the processing time and cost, which are very important 

requirement of heating process (Tuttle et al., 2005). In this study, the flame 

impingement heat transfer of LPG-H2 IDF was measured. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematics of heat transfer measurement system 

 

The flame impingement heat transfer is measured by using the impingement plate 

with heat flux transducer, as shown in Figure 3.8. In this study, the IDF burner is 

fixed on a 3-D positioner under the impingement plate and can be moved relative to 

the plate. The impingement plate is a rectangular plate made of copper with a size of 

200mm ×  200mm and a thickness of 8mm. A stainless steel frame was used to 

support the impingement plate. A small ceramic heat flux transducer (Vatell HFM-6 

microsensor) is installed in the center of the plate on the impinged side. The coating 

of heat flux transducer is zynolyte, and the emissivity of the coating is 0.94. Both 

convection and radiation heat transfer data can be collected. The effective size of the 

heat flux transducer is 2mm ×  2mm ×  0.08mm. Due to the small size of the 

transducer, the heat absorbed by the heat flux transducer is negligible. The heat flux 
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transducer is embedded in the impingement plate, with the sensor and plate aligning 

on the same plane. To ensure data accuracy, a cooling water jacket is installed on the 

impingement plate to cool down the plate. A water pump was used to circulate the 

water in the water jacket, and a thermostat (Julabo Labortechnik GmbH, Model fc 

1600s) was applied to control water temperature. To prevent the water vapor 

produced in combustion from condensing on the plate, the temperature of cooling 

water was set as 40 degrees Celsius (Tuttle et al., 2005). With the top plate made of 

plexi-glass, the water jacket is transparent, and hence researchers could visualize the 

water flow in the jacket to prevent any accident. During experimental investigation, 

the copper impingement plate and heat flux transducer are fixed, and the burner is 

moved vertically and horizontally to allow heat flux transducer collecting heat flux 

data inside the flame. The collected data are processed by a PC-acquisition system, 

including voltage amplifier (Vatell Corporation AMP-6), analog/digital converter 

(Personal Daq/56TM) and computer, and 500 samples are collected per second. For 

each experimental condition, the average value of data obtained in 50 seconds was 

used. To prevent flame from interference of surrounding air current, screen meshes 

are installed surrounding the burner. The screen meshes provided shelter on three 

sides of the burner, with an opening to facilitate operation. In this study, the IDF 

flame is assumed to be symmetry about the nozzle axis. The effects of H2 addition on 

heat flux transfer from flame to plate along the central axis (z direction) and radial 

direction (x direction) of LPG-H2 IDF are studied.  

The impinging heat flux transfer along the central axis of flame was measured by 

aligning the central axis of the burner with the center of heat flux transducer and then 

gradually moving burner vertically to get the data. The variables include nozzle-to-

plate distance (H ), Reair, overall equivalence ratio (φ ) and H2%. The nozzle-to-plate 
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distance is the distance between nozzle plates of burner head to the impingement 

plate. Considering the flame stability and flame length, the author determined to set 

the range of  as from 10mm to 210mm. For some flames with short flame lengths, 

the tested  range was reduced accordingly. is also presented as dimensionless 

value of , of which is diameter of air jet nozzle. According to flame stability 

range and flame length data obtained in this study, the tested range of Reair in this 

part is from 2000 to 4000, within which the flame is stable and the flame length is 

suitable for impingement heat transfer. Experimental results obtained by Dong et al. 

(2007) on butane IDF showed that the maximum heat flux point and stagnation point 

appears when . This phenomenon may because the high velocity central air 

jet entrains some surrounding air into the flame during combustion, hence actual 

flame  is larger than the calculated . Therefore in this study, the tested range of  

is started from stoichiometric flame ( ) to fuel-rich flame ( ).  

For impinging heat flux along the radial direction of the flame, the experiment was 

done by moving the burner horizontally. Since the flame is assumed to be axial 

symmetry, only heat flux distribution in half of the flame was measured. The 

variables include H , Reair, φ  and H2%. In this part of the experiment, H  is fixed at 

a certain value, at which the heat flux value is the highest along the centerline, and 

Reair is fixed at 4000. The tested range of φ  is from 1 to 2.2, and the tested H2% 

varied from 0% to 40%. 

 

H

H H

H / d d

φ ≥1.4

φ φ φ

φ =1 φ = 2.2
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3.10. Flame temperature measurement 

Open flame temperature distribution was measured using an uncoated B-type 

thermocouple. The positive lead and negative lead of the thermocouple are Pt-

30%/Rh and Pt-6%/Rh respectively. The bead diameter is 0.25mm with joint bead 

diameter of 0.3mm. With small diameter, the heat convection between thermocouple 

and flame is negligible. The temperature data are corrected for radiation according to 

the method mentioned by Bradley and Matthews (2006). For B-type thermocouple, 

the emissivity is 0.14 according to Sparrow and Ephraim (1970). The maximum 

difference between the corrected temperature and measure temperature is 99 K.  

During the experiment, the burner is placed on a 3-D positioner, and thermocouple is 

fixed in a stander. By moving burner related to thermocouple, temperature 

information inside the flame can be obtained. Detailed experiment setup is shown in 

Figure 3.9. Since IDF is assumed to be axial symmetric, only half of the flame is 

need to be measured in this experiment.  
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Figure 3.9 Experiment setup for in-flame temperature measurement 

 

The data were collected with an IO tech data acquisitor. And the sampling rate is 25 

samples per second. For each experimental point, 1500 samples were collected, and 

the averaged data are used as experimental results. 
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3.11. Flue gas measurement 

3.11.1 Experiment system 

Flue gas measurement was applied in this project to measure the overall pollutant 

emissions of LPG-H2 IDF. With H2 addition, the C/H ratio of fuel mixture reduces; 

while the adiabatic temperature of the fuel-air flame goes up. Therefore, the most 

concerned emissions investigated in this study are HC, CO, CO2 and NOx.  

Hood sampling method was applied in this project. The experimental system is 

shown in Figure 3.10. In hood sampling method, a copper hood with 155mm 

diameter was placed above the flame, and the other end of hood was connected with 

gas cooling tube and gaseous sampling system. Since both exhaust gases and the 

surrounding air were sucked into the hood during experimental investigation, the 

sampling result varied with the distance between the hood and flame tip. It was 

reported by Zhen et al. (2011) that for IDF, the highest overall emissions results are 

found when the hood is in 75mm to 130mm from the flame tip. Therefore, for more 

accurate result, the burner was adjusted to keep the distance between hood and flame 

tip fix at 100mm in this project.  After passing through the copper hood, the flue gas 

was sampled and cooled down through a long stainless steel double tube. The outer 

tube of the double tube was for circulated cool air. Emissions and water vapor were 

cooled down to below 300K in the tube, and chemical reaction was impeded to 

prevent further reaction among emissions. The cold exhaust gases and then passed 

through condensers and were dehydrated before entering into the gas analyzers. The 

four emissions (CO, CO2, HC and NOx) were measured separately. CO and CO2 

were measured together using Non-dispersed Infrared Sensor (California Instruments 
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Corporation, Model 300, NDIR). HC was measured with Heated Flame Ionization 

Detector (HFID). The dehydrated exhaust gases were heated up again and were kept 

at about 463K for HC analysis. For NOx emissions analysis, the exhaust gases were 

heated to around 333K, and then were analyzed using Heated Chemiluminiscence 

Analyzer (California Instruments Corporation, Model 4000 HCLD, CLA).  CO and 

CO2 were measured at the same time; while HC, and NOx were measured 

individually to prevent influence produced by the gas pumps. The measurement 

range was from 0% to 10% for CO2 and was from 0ppm to 1000ppm for CO, HC and 

NOx. Under each experimental condition, 100 emission data were collected for each 

emission, and the averaged values were reported.  
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Figure 3.10  Schematics of gas flue system 
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3.11.2 Data process  

Since the dilution effect due to the surrounding air is inevitable in hood sampling 

method, the emission results were presented in emission indices. Emission index is a 

dimensionless quantity in measuring the emissions. Emission index for species i  

represents the ratio of the mass of species i  to the mass of fuel burned during 

combusting (Turns, 2000) as shown below:  

        (Eq. 3.17) 

The use of emission index can effectively exclude the effect of dilution air in the gas 

sampling system. As the main fuels used in this project are LPG and H2, the emission 

index was calculated by assuming all the burned carbon atoms in fuel would become 

CO2, CO or HC, and C3H8 was used to represent HC. Emission indices were 

expressed as: 

     (Eq. 3.18) 

Where  , ,  and  are concentrations of species in exhaust 

gases, ppm 

   is the number of moles of carbon in a mole of fuel 

   is molecular weight of fuel  

 is molecular weight of species  

EIi =
mi,emission

mfuel,burned

EIifuel = (
χ i

χHC + χCO + χCO2

)(
x fuelMWi

MWfuel

)

χ i χHC χCO χCO2

x fuel

MWfuel

MWi i
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For fuel mixtures with various H2 contents, the molecular weight of fuel ( ) 

changes with H2%, and hence the molecular weight ratio between emissions and fuel 

varies. Considering H2 contains no carbon, the author also presented emission result 

based on the burned mass of LPG only, and the LPG-based emission indices were 

calculated as: 

     (Eq. 3.19) 

Where   is the number of moles of carbon in a mole of LPG 

   is molecular weight of LPG  

Despite of the molecular weight of the fuel mixture, H2 addition also influences the 

energy contained in each mole of fuel. The emissions results should also be analyzed 

considering the energy supplied. Therefore, another frequently employed emission 

measure (Turns, 2000), which represents the mass of pollutant emitted per amount of 

fuel energy supplied was also used in this project. And this energy-based emission 

index ( ) was calculated as: 

        (Eq. 3.20) 

Where   is the higher heating value of fuel burned in combustion, MJ/kg 

Emission of NOx is also normalized by using the calculation method of emission 

indices, and were calculated as: 

MWfuel

EIiLPG = ( χ i

χHC + χCO + χCO2

)( xLPGMWi

MWLPG

)

xLPG

MWLPG

EIiEnergy

EIiEnergy =
EIifuel
Δhc

Δhc

EINOx
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EILPGNOx = (
χNO2

χHC + χCO + χCO2

)(
xLPGMWNO2

MWLPG

)
    

(Eq. 3.21)
 

Where  χNO2
, ,  and  are concentrations of species in exhaust 

gases, ppm 

  xLPG  is the number of moles of carbon in a mole of fuel 

   is molecular weight of fuel  

MWNOx
 is molecular weight of NO2 

EI fuelNOx = (
χNO2

χHC + χco + χCO2

)(
x fuelMWNO2

MWfuel

)
     (Eq. 3.22) 

Where  χNO2
, ,  and  are concentrations of species in exhaust 

gases, ppm 

  x fuel  is the number of moles of carbon in a mole of fuel 

  MWfuel  is molecular weight of fuel  

MWNOx
 is molecular weight of NO2 

For calculate of , the emission indices were calculated by using molecular 

weight of NO2.  

 

χHC χCO χCO2

MWfuel

χHC χCO χCO2

EINOx
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3.12. Error analysis 

In experimental investigation, error usually refers to the unavoidable imprecision in 

measurement. Mostly, the imprecisions are result of reading scales, uncertainty of 

instrument and result standard deviation. In this study, the most dominating errors 

are errors due to uncertainty of instrument and data fluctuation. Therefore, 

experiments were repeated several times under the same operational condition to get 

averaged data for all the quantitative results. The uncertainties were analyzed using 

the method provided by Kline and McClintock (1953).  

The estimated value of result ( Xi ) contains two parts: the mean value of 

measurement ( X ) and the uncertainty (δXi ) as shown below: 

Xi = X ±δXi           Eq. 3.23 

For experimental results obtained directly from measurement, the 1st order 

uncertainty analysis is applied, and it is assumed that the uncertainty statistics are 

Gaussian. It is known that Gaussian distribution of variable can be written as the 

standard normal probability distribution function as: 

f (z) = 1
2π

e− z
2 /2          Eq. 3.24 

Where  z is the variable 

The experimental results are reported with a 95% confidence level, meaning that 95 

percent of the measurements fall within the uncertainty interval. With the particular 
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value of variable ( za ), which falls outside the 95% percentage, the following 

relationship can be found: 

f (z)dz = 0.95
− za

za

∫          Eq. 3.25 

The uncertainty (δXi ) can then be calculated as: 

δXi =1.96σ           Eq. 3.26 

Where  σ  is standard deviation of the measurements 

For results calculated based on very measurement, the result can be presented as: 

X = f (X1,X2,…Xn )         Eq. 3.27 

Where  X  is the calculated result 

  Xn  is the measured result of measurement n  

Thus, the total uncertainty is calculated as: 

δX 2 = ∂X
∂X1

δX1
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

+ ∂X
∂X2

δX2
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

+!+ ∂X
∂Xn

δXn
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

    Eq. 3.28 

 Where  δX  is total uncertainty 

  δXn  is uncertainty of the measurement n 
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The uncertainties with 95% confidence level of the main results are calculated and 

listed in Table 3.3.   

Table 3.3 Uncertainties of the results 

Data Uncertainty (%) 

Laminar burning velocity 14.9% 

Flame length 5.09% 

Flame temperature 10.4% 

Heat flux 8.2% 

CO2 emission 8.5% 

CO emission 8.4% 

HC emission 8.3% 

NO emission 9.6% 

  



Chapter 4:    Effect of H2 on Laminar Burning Velocity and Markstein Length of Fuels 

Mixture. 

Chapter 5:    Effect of H2 on Open Flame Stability and Structure of LPG IDF. 

The results chapter of a thesis is often simply a presentation of results, including 
tables, diagrams and a description of the findings. It is often done without any 
interpretation or discussion of the results, which is then presented in a separate 
chapter. This chapter includes a discussion of both the results and the methodology 
chosen. 

These chapters are very effective partly because the writer includes the following:  

Structure 

The chapters are organised on the basis of how H2 affects various flame properties. In 
Chapter 4, the effects of H2 on laminar burning velocity and Markstein length of the 
LPG-H2 fuel mixture is analysed. This chapter is organised in the following way: 
 

Introduction               Section 4.1 
 
                   Flame propagation analysis        Section 4.2 
 
                  Laminar Burning velocity            Section 4.3 
 

       
Markstein length and  
      flame stability              Section 4.4  
 

                                         Flame thickness and  
                                         density ratio                                        Section 4.5 
 
 
                        Summary                 Section 4.6  
 
   
  



Chapter 5 is organised in the following way: 
                  

Introduction      Section 5.1  
   

Flame Stability    Section 5.2 
   

Flame Structure    Section 5.3  
   

Flame Length    Section 5.4 
   

Summary       Section 5.5  
                 

These chapters are effective partly because the writer includes the following: 

Content 

 Gives a short introductory section outlining the content of the chapters at the 

start of each chapter (e.g. Section 4.1, 5.1) 

 Introduction gives an overview of the experimental design (e.g. Section 4.1 

sentence 2-3) 

 Compares findings with those of other studies (e.g. Section 4.2, paragraph 4, 

sentence 4) 

 Gives reasons for doing experiments (e.g. Section 4.3 paragraph 1) 

 Groups studies referred to (e.g. Section 4.3 paragraph 2, sentence 1) 

 Highlights most important findings in tables and charts e.g. the largest 

deviation… (e.g. Section 4.3 paragraph 2, sentence 3) and It is noteworthy 

that Section 4.3 paragraph 5, sentence 2) 

 Develops sections in a logical way e.g. Section 4.5 

Topic and Background  paragraph 1 

Results first set of parameters paragraph 2 

Results and discussion second       paragraph 3 

set of parameters 

Results third set of parameters paragraph 4 

Compares results and  paragraph 5  

outlines limitations 

 Develops paragraphs logically e.g. Section 5.4.1, paragraph 1 

         Topic sentence   sentence 1 

 Main finding   sentence 2-4 

 Compares findings  sentence 5 



 Explains findings   sentence 6 

            Concludes findings                sentence 7 

Language 

 Introduction includes an overview of the main findings (e.g. Section 4.1, 

sentence 4-7) 

 Uses present tense to discuss the content of the chapter, e.g. This chapter 

presents (e.g. Section 4.1, sentence 1) 

 Uses clear topic sentences (e.g. Section 4.2, paragraph 2, sentence 1) 

 Uses grammar to link sentences rather than overusing linking words e.g. This 

phenomenon (e.g. Section 4.2, paragraph 6, final sentence) 

 Links sections e.g. A more detailed experiment was done…in the previous 

section (e.g. Section 5.2.2, paragraph 1, sentence 1) 

 Explains key points, e.g. it means that…( e.g. Section 5.2.3, paragraph 1, 

sentence 4) 

 Uses uncertain or tentative language i.e. hedging, to discuss findings, e.g. It 

may be because … (e.g. Section 5.2.3, paragraph 1, sentence 5) 

To Consider 

This chapter of the thesis is effective but could be improved further in the following 

aspects. 

     Link chapters with a closing and/or opening comment e.g. The effects of XX      

          are outlined in the next chapter… 

     Avoid starting sentences with ‘And’ (e.g. Section 5.2.1, paragraph 4 sentence 2).  

       Avoid starting sentences with ‘For’ (e.g. Section 2.5, paragraph 8, sentence 1). 

      Avoid short paragraphs (e.g. Section 2.5, paragraphs 1-2). These can be       

combined as both provide general information about an impinging flame. 
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CHAPTER 4.  EFFECT OF H2 ON LAMINAR 

BURNING VELOCITY AND MARKSTEIN 

LENGTH OF FUELS MIXTURE 

 

4.1.  Introduction 

This chapter presents fundamental experimental results of laminar burning velocity 

(LBV) and Markstein length of LPG-H2 fuel mixture (Miao et al., 2014). The 

experiment was done with laminar-premixed flame in a combustion chamber. Flame 

propagation progress was recorded, and the flame images were used for direct 

observation and mathematical analysis. Data including LBV, flame stretch, 

Markstein length and flame thickness of LPG with various H2 addition were 

discussed. Experimental result shows that H2 addition can greatly accelerate laminar 

burning velocity of LPG, and the accelerating effect is substantial when H2 

percentage is larger than 60%. Effect of H2 addition on diffusion thermal instability, 

which was indicated by Markstein length, should be analyzed together with the 

overall equivalence ratio. H2 addition reduces the flame thickness of flame, but 

equivalence ratio has more dominated effect on flame thickness than H2 does. For 

10%LPG-90% H2, flame thickness values are very close for all equivalence ratios. 
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4.2.  Flame propagation analysis 

Since the experimental results were obtained by measuring the change of flame 

radius with time, the Schlieren photographs of flame provide the most direct 

information on flame propagation. Figure 4.1-Figure 4.3 present the Schlieren 

photographs of both LPG and LPG-H2 flames under fuel-lean ( φ =0.6), 

stoichiometric (φ =1) and fuel-rich ( =1.5) conditions. The bright circles in the 

diagrams are combustion bomb, and the two horizontally placed black lines are 

electrodes. After ignition, combustion starts from the center of the combustion bomb, 

which is located between the two electrodes. The flame gradually propagates and 

expands from burned gas to unburned gas. The smaller bright circles in Figure 4.1-

Figure 4.3 are the flame fronts. As flame propagation speed is greatly affected by φ , 

the time slot chosen for fuel-lean, stoichiometric and fuel-rich conditions were 21 

ms-29 ms, 5 ms-9 ms and 10 ms-18 ms respectively. Also, it can be found from 

Figure 4.1 that the two electrodes could impede the combustion and lead to relatively 

narrow flame in x-direction. The flame radius in the vertical direction was used in 

the calculation.  

Despite of flame propagation speed, flame instability can also be observed from 

Schlieren photographs. The curves and cracks on the flame front (appearing in the 

burned zone) indicate instability of flame. Usually a single curve is formed on the 

flame in the early stage of flame propagation, which is due to spark and electrode, 

and the single curve does not affect the final result.  However, as the number of 

curves accrues, the unstable cellular flame is formed. The flame becomes instable 

and the radius cannot be used to calculate the LBV according to the methods as 

mentioned in Chapter 3.5. It can be seen that for fuel-lean condition (φ =0.6), both 

φ
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LPG and LPG-H2 flames have relatively smooth flame surface; while for fuel-rich 

condition (φ =1.5), cellular structure appears in the flame even when the flame radii 

are still small. These results also agree with results of Markstein Length, that for both 

LPG and LPG-H2 flames with H2% lower than 60% flame stability drops with 

equivalence ratio in the range of 0.6-1.5.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schlieren photographs of fuel-lean LPG and LPG-H2 mixture at 0.1MPa, 

295K 

 

For fuel-lean condition, since all the fuel-lean flames as shown in Figure 4.1 are 

smooth without obvious crack, it is difficult to tell which flame is more stable by 
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referring to the curve number. However, the irregular flame shape indicates the 

possibility of curves on the opposite side of the flame. It can be seen from Figure 4.1 

that the flame shape of 40%LPG-60%H2 is less symmetrical comparing with the 

fuel-lean LPG flame, which suggests that H2 enrichment reduces the flame stability 

of fuel-lean LPG flame.  Measured data of Markstein length are required for 

analyzing the flame stability. It can also be found that within the same time 

difference, the growth of flame radius gradually speeds up with H2 addition, and for 

H2% is equal to 60% flame radius is much larger than that of mixture with H2% less 

than 60%.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Schlieren photographs of stoichiometric LPG and LPG-H2 mixtures at 

0.1MPa, 295K 
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It can be observed in Figure 4.2 that for stoichiometric flame, H2 additions reduce 

and blur the flame front curves. For 40%LPG-60%H2, the flame front is basically 

smooth. It may be an evident that under stoichiometric condition H2 addition is able 

to improve stability of LPG flame. This result also corresponds with the research 

work of Law and Kwon (2004) for stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and 

hydrocarbon fuels.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Schlieren photographs of fuel-rich LPG and LPG-H2 mixture at 0.1MPa, 

295K 
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Schlieren photographs of fuel-rich mixture are shown in Figure 4.3. With high φ , 

most of the flame fronts are full of curves even when the flame radius are small. 

Similar to that of stoichiometric flame, H2 addition significantly reduces curves and 

cracks on flame fronts, indicating that flame stability of fuel-rich LPG-H2 flame is 

also enhanced with H2 addition. The result is also corresponding with the flame 

stability result indicated by Markstein length.  

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show flame propagation speed against flame front radius 

(!!) and flame stretch (!). Since the flame was ignited by the electrodes located in 

the center of the combustion bomb in this experiment, ignition energy could affect 

propagation of flame in the early stage. Bradley et al. (1998) pointed out that the 

flame speed at at a flame radius of less than 5mm can be elevated by the spark for the 

iso-octane-air mixtures. Huang et al. (2006) mentioned that flame speeds become 

independent of ignition energy when flame radius exceed 6mm. Similar elevating 

effect was also observed in this experiment, especially for fuel-rich and fuel-lean 

mixtures, of which flame speeds are relatively low. As shown in Figure 4.4 (a) for a 

fuel-lean flame, such as the one with φ =0.6, !!!declines from 2 m/s to 0.6 m/s as 

shown by Point A, when ! rises from 3mm to 7mm. Then !! gradually steps up from 

0.6 m/s to 0.8 m/s as shown by Point B, when ! mounts from 7mm to 15mm. The 

high initial value of !!  is caused by the elevating effect of ignition, and the 

subsequent gradual increment of !! indicates that the flame is not fully developed 

before ! reaches Point B (Bradley et al., 1998). For stoichiometric mixture, the flame 

speed for a fully developed flame is relatively high, hence attenuating the spark 

elevating effect. However, for both fuel-lean and stoichiometric mixtures, the 

increases of !! for r=7mm to r=15mm is well noted, indicating the time for a flame 
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to become fully develop. For LPG-H2 flames as shown in Figure 4.5, the starting 

value of !! escalates with H2 percentages. This phenomenon may be due to the 

various combustion characteristics of fuels.  

Bradley et al. (1998) suggested that the data in the increase region of !! between 

Point A and Point B in Figure 4.4 (a) cannot be used to determine the laminar flame 

speed. To eliminate the interference of underdeveloped flame in the data set, the 

minimum radius used in calculations were from 15mm to 17mm in this study. On the 

other hand, according to Prathap et al. (2008), only flame radius less than one-third 

of the radius of combustion bomb wall is reasonable for calculation. When flame 

radius exceeds this range, the strain in the flow field can notably reduce burning 

velocity. This phenomenon is also observed in Figure 4.4 (a). When ! is larger than 

30mm (one-third of inner radius of combustion bomb used in this study), !! of both 

fuel-lean and fuel-rich mixtures start to fall with ! , while !!  of stoichiometric 

mixtures (also nearly stoichiometric mixture of φ =0.8) rise with !.  
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Figure 4.4 (a) Various of !!! with flame radius for 50%LPG-50%H2 under various 

overall equivalence ratios. (b) Variation of !!! with flame radius for 50%LPG-

50%H2 under various overall equivalence ratios 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Variation of !! with flame radius and flame stretch rate for LPG with 

various hydrogen percentages (φ =1). (b) Variations of !! with flame radius and 

flame stretch rate for LPG with various hydrogen percentages (φ =1) 
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Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between !! and flame stretch. Laminar burning 

velocity and Markstein length were obtained from the linear fittings of these data. In 

the early stage of flame propagation, the flame radius is small, and the curvature of 

flame front is large for small spherical surface, resulting in large curvature hence 

large flame stretch (Saeed and Stone, 2004). The sharp decrease of !! in small 

stretch rate is due to strain in flow field mentioned in the previous paragraph, and the 

sharp escalation of !! in small stretch rate indicates the occurrence of the cellular 

flame. Considering the influence of spark, cellular flame and flow field strain, only 

flame radius from 15mm to 30mm were used in the calculations.  

Effect of H2 addition on !! and flame stretch is shown in Figure 4.5. It can be found 

that !!  rises dramatically with the accretion of H2 fraction, especially for 

20%LPG+80%H2 flame. The ignition energy greatly raises !! of 20%LPG+80%H2 

in the early stage of flame. For both LPG-air and 80%LPG+20%H2-air flames, 

though they have very close !!, their reactions to ignition energy are rather different. 

For the LPG-air flame, the ignition energy does not lead to an initial !!, which is 

higher than the corresponding stable !!; while for the 80%LPG+20%H2-air flame, 

the ignition results in a relatively higher initial !!.  

It is worth noticed that under stoichiometric condition, the ignition energy results in 

an initial flame speed much higher than that of the stable flame speed for the LPG-H2 

flames, but for the pure LPG, the initial flame speed is lower than the stable flame 

speed. This phenomenon suggests that in the early stage of combustion, hydrogen 

may burn ahead of LPG and results in the higher !!  under the stoichiometric 

condition. 
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4.3.  Laminar burning velocity 

Since the tested fuel is the mixture of three different gases: butane, propane and 

hydrogen, experiments were done to compare the propane and butane data tested by 

current equipment with those obtained by other researchers.  

Figure 4.6 shows the LBV data of propane obtained in present study and reviewed 

from literatures (Babkin and Kononenko, 1967; Bosschaart and Goey, 2004; Davis 

and Law, 1998; Egolfopoulos and Law, 1990; Gibbs and Calcote, 1959; Hirasawa et 

al., 2001; Kelley and Law, 2007; Liao et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 2010; Tang et al., 

2008; Vagelopoulos et al., 1994). It can be found that there are considerable 

differences between the results, especially for φ =0.9 to φ =1.3. The largest deviation 

among the data is 7.5 cm/s at . The deviation may be due to operational error 

and selection of measurement range. It can be found from Figure 4.6 that most of the 

results indicate propane has its highest LBV at φ =1 to φ =1.1, and the highest LBV 

is around 38 cm/s.  

φ = 1.1
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Figure 4.6 Laminar burning velocity plotted against φ  for propane under 0.1 MPa, 

300K 

 

Figure 4.7 compares the LBV data of butane measured in the present study with the 

data obtained by other researchers. The largest deviation of LBV is 10 cm/s at 

.similar to propane, butane has its highest LBV at φ =1 to φ =1.15; while the 

highest LBV of butane is relatively higher and is about 43 cm/s at . For both 

propane and butane, the LBV speeds up when  rises from 0.6 to 1.0 and then 

steeply drops when  is higher than 1.1.  

 

φ = 1

φ = 1.15

φ

φ
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Figure 4.7 Laminar burning velocity plotted against φ  for butane under 0.1 MPa, 

300K 

 

Figure 4.8 (a) compares the laminar burning velocities of butane, propane, LPG and 

50%LPG-50%H2. Since LPG used in this study contains 70% C3H8 and 30% C4H10, 

the LBV of LPG is more closed to that of C4H10. Previous literatures showed that 

hydrogen addition significantly expedites the LBV of hydrocarbons including butane 

and propane (Boushaki et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2009; Law and Kwon, 2004; Miao et 

al., 2009; Tang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). It can be found from Figure 4.8 (a) 

that the LBV of 50%LPG-50%H2 is higher than those of butane, propane and LPG, 
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especially under the stoichiometric and fuel-rich conditions, indicating that H2 

addition also increases the LBV of LPG (butane and propane mixture).  

Although H2 addition accelerates the LBV of LPG, the trends of LBV against 

equivalence ratio are similar between LPG and 50%LPG-50%H2. Figure 4.8 (b) 

compares the LBV of H2 and LBV of 50%LPG-50%H2. It is noteworthy that pure H2 

has very high LBV in the range of equivalence ratios being investigated, and the 

highest LBV appears at around  for H2 and appears at around  for both 

LPG and 50%LPG-50%H2. Also, value of LBV of H2 is very high even under fuel-

lean condition. For , LBV of H2 is around 90 cm/s; while the value of 

50%LPG+50%H2 is only about 20 cm/s, which is very close to that of LPG. Also 

LBV of H2 is about 210 cm/s under ; while 50%LPG-50%H2 has LBV only 

around 42.5 cm/s, which is only 20% of that of H2. This result suggests that for 

50%LPG-50%H2, LPG still dominates the LBV under various equivalence ratios.  

φ = 2 φ = 1.1

φ = 0.6

φ = 1
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Figure 4.8 (a) Laminar burning velocity of butane, propane, LPG with 50% H2 and 

LPG with various equivalence ratios under 0.1MPa, 300K. (b) Laminar burning 

velocity of hydrogen, LPG and LPG with 50% H2 with various equivalence ratios 

under 0.1MPa, 300K (Miao et al., 2009) 
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Figure 4.9 shows the effect of H2 on LBV of LPG. It is observed in Figure 4.9 that 

the LBV of LPG surges with the increase of H2 addition, especially for the 

stoichiometric mixtures. Moreover, acceleration of LBV also gains with the increase 

of H2 fraction. This phenomenon may be due to the dramatically increased thermal 

diffusivities of fuel mixtures with H2 percentages.  

 

 

Figure 4.9 Laminar burning velocity of LPG with various hydrogen percentages 

under 0.1MPa, 300K 

 

To better understand the effect of hydrogen addition on properties of fuels, thermal 

diffusivities of reactant mixtures used in experiment were calculated and were 
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plotted against H2 percentage in LPG in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. The tendency 

of thermal diffusivity data against hydrogen percentages is similar to that of LBV. 

The enhanced thermal diffusivity due to hydrogen addition may be an element that 

helps accelerate flame propagation of LPG. The accelerating effect of H2 addition on 

LBV of LPG is not significant when H2 percentage is less than 50%. Also, by 

considering the effect of H2 addition on flame equilibrium temperature as shown in 

Figure 4.11, it could be found that equivalence ratio may have more influence on 

flame temperature than H2 percentages have. This result would be a suggestion that 

by controlling equivalence ratio, LPG with less than 50% H2 addition would be a 

fuel which can produce low CO/CO2 emission flame without high N2 or extreme 

high burning velocity.  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Thermal diffusivities of reactant mixtures 
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Figure 4.11 Calculated adiabatic equilibrium temperature of reactant mixtures under 

300K, 0.1MPa 

 

It is noteworthy that the LBV of 10%LPG-90%H2 under stoichiometric condition is 

80.66 cm/s, which is remarkably lower than that of pure H2, 220 cm/s (Kwon and 

Faeth, 2001). For the fuel mixture containing 90%H2, H2 is the dominating gas. 

However, the 10% LPG in the fuel mixture reduces the LBV of H2 to less than half 

of that of pure H2. This behavior indicates that even a small amount of LPG has a 

strong decelerating influence on the LBV of H2 added mixture, and this also explains 

the dominating influence of LPG on the LBV of 50%LPG-50%H2. Similar 

decelerating effect of other hydrocarbons on H2 was also reported by Law et al. 

(2004) and Tang et al.  (2008). One possible reason of this phenomenon may be the 
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mass ratio of LPG to H2 in a 10%LPG-90%H2 gas mixture is 2.68:1, and LPG is 

dominating gas in term of mass and hence the LBV of the mixture is much lower 

than that of pure H2.  

4.4.  Markstein length and flame stability 

Burned gas Markstein length (L!) is an important global parameter of laminar flame 

and is related to flame front diffusional thermal instability (Law and Kwon, 2004). 

Figure 4.12 gives Markstein length (L!) and Markstein number (Ma) of LPG flames 

at various hydrogen fractions and equivalence ratios. 

It can be seen that for the fuel-rich mixtures, L! hikes with the increase of hydrogen 

fraction, indicating the enhancement of flame front stability. H2 flame has higher 

stability under fuel-rich condition than under fuel-lean or stoichiometric conditions 

according to published experimental and analytical studies (Aung et al., 1997; 

Bechtold and Matalon, 2001) while propane and butane flames are stable under fuel-

lean condition as shown in Figure 4.13. Also experimental result of Bechtold and 

Matalon (Bechtold and Matalon, 2001) showed that under the fuel-rich condition, 

Markstein number of H2 was larger than some hydrocarbons, including propane. 

Therefore, fuel-rich LPG-H2 mixtures (φ = 1.5 ) would be more stable with the 

addition of H2. This result is consistent with those observed from the Schlieren 

photographs in Figure 4.1-Figure 4.3. The photos show fewer cracks on the 

40%LPG-60%H2 flame with φ = 1.5  compared to those of pure LPG flame.  
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Figure 4.12 Markstein length and Markstein number of LPG with various H2 

percentages at 0.1MPa, 300K. (a) Markstein length; (b) Markstein number. 
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For fuel-lean mixtures, Markstein length L! tends to decrease with the escalation of 

H2 addition, and the reduction is more noteworthy when H2 fraction is larger than 

30%. Same trend was also observed by Tang et al. (2008) that in the stoichiometric 

mixtures, influence of H2 fraction is not so remarkable, but Markstein length L! also 

starts to reduce, when H2 fraction is higher than 50%. It is noteworthy that at small 

H2 fraction, there seems to have an improvement in the stability of both fuel-lean and 

stoichiometric LPG-H2 flames, being more remarkable for the fuel-lean flames.  

For stoichiometric mixture, the trend of L! is similar to that of fuel-lean mixture. L! 

climbs with H2 first, but when H2% is higher than 30%, L! starts to drops with rising 

of H2%.  

The effect of equivalence ratio on Markstein lengths of LPG and LPG-H2 flames is 

given in Figure 4.13. Hydrocarbons with more than three carbon atoms are inherently 

diffusionally stable under fuel-lean condition (Law and Kwon, 2004). For LPG, 

Marlstein length shortens with . For H2, however, Markstein length enlarges with 

the growth of equivalence ratio in the range of φ =0.6 to φ =1.5. For 50%LPG-

50%H2, Markstein length decreases with . Although addition of H2 up to 50% does 

not significantly change the trend of Markstein length against , the H2 addition 

reduces the decreasing rate of Markstein length against .  

 

φ

φ

φ

φ
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Figure 4.13 Markstein number and Markstein length of propane, butane, LPG and 

LPG with 50% H2 under various equivalence ratios, 0.1MPa, 300K. (a) Marstein 

length; (b) Markstein number. 
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4.5.  Flame thickness and density ratio 

Hydrodynamic instability is also a key parameter, which affects flame front stability. 

Flame thickness has an inhibiting effect on hydrodynamic instability, while density 

ratio has a promoting effect (Law and Kwon, 2004).   

 

 

Figure 4.14 Calculated density ratio of LPG with various H2 percentages 

 

Data in Figure 4.14 indicate that for the three equivalence ratios, hydrogen addition 

reduces the density ratio of unburned gas and burned gas. The effectiveness is more 
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substantial when hydrogen fraction is higher than 60%. Hydrogen addition also 

reduces flame thickness of the LPG flame, as shown in Figure 4.15, especially for 

the stoichiometric and fuel-rich flames. It can be seen that H2 addition has notable 

influence on flame thicknesses of fuel-lean and fuel-rich mixtures than that on the 

stoichiometric mixture at a very high hydrogen fraction. The reduction in density 

ratio and flame thickness has opposite effects on the hydrodynamic instability of the 

flame. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Flame thickness of LPG-H2 flames with various H2 percentages 
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For the fuel-lean mixtures, from pure LPG to 50%LPG-50%H2, flame thickness 

drops by 40%, and density ratio (the density jump across the flame) reduces only by 

about 4%. The corresponding reductions for fuel-rich and stoichiometric mixtures 

are 59% and 36% for flame thickness, and 7% and 1.8% for the density ratio. This 

result suggests that H2 addition can enhance the hydrodynamic instability of LPG 

flame. Data with similar trend were also reported by Law et al. (2004) for propane-

H2 flames. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Flame thickness of LPG and LPG with 50% H2 
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Figure 4.16 shows that the effect of equivalence ratio on flame thickness is quite 

similar for both LPG and 50%LPG-50%H2 flames. Largest flame thickness was 

found for fuel-lean mixture. The stoichiometric mixture has the smallest flame 

thickness. There is a parabolic relationship between flame thickness and equivalence 

ratio. Besides the similar trends, the values of flame thickness of LPG and LPG-

50%H2 are also very close.   

 

 

Figure 4.17 Calculated density ratio of butane, propane and LPG 
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Comparing Figure 4.16 with Figure 4.17, it is found that the trend of the density ratio 

goes opposite with that of flame thickness, and it is hard to identify the effect of 

equivalence ratio on the hydrodynamic instability of LPG or LPG-H2 flame.  

 

4.6.  Summary 

Experiments were conducted to study the laminar burning velocities and flame 

stability of LPG with various hydrogen fractions under initial condition of 0.1 MPa 

and 300 K. The early-stage propagation features of LPG and LPG-H2 flames were 

compared. Laminar flame speeds and laminar burning velocities of LPG-H2 fuels 

were measured. Flame instability including both diffusional-thermal instability and 

hydrodynamic instability was discussed in the view of Markstein length, flame 

thickness, and density ratio. The following results were obtained: 

Hydrogen addition accelerates laminar burning velocity of LPG flames for all 

equivalence ratios. The accelerating effectiveness is substantial when hydrogen 

fraction is larger than 60%. When hydrogen fraction augments from 80% to 90%, 

LBV rises for about 50%, but the accelerating effectiveness is unobvious when 

hydrogen fraction is less than 50%.  

Small amount of LPG results in a strong decelerating effect on hydrogen fuel. 10% 

LPG slows down the LBV of hydrogen-LPG to only half of pure hydrogen.  
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The relationship between thermal diffusivity of the reactant mixture and hydrogen 

fraction is similar to that between LBV and hydrogen fraction, indicating that the 

enhanced thermal diffusivity accelerates the burning velocity of LPG-H2 mixtures.  

For fuel-rich mixture, hydrogen addition reduces the diffusional thermal instability 

of LPG but enlarges Markstein length, while for fuel-lean and stoichiometric 

mixtures, hydrogen addition reduces Markstein length hence exaggerates the thermal 

instability.  

Although hydrogen addition reduces both flame thickness and density ratio of 

reaction mixtures, flame thickness drops with H2 addition more dramatically than the 

density ratio does. Hydrogen addition enhances the hydrodynamic instability of LPG.  

Equivalence ratio has notable influence on LBV of LPG compared with hydrogen. 

Equivalence ratio has opposite effects on the density ratio and flame thickness. 
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CHAPTER 5. EFFECT OF H2 ON OPEN FLAME 

STABILITY AND STRUCTURE OF LPG IDF 

 

5.1.  Introduction 

Fuel-lean flame stability limit regarding the volumetric percentage of hydrogen (H2) 

and the air jet Reynolds number (Reair) was investigated (Miao et al., 2012). The 

flame lengths of LPG-H2 IDF under various conditions were also measured and 

presented in this chapter. There were three flame stable-related limits examined: 

local extinction limit, restore limit and complete extinction limit. Global Energy 

Consumption Rate of fuel, fuel jet velocity and φ  of the air/fuel mixture at the three 

stable-related limits were studied. The flame length was presented in direct flame 

length and normalized flame length. The direct flame length is normal luminous 

flame length, and the normalized flame length is a non-dimensional value, which is 

the ratio of direct flame length and diameter of air jet nozzle.  
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5.2.  Flame stability 

5.2.1  Open flame stable range of pure LPG IDF 

The flame stable range regarding Reair and φ  for the burner used in this project 

burning LPG was tested before more detailed research was done on effect of H2 

addition.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 LPG IDFs stable boundary regarding Reair and fuel flow velocity 
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Figure 5.1 shows the LPG IDF stability range regarding Reair and fuel flow velocity. 

The lower limit of fuel jet velocity ascends gradually with Reair. The required fuel 

flow velocity grows steeply with Reair, when Reair is larger than 5000. Since the 

airflow rate was used in this study for Reair calculation, the result can be translated as 

the relationship between air jet velocity and lower limit of flue jet velocity. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 IDF flame structure 

 

When air jet velocity is relatively low, such as Reair=500-2000, stable flame could be 

seen even with low fuel jet velocity. The flame is mainly affected by buoyance force, 

and the flame is blue and quiet (Dong et al., 2007). When Reair rises, large pressure 

caused by the velocity difference entrains fuel jets to the central air jet and forms a 
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flame neck, which forms the mixer and holder for flame torch (Dong et al., 2011). 

An entrainment zone (Sze et al., 2004) is formed at the root of flame, and the zone is 

usually called flame base. The entrainment results in better air-fuel mixing (Mahesh 

and Mishra, 2010) and longer residence time for soot. A typical schematics of IDF 

can be found in Figure 5.2. The fuel jet velocity should be high enough to catch up 

entrainment force and flame speed to form stable flame. Under high Reair, central air 

jet also exerts shear-lifting force onto fuel jets. Higher velocity is required for fuel jet 

to cover the significantly increment shear-lifting force. 

As Reair rises from 500 to 7000, no lifted-flame is seen. The entrainment force 

exerted by central air jet anchors the flame on the burner nozzle. And if the fuel jet 

velocity is not sufficient to support a complete flame, local extinction or complete 

extinction can be seen. Since the central air jet always entrains the surrounding fuel 

jets, no flash back happens during experiment done with LPG.  
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Figure 5.3 LPG IDF stable boundary regarding Reair and φ  

 

Figure 5.3 presents the minimum φ  for stable LPG IDF under various Reair. It can be 

found that similar to required fuel jet velocity, the lower limit of φ  also climbs with 

Reair. The flame can be stable with extremely low φ  under low Reair, for example, 

when Reair is equal to 500, the required φ  is only around 0.045. It should be noticed 

that when Reair is infinitely close to zero, that is air jet velocity is zero, the flame 

becomes a normal diffusion flame. The calculated φ  also becomes infinitely close to 

0, and the required fuel flow rate depends on the burner under this condition. 

Therefore, the theoretical φ  can be very low under low Reair condition. While, when 

Reair increases, the high velocity air jet leads to high strain rate at flame neck, and the 
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large amount of cool air requires more energy to heat up, and hence the required φ  

escalates.  However, although φ  significantly rises with Reair, the lower limit of φ  is 

always located in fuel-lean condition for Reair from 500 to 7000. Even when Reair is 

as large as 7000, flame can be stable with =0.41. It should be considered that the 

high velocity central air jet also entrains ambient air into the combustion zone, which 

makes the actual φ  even lower than the calculated value. This result indicates that 

LPG IDF can be stable under a very fuel-lean condition, and the lower limit of φ  

depends on Reair. The data have fluctuation occurs between Reair=1000 and 

Reair=2500, which might be because of flame structure transformation. 

5.2.2  Open flame stable range of LPG-H2 IDF 

A more detailed experiment was done with LPG-H2 IDF at the stable boundary 

discussed in the previous section. In this part, three stability limits of IDF under fuel-

lean condition are discussed: local extinction limit, restore limit and complete 

extinction limit. The local extinction limit and complete extinction limit of flame 

discussed in this paper were also reported by Yamashita et al. (1996) in jet diffusion 

flame simulation that when the fuel flow rate is too low to support a complete flame, 

some parts of the flame will extinct. The local extinction is usually randomly located. 

Figure 5.4 shows the local extinction in a circumferential burner with separated fuel 

jets. It can be noted that local and occasional extinction is instability occurs when the 

central airflow rate is remarkably larger than fuel flow rate. Lifted flame is another 

well-known instability, which usually occurs when the fuel flow velocity is too high 

in normal diffusion flame (NDF) (Frenillot et al., 2009; Karbasi, 1998; Mizobuchi et 

al., 2002; Miao et al., 2009). Karbasi (1998) reported the reattached limit of lifted 

flame under various conditions, and he observed that there was a difference between 

φ
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reattached limit and lifted limit. It may imply that there was an unstable range of 

flame, during which the flame was ready to lift. In IDF, the similar phenomenon was 

found. Flame with local and occasional extinction can be restored to complete flame 

after increasing the fuel flow rate. There exists a difference between the restore limit 

and local extinction limit, and the difference varies with air jet Reynolds number and 

fuel content. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 IDF with local extinction 

 

5.2.3  Effect of H2 percentages 

It can be seen from Table 3.1 that the mixed LPG-H2 fuel properties vary greatly 

with hydrogen percentages. With notable difference in density, LHV and 

stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, fuel mixture with different hydrogen percentages can be 

regarded as different fuels.  
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Figure 5.5-Figure 5.7 show effect of H2 on three stability limits of LPG IDF under 

Reair equal to 3000. It is presented in Figure 5.5 that addition of H2 magnifies the 

required minimum fuel flow velocity to sustain a complete flame when fuel flow rate 

is dropping, and the restore limit of the flame moves up dramatically with H2 

addition, especially for H2% larger than 70%. It means that with H2 addition, flame 

requires more fuel to restore from broken shape to complete shape. It may because 

the hydrogen addition reduces the volumetric heating value of fuel mixture, and 

hence there is not enough heat to support a large flame front. The remarkable 

increase of fuel required under H2% larger than 70% may be due to the dramatic 

drop in volumetric LHV as shown in Table 3.1. Since data indicate that pure LPG 

IDF can be recovered to complete flame with a lower fuel flow rate than LPG-H2 

IDF does, insufficient flow rate to fill all the fuel ports can be excluded from the 

reasons of local extinction in LPG-H2 IDF. Different from local extinction limit and 

restore limit, complete extinction limit of fuel jet velocity decreases slightly as H2 

percentage climbs. The dropping of complete extinction limit is not so significant 

when H2% is larger than 30%. It may be concluded from the data and experimental 

phenomenon that LPG IDF is able to maintain the form of incomplete flame for a 

narrow range of fuel flow velocity, and a complete extinction usually occurs almost 

immediately when fuel flow velocity reaches the critical level. LPG-H2 IDF, 

however, can sustain burning even when flame is observed only at one fuel port, and 

flame extinction usually occurs at a critical level of fuel flow velocity after several 

seconds. The effect of H2 addition on complete extinction limit of LPG IDF may be 

due to the high diffusivity of H2 flame. Several researchers also found H2 can 

effectively reduce the fuel-lean blowout limits of flames (Burguburu et al., 2011; 

Frenillot et al., 2009; Karbasi, 1998; Schefer, 2003). 
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Figure 5.5 Effect of H2% on fuel jet velocity at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF 

under Reair=3000  

 

Figure 5.6 presents the relationship between the overall equivalence ratio and H2 

addition at stability limits. H2 addition makes it possible for the flame to remain 

complete under a lower φ , and the restore limit and complete extinction limit of 

flame also become lower after adding hydrogen. The effect of H2 enrichment is most 

notable for H2% less than 50%, and further addition of H2 results in slight growth of 

required φ  equivalence ratio at restore limit. The contrary results of stability limits 

regarding fuel flow velocity, and φ  may be due to the stoichiometric volumetric 
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air/fuel ratio of 2.38 in using H2 fuel, which is very low comparing with that of LPG 

(28.8). Adding H2 into LPG results in reduction in the stoichiometric volumetric 

air/fuel ratio of the fuel mixture, and this phenomenon means that more fuel is 

required to achieve the same φ . Therefore, it is difficult to say whether H2 addition 

can improve flame stability from the φ  or fuel flow rate. Therefore, an energy-based 

analysis may be a better way to examine the effect of H2 addition. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Effect of hydrogen percentage on φ  at three stability limits of LPG-H2 

IDF under Reair=3000 
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Figure 5.7 Effect of H2% on Global Energy Consumption Rate at three stability 

limits of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=3000 

 

Since there is no formula can be used to calculate the Global Active Energy in IDF, a 

general Global Energy Consumption Rate ( ) is applied instead. Figure 5.6 shows 

H2 addition leads to decline of the  at all three limits, among which the  at 

complete extinction limit drops most significantly. When H2% is higher than 30%, 

the flame completely extinct with similar ; while the local extinction limit drops 

dramatically as H2 addition climbs. The reason for the flame to be stable with a 

smaller energy supply rate after adding H2 may be due to an improved air/fuel 

mixing caused by the high burning velocity and diffusivity of hydrogen. The 

improvement of H2 addition on fuel reactivity was also reported by Kumar et al. 

ε

ε ε

ε
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(2008). Data as shown in Figure 5.6 may be an evidence of stability improvement in 

applying LPG-H2 IDF. 

Since the air jet velocity significantly affects φ  and flame flow field, experiment was 

also done to study the effect of H2 on flame stability of LPG IDF under relatively 

low Reair (Reair=400) and high Reair (Reair=6000). Figure 5.8-Figure 5.10 present the 

experimental results obtained under Reair equal to 400, and Figure 5.11-Figure 5.13 

show the result for Reair equal to 6000.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Effect of H2% on fuel jet velocity at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF 

under Reair=400 
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It can be found from Figure 5.8 that the trend of required fuel jet velocity at the three 

stable boundaries under Reair=400 are very similar to those under Reair=3000. Even 

the values of fuel jet velocities are quite close. This result is consistent with the data 

shown in Figure 5.1 that under low Reair (Reair<3000). The change of Reair does not 

affect much of the minimum required fuel flow rate for a stable flame. Similar results 

can also be found in the Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 regarding  and , indicating 

that for Reair less than 3000, the effect of H2 on flame stabilities of LPG IDFs does 

not vary much with Reair.  

 

 

Figure 5.9 Effect of H2% on φ  at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF under 

Reair=400 

φ ε
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Figure 5.10 Effect of H2% on Global Energy Consumption Rate at three stability 

limits of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=400 

 

Figure 5.11 Effect of H2% on fuel jet velocity at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF 

under Reair=6000 
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Figure 5.12 Effect of H2% on φ  at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF under 

Reair=6000 

 

Figure 5.13 Effect of H2% on Global Energy Consumption Rate at three stability 

limits of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=6000 
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For LPG-H2 IDF under high Reair, H2 addition also reduces the complete extinction 

limit regarding fuel flow rate; while the effect of H2 addition less than 60% on 

restore limit is not as significant as those under Reair=400 or Reair=3000. This result 

indicates that the high velocity air jet helps confine the high diffusive H2 to the 

central combustion zone and makes the flame be able to restore more easily. Both φ  

and ε  at three stability limits reduce gradually with the growth of H2%, and the 

changing rate is higher than those under Reair=400 and Reair=3000. The flame 

stabilizing effect of H2 seems to be more remarkable under high Reair condition. And 

the effect is magnified with the H2%.  

5.2.4  Effect of Reair  

Data as shown in Figure 5.14-Figure 5.16 describe the effect of air jet velocity on 

flame stability limits. It was summarized by scientists that combustion instabilities 

could be classified into intrinsic instabilities, chamber instabilities and system 

instabilities. Intrinsic instabilities were further divided into hydrodynamic instability, 

diffusive thermal instability and buoyancy-driven instability (Law, 2006; Liñán et al., 

1993). In IDF, the central air jet velocity is usually much larger than fuel jet velocity, 

and hence dominates the three intrinsic instabilities of flame. For the burner applied 

in this project, fuel jet velocity at stability limits ascends with Reair, when Reair is 

larger than 3000. Unlike H2 addition, Reair does not significantly expand between 

complete extinction limit and restore limit. All three stability limits climb steadily 

with Reair with similar trend. When Reair is less than 3000, the stability limits 

regarding fuel flow rate are not much affected by Reair. This phenomenon may be 

due to the special structure of IDF. When the operation condition is near to the fuel-

lean stability limit of IDF, only the flame base can be seen, and all the stability limits 
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discussed in this paper are subject to extinction and restore of flame base. Dong et al. 

(2007) mentioned that the flame base, which is below the flame neck, is in laminar 

condition even when Reair exceeds 3000, because the extinction of flame base under 

high Reair is not mainly resulted from the enhanced air/fuel mixing caused by the 

turbulent flow induced by high Reair. Also, the momentum-controlled mixing of air 

and fuel happens, when fuel jet is entrained to the central air jet at the flame neck. 

Before the fuel reaches the flame neck, the flame is diffusive. Therefore, the 

extinction of flame base can be analyzed with the theory of laminar diffusion flame. 

Liñán (1974) analyzed the extinction characteristics of diffusion flame, and pointed 

out that extinction limit of diffusion flame could be determined by Damköhler 

number.  

Reair affects the flame base due to three factors: entrainment force on fuel and 

surrounding air due to negative pressure, shear lifting force on the fuel jet, and 

momentum-controlled air/fuel mixing at the flame neck. The entrainment force 

exerted by air jet entrains both fuel jets and surrounding air to the flame center, and 

negatively stretches the flame, hence reduces the heat release due to radiation. While 

the shear lifting force of air jet also leads to drop of residence time and Damköhler 

number. When the Damköhler number reduces to a critical value, large amount of 

fuel leakage leads to flame extinction (Linan., 1974; Wang et al., 2007). Since Reair 

has contradictorily influences on flame stability, effect of Reair should be discussed 

on individual case. When Reair is relatively low (Reair<3000 for the specific burner 

and fuels used in this study), increment of Reair significantly enhances the contraction 

of flame neck, which leads to negative flame stretch and improved stability. When 

Reair is high (Reair >3000), the flame neck contraction rate drops, but the shear lifting 

force effect continues increasing dragging Damköhler number to its critical 
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minimum value. It is the reason why notable increase of fuel flow rate is required to 

sustain stable flame, when Reair is larger than 3000.  

 

 

Figure 5.14 Effect of air jet Reynolds number on fuel jet velocity at three stability 

limits of LPG-H2 IDF with 50% hydrogen addition. 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of air jet Reynolds number on φ  at three stability limits of LPG-

H2 IDF with 50% hydrogen addition. 

 

A reciprocal relationship is found between Reair and  at three stability limits in 

Figure 5.15. When Reair is larger than 2000, the φ  does not change much with Reair. 

It implies that when Reair is large enough, change of the central air jet velocity 

requires a corresponding change in fuel jet flow rate or in fuel content to keep a 

stable flame. Another reason behind the reciprocal relationship between Reair and φ  

is the calculation method of φ . For a fixed content of the fuel mixture, the φ  is 

reciprocal to air flow rate, if fuel flow rate is constant. In addition, the little change in 

φ
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fuel jet velocity among various Reair leads to the occurrence of the reciprocal 

relationship between φ  and Reair. 

 

 

Figure 5.16 Effect of air jet Reynolds number on Global Energy Consumption Rate 

at three stability limits of LPG-H2 IDF with 50% hydrogen addition. 

 

The ε  is directly related to flow jet velocity, when the fuel mixture content is fixed, 

showing similar results as that of the flow jet velocity. It should be noted that higher 

ε  is required for higher Reair. Under high Reair, the high velocity air jet exerts high 

shearing force and lifting force to fuel flows as well as the surrounding air, which 
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actually reduce the local equivalence ratio. However, the high velocity air jet also 

results in improved mixing between air and fuel, which helps reducing required 

energy for complete flame to be occurred. These two opposite effects may balance 

with each other and bring about the result that almost constant  is found at stability 

limits for different Reair (Reair 6000). 

 

5.3.  Flame structure 

5.3.1  From normal diffusion flame to inverse diffusion flame 

The main difference between normal diffusion flame (NDF) and IDF is the central 

air jet. Figure 5.17 presents the evolution from NDF to IDF with the change of Reair, 

and all the flames have same fuel jet velocity while different Reair. When air jet 

velocity is equal to zero, the IDF can be regarded as a NDF formed by the 

circumferential fuel jets. Both Reair and the calculated φ  become meaningless. It can 

be seen that the flame is long and flickering with bright yellow blush. The air/fuel 

mixing process mainly depends on buoyancy and diffusivity, hence poor combustion 

with large amount of soot emission, which results in the bright yellow flame. With 

the absent of central air jet, the only oxidizer comes from the ambient air, and 

air/fuel mixed with each other on the outer boundary of flame front. As the Reair 

reaches 432, the fuel jets are entrained slightly by the central air jet. The flame 

becomes shorter, still with a bright yellow flame torch. With the extra supplied 

oxidizer from the center of the burner, flame starts to propagate inward, also the 

hydrodynamic force provided by Reair due to negative pressure anchors the flame and 

shortens the flame length. For Reair equal to 912, a typical IDF forms. The Reair is 

ε

≤
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now high enough to create negative pressure and to entrain the fuel jet to form a 

notable flame neck. The narrow flame neck clearly divides the flame into three parts: 

flame base below flame neck, flame neck and flam torch above the flame neck. Some 

of the fuel is burned and preheated at the flame base. When the fuel reaches flame 

neck, the fuel jet impinges to the central air jet and goes through a fierce mixing 

process. And the mixed air and fuel continue burning at flame torch, where the air jet 

velocity slows down to a value that good for combustion. Yellow color can still be 

seen on the outer layer of flame especially for flame torch and flame neck; while 

blue flame is found in some part of the flame indicating better combustion and lower 

soot emission in this condition. As Reair climbs from 1388 to 2323, the flame is 

gradually shortened. The three-part structure also exists, and a double flame starts to 

form according to the flame color shown in Figure 5.17. A bright blue flame core can 

be seen inside the flame for Reair from 1388 to 2323. The bright blue flame core has 

a small triangle dent on its bottom, and the blue is relatively brighter than that of the 

outer flame, which indicates intensive combustion. As Reair continues increasing, the 

small triangle dent on then bottom of the bright blue flame core gradually expends 

upward and pierces the bright blue flame core when Reair reaches 2784, of which the 

flame torch becomes thinner and flame is shorter than that of flame under Reair less 

than 2784. When Reair is larger than 2784, the combustion zone becomes smaller and 

the flame color gets lighter with the growth of Reair. The collision of particles is so 

intensive at the flame neck that flame strain rate may be too high for some fuel to be 

completely burned, especially for fuel with low laminar burning velocity. And the 

amount of burned fuel is not enough to sustain a large combustion zone. Under high 

Reair, the large volume of cold central air jet cools down the flame and further 

deteriorates the combustion, hence short flame and light flame color. It can be found 
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that the central air jet in IDF has functions of improving air/fuel mixing, anchoring 

flame and adjusting flame length.   

 

Figure 5.17 Images of LPG IDFs with fixed fuel flow rate of 0.335Liter/min under 

various Reair 

5.3.2  Effect of H2% 

Figure 5.18 shows the LPG IDF with various H2% under fixed Reair and φ . It should 

be noticed that since H2 has very different stoichiometric air/fuel ratio from LPG, 

fixed φ  and Reair means the fuel flow rate ascends with H2%. It can be found from 

Figure 5.18 that flame length lengthens with H2% when H2% is less than 20%. When 

H2% is higher than 20%, though fuel flow rate advances, the flame length seems to 

shorten with the increase of H2% especially for H2% higher than 60%. This 

phenomenon may be because H2 with high velocity accelerates the burning velocity 

of the fuel mixture hence shorter flame. The structure of flame does not vary much 

with H2 addition, for H2% less than 60%. And for H2% larger than 60%, the color of 

flame, especially the flame base gets lighter with H2%. When H2% is equal to 80%, 
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the flame base can be hardly seen. The fading of flame color with H2% is due to the 

decreased carbon ratio in the fuel mixture. Also, it can be found that for flame with 

high H2%, for example 20%LPG-80%H2 IDF, the flame has bright inner core and 

light color outer flame layer. The bright inner core may be the burning of LPG, of 

which diffusivity is low and is burned in the center of the flame; while the outer 

flame layer in light color would be mainly due to the burning of H2, which has high 

diffusivity and tends to burns at the outer layer.  

 

 

Figure 5.18 LPG-H2 IDF with various H2% under Reair=3000 
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The changes of flame structure against H2% are quite similar for stoichiometric 

flame (φ =1) and fuel-rich (φ =1.4) flame. More detailed effect of φ  is discussed in 

Chapter 5.3.3 

5.3.3  Effect of overall equivalence ratio 

 

 

Figure 5.19 LPG-H2 IDFs with various φ  under Reair=3000 
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Figure 5.19 presents the effect of φ  on flame structure. With fixed Reair, the rise of φ  

means a gain in fuel flow rate. For φ  less than 0.8, the inner bright blue flame core is 

separated by the central air jet, and the flame in the light blue color, indicating poor 

air/fuel mixing and combustion in the flame torch. There is no enough fuel to support 

a complete IDF in this condition. For φ  from 0.8 to 1.1, the flame color changes 

from translucence light blue to bright blue, and the flame tips gradually converge and 

form a bright inner flame core above the flame neck. As the φ  rises, more fuel is 

available, hence enhanced combustion. For φ  from 1.2 to 1.8, the flame significantly 

expands with φ , and the flame length protracts dramatically. Although the flame 

becomes much higher, the sizes of the inner bright flame core and flame base do not 

change much with φ . The increment of φ  in this range mainly lengthens the flame 

above flame inner core. It can be guessed that under sufficient fuel flow condition, 

there was intensive interaction between air jet and fuel jet. When the air jet, which 

has high initial speed at burner nozzle, reaches the position of inner flame core, the 

air flow forms many vortexes, and the speed of air flow is reduced. The vortexes 

enhance the mixing of air and fuel and form the bright inner flame core. Since the 

position where vortexes form in air flow is determined by the Reair, the ascent of φ  

under fixed Reair does not change the size or position of inner bright flame core. 

Proof can be found from Figure 5.20 that under fixed φ , the size of inner bright 

flame core gradually expands with Reair. Different from Reair, φ  change the outer 

layer of IDF. Under fuel-rich condition, the fuel, which has not been consumed in the 

inner bright flame core continues moving up and forms the outer flame layer. 

Therefore, it could be concluded that Reair dominates the size of inner bright flame 

core, while φ  determines the size of outer flame layer.   
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5.3.4  Effect of Reair 

With fixed fuel jet velocity, the growth of Reair also results in reduce of φ , which is 

another important determinant of combustion type. Therefore, the effect of Reair on 

flame structure of LPG IDF under fixed φ  was also studied, and the result is 

presented in Figure 5.20. As the φ  is fixed, the change of Reair also requires a change 

of fuel flow rate. When Reair is very low, such as Reair=500, the corresponding fuel 

flow rate is relatively low, and the flame is short and flickering with light color. In 

this condition, neither air jet not fuel jet is fast enough to support a complete-shaped 

IDF. With the increase of Reair, the IDF gradually forms flame base, flame neck and 

flame torch. For φ =1, the flame torch can be clearly seen when Reair is equal to 2000; 

while for φ =1.4, the clear flame torch can be seen under lower Reair that is about 

1500. For stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, the flame height grows with rise of Reair all 

the way, when Reair is in the range of 500 to 6000. For fuel-rich flame (φ =1.4), 

flame height lengthens with Reair, and reaches the highest value when Reair is equal 

to 3000. When Reair is larger than 3000, further increase of Reair results in a decrease 

in flame height. With fixed φ , the effect of Reair on flame becomes not as strong as it 

on IDF with fixed fuel flow rate, indicating that φ  would be a more dominating 

parameter in determining flame type. However, since φ  only presents the calculated 

overall equivalence, it does not consider the ambient air. The accelerated air flow 

rate can entrain more ambient air into the combustion zone and results in lower local 

equivalence ratio than the calculated value. Therefore, it can be supposed that the 

actual local equivalence ratio of the flame climbs with Reair under fixed φ .  
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Figure 5.20 LPG IDFs under various Reair 

 

5.4.  Flame length 

The flame length is also called luminous flame height and is defined as the distance 

between burner exit and the point, where the flame is no longer visible to human eye 

(Mikofski, 2006). Flame length can provide information about the burning condition 

and is important preliminary datum for measuring impinging flame temperature, 

capturing OH-PLIF of flame and measuring the open flame temperature. Both direct 

flame length and flame length corrected with Global Momentum Ratio (GMR) are 

discussed in this chapter. 
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5.4.1  Direct luminous flame length 

Figure 5.21 shows the luminous flame lengths of LPG-H2 IDF. It can be found that 

for LPG-H2 IDF, the flame length varies within the range of 75mm to 370mm under 

Reair=2000-4000,  and H2%=0-50%. In the range of , flame 

lengths of LPG-H2 IDF expand with . For Reair=3000 and Reair=4000, the 

relationship between  and flame length is almost linear. The proportional 

relationship between  and flame length was also observed by Dong et al. (2007) for 

butane IDF flame with Reair=8000. This phenomenon can be explained that in IDF 

when Reair is fixed, flow rate of fuel jet speeds up with . Therefore, the larger the 

 is, the faster the fuel jet velocity, hence longer flame length.  

Effect of Reair on flame length is not consistent for different . For , 

increase of Reair results in growth of flame length. For , flame length 

also rises with Reair, but the change of flame lengths under Reair=3000 and under 

Reair=4000 is not obvious. For , the highest flame length is obtained 

when Reair is equal to 3000.  

H2 addition does not have noteworthy effect on luminous flame length of LPG as it 

shown in Figure 5.21. Actually, with H2 addition, the amount of fuel flow is added to 

keep the  fixed. (This is because H2 has relatively low stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 

comparing with LPG.) Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that the flame would be 

more diffusive and would have longer flame length with H2 addition. While, H2 has 

very high flame speed, and it is also possible that the flame length may reduce with 

H2 addition. The result shows the flame lengths do not change steadily with H2%. 

Flame length increases with H2% first when H2% is less than 20%, and then the 
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length drops gradually with growth of H2%. The variation of flame length may be 

explained that: when H2% is less than 20%, the mass ratio of H2 in LPG-H2 fuel is 

very low, therefore the effect of H2% on flame speed is not remarkable. Within this 

range (H2%<20%), fuel flow rate dominates the length of flame, hence higher flame 

length with H2% addition. When H2% is higher than 20%, the increase of flame 

speed due to H2% becomes significant. The effect of high flame speed overrides the 

effect of high flow rate and results in short flame length. Since for both ranges 

(H2%<20% and H2%>20%), there are two opposite mechanisms working behind, the 

change of flame length is not significant. It is also noteworthy that in fuel-rich 

condition, the deviation between flame lengths of various H2% is more obvious than 

that in fuel-lean condition. This could be explained that for fuel-lean condition, both 

LPG and H2 have relatively low flame speed, and the difference between flame 

speeds of LPG and H2 is not as large as that under fuel-rich condition.  
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Figure 5.21 Flame length of LPG-H2 IDFs under various conditions 
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5.4.2  Flame length correlated with GMR 

In this section, the flame length is presented in a non-dimensional way: H/d, which is 

the ratio between flame length and diameter of air jet nozzle. Also the value of H/d is 

correlated with GMR. GMR indicates the momentum ratio between air and fuel.   

 

 

Figure 5.22 Correlation between GMR and H/d, Reair=1500, air jet velocity=4.1m/s 
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Figure 5.23 Correlation between GMR and H/d, Reair=3000, air jet velocity=8.3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show the correlation between GMR and H/d of LPG-H2 

IDF. Mahesh and Mishra (2010) found that the Global momentum ratio (GMR) 

could correlate well with the visible flame length of turbulent LPG IDF. In this study, 

flame length data at Reair=1500 and Reair=3000 were collected. Figure 5.22 and 

Figure 5.23 imply that the normalized flame height H/d also shows acceptable 

correlation with GMR for both LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF. Table 5.1 demonstrates 

that GMR values are higher for LPG IDF than for LPG-H2 IDF. It is because LPG-

H2 fuel has higher fuel velocity for the same φ  than LPG fuel does. The graphs 

indicate that in fuel-lean and stoichiometric conditions (the first 3 points in graph), 
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flame lengths of LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF are very close. But for fuel-rich 

conditions, LPG-H2 IDFs are shorter than that of LPG IDFs, and the difference 

between flame lengths is elongated with the equivalence ratio. This phenomenon is 

coincident in both Reair=1500 and Reair=3000 situations. Correlation between GMR 

and flame length for four conditions are listed as below: 

 

Table 5.1 Result of flame length correlation 

Condition Correlation  

Reair=1500 LPG IDF H/d=9.74ln(GMR)+55.97, (R2=0.8819) 

Reair=1500 LPG-H2 IDF H/d=8.41ln(GMR)+59.68, (R2=0.8449) 

Reair=3000 LPG IDF H/d=11.75ln(GMR)+59.68, (R2=0.9113) 

Reair=3000 LPG-H2 IDF H/d=11.30ln(GMR)+51.19, (R2=0.9226) 
 

 

5.5.  Summary 

In the present research project, flame stabilities regarding flue jet velocity, φ  and 

Global Energy Consumption Rate were tested. Flame structure and flame length 

under various conditions were studied.  

Both LPG-IDFs and IPG-H2 IDFs with various H2 percentages are stable in a wide 

range of combustion as defined by Reair≤7000, even under fuel-lean condition. H2 

addition results in higher required fuel jet velocity at restore limit and at local 
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extinction limit, but reduces the required energy supply rate and φ  at all the three 

stability limits. 

The most effective H2% is from 30% to 90% for energy saving at local extinction 

limit and at restore limit; while H2% less than 30% can have notable reduction effect 

on energy at complete extinction limit. High percentage of H2 addition (that is H2% 

greater than 70%) requires acceleration in fuel jet velocity to restore the flame to 

complete shape from local extinction. φ  of LPG-H2 IDF is declined due to the 

stoichiometric air/fuel ratio of H2 fuel and the enhanced mixing between air and fuel. 

Although Reair has a significant effect on flame structure, the effects of Reair on the 

stability limits regarding fuel jet velocity and Global Energy Consumption Rate are 

not remarkable. Reair greater than 3000 slightly escalates the energy required and fuel 

jet velocity for stable flame. Nearly constant global energy consumption rate and fuel 

jet velocity achieved among various Reair may be caused by the hedging effect of 

greatly entrained surrounding air and improved air/fuel mixing. 

When H2% is less than 60%, the effect of H2% on flame structure of LPG IDF is not 

remarkable. While for H2% higher than 60%, the flame color gets lighter and flame 

length gets shorter with the accretion of H2%. 

Under fixed fuel flow rate, the flame structure and length highly depend on Reair. 

With carefully adjusted Reair, IDF with intensive combustion in flame torch can be 

seen. Under fixed φ , the effect of Reair becomes not so dominative.  
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With fixed Reair and H2%, the flame expands dramatically with the increase of φ .  

Bright blue flame can be found when φ  is from 0.8 to 1.4, and the bright blue inner 

flame core enlarges with φ .  

Lengths of both LPG-IDFs and LPG-H2 IDFs can be correlated well with GMR at 

Reair=1500 and Reair=3000. LPG-IDFs are seen to be longer than LPG-H2 IDFs in 

fuel-rich situations. 

  



 

Chapter 6:    Effect of H2 on In-Flame OH-PLIF Distribution  

Chapter 7:    Effect of H2 on Flame Temperature and Heat Transfer 

Chapter 8:    Effect of H2 On CO2/CO/HC Emissions of LPG- H2 IDFS 

Chapters 6-8 are organised on the basis of how H2 affects various flame properties. 
Each chapter includes a brief introduction to the focus of the chapter and a short 
summary of the discussion. The effects of H2 on flame properties are discussed 
individually in short sections. This pattern of organisation is illustrated using 
Chapter 8 as an example. 
 
These results chapters are very effective partly because the writer includes the 

following:  

 
Structure 

 
                  

Introduction      Section 8.1   
         

Effect on first parameter   Section 8.2  
     

Effect on second parameter   Section 8.3   
     

Effect on third parameter   Section 8.4  
     

Effect on fourth parameter   Section 8.5   
         

Effect on fifth parameter   Section 8.6  
   

Summary       Section 8.7   
                 
Content 

 Introduction gives an overview of the experimental design (e.g. Section 6.1 

sentence 1-2) 

 Groups studies (e.g. Section 6.3 paragraph 5, sentence 1) 

 Develops sections in a logical way e.g. Section 6.6 

Background    paragraph 1 

Methodology    paragraph 2 

Statement of results   paragraph 3 

Explanation of Results  paragraph 4 



 Highlights areas that have not been previously studied e.g. there is little 

literature… (e.g. Section 7.3.2, paragraph 1, sentence 1).  

 Develops paragraphs logically e.g. Section 7.2 

         Refers to figure and introduces topic  sentence 1 

 Main finding      sentence 2 

 Details of main finding    sentence 3 

 Compares findings     sentence 4-5 

 Explains findings      sentence 6-7 

Language 

 Uses adverbs before verbs when describing findings e.g. is mainly found (e.g. 

Section 6.3, paragraph 2, sentence 1) 

 Refers back to discussion in earlier chapters (e.g. Section 7.1, sentence 2) 

 Uses clear topic sentences (e.g. Section 8.2, paragraph 1, sentence 1) 

 Uses short clear subsection titles (e.g. Sections 6.2, 7.2, 8.2) 

 Uses tentative language when discussing possible causes for results, e.g. it 

may be because (e.g. Section 8.5, paragraph 4, sentence 1) 

To Consider 

This chapter of the thesis is effective but could be improved further in the following 

aspects. 

    Use more and shorter paragraphs, e.g. Section 8.2, paragraph 3, sentence 8 

could be a new paragraph. 

    Use a new paragraph for the discussion of findings. 

    Avoid vague comments, e.g. ‘In this part’ (e.g. Section 8.1 sentence 1). It is 

better to give details e.g. ‘In Chapter Seven,…’ 

    Avoid starting paragraphs with ‘In this study’ (Section 7.3, paragraph 1, 

sentence  

    1). It is better to state, ‘The impingement plate coated in black was cooled…400 C 

in this experiment’. 

    Avoid using spoken negative structures e.g. not…much (e.g. Section 7.2, 

paragraph 4, sentence 2). It is better to use little effect or few effects. 

    Use the same tense to refer to the content of chapters. Chapter Six uses past   



    tense, Chapter Eight uses the present perfect tense and Chapter Four uses the  

    present. It is better to use present simple tense. 

    Avoid introducing paragraphs with the structure ‘For… ‘ (e.g. Section 6.3,  

    paragraph 3 and 4).  

    Use words rather than numbers when linking ideas within a paragraph e.g.    

    There are two reasons behind this phenomenon: 1 when (e.g. Section 6.4, 

paragraph 7, sentence 5). It is better to write ‘There are two reasons behind this 

phenomenon: Firstly, when…’ 
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CHAPTER 6.  EFFECT OF H2 ON IN-FLAME OH-

PLIF DISTRIBUTION 

 

6.1.  Introduction 

Experimental work was done to study the effects of H2, φ , Reair, airside oxygen 

percentage and number of fuel nozzles on OH-PLIF distribution of LPG-H2 

circumferential inverse diffusion flame (CIDF) with various H2 additions. Planar 

laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique was used to diagnose distribution and 

concentration of hydroxyl radical (OH) inside the flame. The result shows that H2 

addition can greatly improve combustion of LPG IDF. Although the pure H2 IDF 

contains “two-triangle” shape reaction zone, which indicates potential of flash back, 

LPG-H2 IDF seldom shows such dangerous structure even when H2% is as high as 

90%. Under low air jet velocity and high φ , LPG IDF shows large and intense 

reaction zone, which is similar to that found in turbulent premixed flame. The 

oxygen enhancement in oxidizer side can remarkably improve combustion without 

changing φ .   

 

6.2.  Effect of H2 

Figure 6.2 compares OH-PLIF results and normal pictures of LPG IDFs with various 

H2% under Reair=3000 and φ =1. Different from co-flow IDFs, CIDF contains a 
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longer distance between air jet and fuel jets, which takes the fuel jets more time to 

travel to the central air jet, and also gives the fuel jets a better chance to mix and 

partially react with surrounding air before entering the central air jet. Therefore, in 

CIDF, fuel has more residence time, and the central air jet can be regarded as 

secondary air. It can be found from Figure 6.1 that for LPG IDF under Reair=3000, 

reaction zones determined by OH-PLIF are slim and short. The central high velocity 

air ejects out the flame and makes the flame tip “open”.   

 

 

Figure 6.1 OH-PLIF of LPG IDF under Reair=3000 and φ =1 
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Figure 6.2 Effect of H2 addition on flame structure of LPG IDF. (a) normal flame 

image; (b) OH-PLIF result 

 

As H2% climbs, the combustion zone expands downstream. Since both Reair and φ  

are fixed, a growth of H2% means an acceleration of fuel flow rate, and hence there 

is a longer flame length and a larger combustion zone. When H2% ranges from 0% to 

40%, the fuel jets impinge on the air jet, and are carried downstream by the central 

air jet, forming an open tip flame. It is because when H2% is low, the required 

ignition energy of the fuel mixture is high, and part of the fuel is cooled down and 

extinguished upon mixing with the central air jet. Therefore, the OH concentration 

drops dramatically after passing the flame neck, where the fuel jets just impinge on 

the central air jet. Similar to that of the OH-PLIF images, the flame images lengthen 

slightly with H2% in this range. When it is less than 40%, the actual amount of H2 

added is very low, hence the effect is not significant.  
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When H2% is in the range of 50% to 90%, the flame tip as marked by the OH image 

starts to close with a further extension of strong OH concentration downstream along 

the flame torch. However, the strongest OH concentration is still located near to the 

periphery of flame neck and flame base. Elbaz and Robets (2014) found that under 

similar Reair and fuel jet velocity, the peak OH concentration is located in the flame 

torch region instead of the flame neck in CH4 IDFs. The difference in results might 

be attributed to the difference in burner geometries and fuel properties. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=3000, φ =1 and H2%=90% (left) 

and H2%=100% (right) 
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Surrounded by the OH distribution zone, a dark zone could be identified. The dark 

zone consists of two parts, a base below the flame neck and a conical section above 

the flame neck. The appearance of the OH distribution above the flame neck is quite 

similar to that in a turbulent premixed flame (Zhang et al., 2013). In this dark zone, 

the central air jet creates a low-pressure region and is mixed with and preheated by 

the fuel jets, which are entrained into this zone. The dark zone is located inside the 

flame and cannot be observed in the normal IDF flame images. As the OH region 

expands at 80% to 90% H2, the tip of the conical dark zone shifts downward. 

It can be noticed that the 100%H2 OH-PLIF image is significantly different from 

those with 0%-90%H2 addition, as indicated by an upstream propagation of the OH 

concentration zone towards the air jet nozzle. The dark zone in the OH-PLIF image 

is separated, and two flame fronts emerge. Although the image of a pure H2-IDF 

cannot be captured by a normal camera, the OH-PLIF image of the H2-IDF shows a 

concentric double flame structure. 

By comparing with results shown in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.9, it can be 

found that a LPG contained IDF does not show similar concentric double flame 

structure, even when H2 addition is as high as 90% under various Reair and φ  

conditions; however, 100%H2 IDF almost always contains the double flame structure 

under different operating conditions. From 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF to 100%H2-IDF, 

the increase in H2 is only 10%, but the flame structure changes dramatically. More 

details are discussed in Chapter 6.5. 
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6.3. Effect of overall equivalence ratio 

Figure 6.4 shows the OH distribution inside an IDF under variousφ , with 100%LPG 

and 50%LPG-50%H2, under Reair of 3000. It can be found that as φ  increases, both 

the luminous flame height and the OH-PLIF image height increase, while the 

luminous height is always higher than that of the OH-PLIF image, as shown in 

Figure 6.5. Generally the OH-PLIF image height is only 80% to 60% of the luminous 

flame height. It is because, in the OH-PLIF image, the region above the OH zone, 

which corresponds to the upper part of the luminous flame image, is a high 

temperature reaction zone where OH is transformed into H2O. 

For a fuel lean (φ <1) LPG IDF, OH is mainly found in the periphery of the flame 

base region, which is also called the “early OH layer” by Elbaz and Roberts (2014). 

The OH in the flame base region is formed in the reaction between the fuel jets and 

the surrounding air before the fuel jets impinge on the central air jet. The steady and 

clear profile of OH concentration in the flame base region suggests low turbulence 

intensity. The fuel jet velocity for 100%LPG IDFs is 0.185 m/s, also the Re for the 

fuel jets is below 100 indicating the fuel jets are laminar. When the burning fuel jets 

pass through the flame neck, where flame stretch is high and temperature is low due 

to the cold air jet, part of the fuel is cooled down and part of the flame is 

extinguished. Therefore, little OH can be found above the flame neck when the 

energy input (low fuel flow rate) is low. 
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Figure 6.4 Effect of  on OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF. (a) and (c): normal flame 

images; (b) and (d): OH-PLIF results 

φ
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Figure 6.5 OH-PLIF flame height and luminous flame height of LPG-H2 IDF under 

various H2% and  φ
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For a fuel rich (φ >1) 100%LPG IDF, more fuel and hot particles are supplied to 

sustain the flame at the flame neck. Also the increased fuel jet velocity causes a 

slight increase in distance between the flame neck and the air jet nozzle. As φ  

increases, the OH region above the flame neck is augmented and intensified, with 

significant discontinuous regions and turbulent flame fronts, as shown in the time 

dependent OH-PLIF images in Figure 6.6. For φ  less than 1.4, the OH region in the 

flame torch consists of a 3D cylindrical region with an open tip. For φ  larger than 

1.4, the OH region further expands and the flame tip is merged. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Time depended OH-PLIF result of LPG IDF under Reair=3000 =1.5 

 

For 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF, development of the reaction zone with the increase of φ  

is faster than that of the 100%LPG-IDF. The flame tip merges when φ  is only 0.9, 

and the OH region is larger and more intensified than that in the LPG-IDF under 

φ
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similar operating condition, with strong OH concentration occurring along the 

periphery of the flame torch. 

Numerical and experimental results in the literature show that the peak OH 

concentration region is close to the stoichiometric location in nonpremixed flames 

(Panoutsos et al., 2009; Donbar et al., 2000). Also Zhuang et al. (1997) claimed that 

turbulent nonpremixed combustion may involve region of partially premixed burning 

due to local extinction, partial premixing and reignition. For both 100%LPG IDF and 

the 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF, the OH region along the upper part of the flame torch 

region could be an indication of partially premixed combustion. 

Another set of experiment was conducted under a low Reair of 1000 and high 

equivalence ratios to further clarify factors affecting the OH distribution. The results 

are showed in Figure 6.7. Comparing with the results shown in Figure 6.10, the OH 

concentration of flame under low Reair and high φ  condition is much more intense 

and augmented.  

When φ  rises from 1 to 1.5, the peak OH region moves upwards from the flame base 

region to the flame torch region. A large and very intense OH region is formed inside 

the flame torch at φ =2. A bright flame with blue and white color can be seen in the 

corresponding normal flame image. When φ  is further increased, the OH region 

starts to separate again, leading to a region with low OH concentration along the axis 

of the IDF. 
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Figure 6.7 OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF under low Reair and high  condition φ
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When φ  is less than 2, the fuel flow rate is too low to support a large combustion 

region during the short residence time arising from the relatively high air jet velocity. 

When φ  is equal to 2, the fuel flow rate, and hence the amount of energy released by 

the fuel, is just enough for premixed-like combustion to happen in the region above 

the flame torch. When φ  is larger than 2, the fixed central air jet velocity is no long 

high enough to ensure good mixing with the accelerated fuel jets, and separated 

combustion zones are formed. Although the luminous flame length lengthens, the 

strongest OH region is always located within a short distance downstream of the 

flame neck. 

It can be found that under low Reair and high φ  condition, the effect of H2 becomes 

not remarkable. OH-PLIF profile of LPG-H2 IDF is quite similar to that inside the 

100%LPG IDF. The result indicates that the effect of H2 on OH-PLIF distribution is 

mainly due to the fast burning velocity and high diffusivity of H2, and fuel jet 

velocity is high enough, the effect of H2 would be attenuated and become not 

significant. 

 

6.4.  Effect of Reair 

Experiment was done to analyze the effect of Reair on OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF. As 

φ  is fixed in this part, the rise of Reair also requires a gain in fuel flow rate. 
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Figure 6.8 Effect of Reair on OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDFs at =1 

 

 It can be seen from Figure 6.8 that for Reair=600 to Reair=2000, the OH-PLIF mainly 

concentrates at flame base, and the OH areas are thick at flame base and flame neck. 

As Reair rises from 600 to 4000, the combustion zone marked by OH-PLIF firstly 

expands up to form flame torch for 600 < Reair < 2000, and then astringes to the 

flame base for 2000 < Reair < 4000.  Besides, the OH areas at flame base and flame 

neck become thinner with the growth of Reair. For low Reair (600 < Reair <2000), the 

increment of Reair enhances air/fuel mixing of IDF, hence expands combustion zone. 

While for high Reair region (Reair > 2000), the high velocity central air jet draws both 

fuel jet and the surrounding air into the combustion zone and reduces the actual local 

φ . Also the suction provided by central air jet due to the pressure difference between 

air jet and fuel jets, leads to high strain rate at flame neck. Therefore, when Reair is 

φ
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higher than 2000, the combustion zone astringes with the increase of Reair. It can also 

be found from Figure 6.8 that OH-PLIF results always have open tips under φ =1 and 

various Reair. Although Reair can help adjust the flame structure, the effect is not as 

strong as that of φ .  

 

6.5.  Pure H2 IDF under various Reair and overall equivalence ratio 

It is shown in Figure 6.3 that the OH-PLIF image of 100%H2 IDF is quite different 

from that of 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF. The OH-PLIF image of 100%H2 IDF shows four 

intense reaction zones on the longitudinal section of the flame, indicating a double 

concentric flame structure. The experimental results show that this kind of flame 

structure is not found in an IDF burning a fuel containing LPG and up to 90%H2. 

Figure 6.9 presents the OH distribution in a 100%H2 IDF under various operating 

conditions.  

Figure 6.9 (a) shows that flame structure with Reair ranging from 600 to 3000. With a 

increase of Reair and a fixed overall equivalence ratio of 1, there is a corresponding 

accretion in air jet velocity and fuel jet velocity. It can be found that for 100%H2 IDF, 

the reaction zones start from both the fuel nozzles and the air nozzle, called air jet 

reaction zone (Flame I) and fuel jet reaction zone (Flame II). As Reair is increased, 

the OH-PLIF image height protracts, and the tips of the two reaction zones slowly 

separate, rejecting the possibility that fuel travel up and down along the triangle path 

shown in Figure 6.9 (a). 
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Figure 6.9 OH-PLIF of H2 IDFs under various Reair and  

 

To investigate the reason behind the formation of Flame I, numerical simulation was 

done to study the molar OH concentration, temperature distribution, and velocity 

magnitude of 100%H2 IDF with Reair of 3000 and overall equivalence ratio of 1. The 

results are presented in Figure 6.10. It can be observed that after coming out from the 

fuel nozzles, only a part of fuel particles travel upward along the Pathline 1 marked 

in Figure 6.10. The part of fuel particles mixes with ambient air first and then meets 

with the center air jet in a higher location. Another part of the fuel travels downward 

along an “S” shape pathline (Pathline 2) and meets the air jet at the location near to 

the air nozzle. The air jet, different from fuel jets, has high Reynolds number and 

φ
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velocity; therefore, the pressure near the air nozzle is relatively low hence attracting 

fuel particles. Although some fuel meets with air at the location near to air nozzle, 

the fuel usually does not burn immediately at air nozzle. At the air nozzle, the air jet 

velocity is high, and the air jet is cold without any preheating. Fuels, such as LPG 

with low burning velocity and high ignition energy are difficult to burn near the air 

nozzle. H2, however, with significantly high burning velocity and low ignition 

energy, is possible to burn. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Numerical result of H2 IDF under Reair=3000, =1 

 

For Reair of 600 to 1000, part of H2 burns near to the air nozzle and forms Flame I, 

and then travels up to meet another part of H2, which is burns with ambient air 

φ
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forming Flame I. Both flames are anchored on the burner head, and have widely 

opened tips, and the tips of the Flame I and Flame II merges to show a two-triangles-

like OH-PLIF result on longitudinal section of the flame, indicating concentric 

double flame structure. 

As Reair increases from 1000 to 3000, the air jet velocity at the nozzle exit rises from 

2.8 m/s to 8.5 m/s, which becomes much higher than the burning velocity of H2, and 

is too fast to anchor the Flame I; therefore Flame I lifts up to a higher position, where 

the air flow velocity is reduced, and creates a double flame with lifted inside flame 

(Flame I) and anchored outside flame (Flame II). Since φ  is fixed, the increase of 

Reair also implies an increase of fuel flow rate; therefore, both flames expand upward 

with Reair. 

Figure 6.9 (b) shows the effect of φ  on a H2 IDF under low Reair of 1000. It can be 

seen that as φ  is increased, the reaction zone, as revealed by the OH-PLIF images, 

also goes through the process of stretching and separation, but the separation effect is 

more significant. Addition of φ  does not change the double flame structure of 

100%H2 IDF, all the flames shown in Figure 6.9 (b) consist of Flame I and Flame I, 

which are anchored at the burner head. It can be seen that when φ  is lower than 2, 

both Flame I and Flame II have open tips, which are merged with each other. As φ  

rises from 2 to 3, the tip of Flame I gradually close, while tip of Flame II opens even 

wider. There are two reasons behind this phenomenon: 1.when φ  escalates, there are 

more fuel participants in combustion, and hence more fuel travels to the air nozzle 

through “S Shape” Pathline. H2, which has high diffusivity, has a tendency to travel 

to the flame front, therefore, the tip of Flame I tends to close and forms a premixed-
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like flame in the center; 2. When φ  increases, the velocity of fuel, which travels 

through Pathline 1 also accelerates, and the velocities difference between air jet and 

fuel jets reduces, and hence the entraining effect of air jet on fuel jets is attenuated. 

Therefore, Flame II has tip even wider. 

 

Table 6.1 Air and fuel mixtures properties used in numerical simulation under 

Reair=3000, =1 

H2  Re   I (TKE)  
% m/s N/A kg/m3 m2/s % m2/s2 m2/s3 
0 0.185 56 2.19 0.185 9.67 0.0005 0.012 
10 0.204 56 1.98 0.204 9.68 0.0006 0.017 
20 0.227 55 1.76 0.227 9.70 0.0007 0.023 
30 0.256 60 1.55 0.256 9.59 0.0009 0.032 
40 0.293 53 1.34 0.293 9.74 0.0012 0.050 
50 0.342 52 1.13 0.342 9.76 0.0017 0.080 
60 0.412 52 0.92 0.412 9.78 0.0024 0.141 
70 0.518 51 0.71 0.518 9.80 0.0039 0.282 
80 0.696 50 0.50 0.696 9.82 0.0070 0.690 
90 1.062 49 0.29 1.062 9.85 0.0164 2.470 
100 2.242 41 0.08 2.242 10.07 0.0764 24.772 
Air  Re   I (TKE)  

 8.470 3000 1.19 8.470 5.90 0.3744 97.776 
 

It can be found from the result that the multi reaction zones observed in the H2 IDF is 

the combined result of high burning velocity and low ignition energy of hydrogen in 

comparison with LPG. The Flame I, however, is seldom found in LPG IDF even 

when H2 percentage is as high as 90%. To investigate this phenomenon, the dynamic 

properties of air and fuel mixture are listed in Figure 6.1. It can be found that under 

φ

vfuel ρ υ k ε

vair ρ υ k ε
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fixed φ  and Reair, the fuel jet velocity increases by more than 120% from 10%LPG-

90% H2 to pure H2, however, the fuel density also drops by about 72%. Both TKE 

and ε of the pure H2 IDF are significantly higher than those of the LPG-90%H2-IDF. 

Under the same Reair and φ , the 100% H2 fuel jets are more diffusive than the LPG-

H2 mixture. Therefore, under the same Reair, pure H2 has a higher possibility to reach 

the air jet at the air nozzle. Also it was reported (Miao et al., 2014) that the burning 

velocity of 100%H2 is much higher than that of the 10%LPG-90%H2 mixture. 

Therefore, the 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF does not possess the double flame structure 

with combustion zone near to air nozzle. 

 

6.6.  Effect of O2 enhancement (N2 reduction) 

It is well known that O2 enrichment in the oxidizer size could significantly enhance 

the combustion of various fuels. It has been reported that in O2-enhanced combustion, 

the adiabatic flame temperature is higher, the flammability limits are expanded, the 

ignition temperature is reduced, and the quench distances decrease, leading to more 

intense and more stable combustion. In addition, the enriched O2 reduces the 

percentage of N2 in the oxidizer, and hence reduces the heat carried away in the 

exhaust gas (Baukal, 2013). 
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Figure 6.11 Effect of O2 enhancement (N2%) on IDFs flame structure 

 

As mentioned in previous sections, for 100%LPG-IDF, the intense reaction zone 

usually occurs in a distance from the air nozzle, at which the air jet velocity is not too 

fast. Reducing Reair may decrease the air jet velocity, but it will also debase the 
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mixing and entraining effect of the air jet. Although increasing fuel flow rate could 

enhance combustion, the change of φ  is inevitable. In this project, O2 enhancement 

is a feasible method to reduce Reoxidizer without changing φ  and fuel flow rate.  

Experimentally, to fix the φ , it can be realized by reducing N2 instead of increasing 

O2. 

The experimental result is shown in Figure 6.11. With the decrease of N2, the 

luminous flame length rises first and then gradually drops. When Ω  (mole fraction 

of O2 in oxidizer) is equal to 0.47, the flame shows a very bright and yellow flame 

cap with blue but nearly transparent flame base. Through the almost transparent 

flame base, the bright blue reaction zone around the air nozzle can be seen. For 

50%LPG-50%H2 IDF, the flame also changes from blue to bright yellow at Ω  equal 

to 0.47. Although the OH-PLIF results of LPG IDF and 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF are 

quite similar, the luminous flame of 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF is notably longer than that 

of LPG IDF under Ω  equal 0.73 (N2%=10%) and is also longer than that of 

50%LPG-50%H2 IDF under Ω  equal 0.57 (N2%=20%). Different from luminous 

flame, the heights of OH-PLIF do not change much when Ω  is larger than 0.23. As 

Ω  raises, the reaction zone expands, and the premixed-like reaction zone forms and 

gets intense. The strongest OH location moves upward from the periphery of flame 

base to the flame torch reaction zone. When Ω  is larger than 0.347, the flame torch 

reaction zone further expands downward, and the OH-PLIF image gradually forms 

the bottom of the inner flame as it is shown as Flame I in 100%H2 IDF. With the 

further increase of Ω , Flame I gradually separates from the Flame II, and Flame I 

gradually attaches to the air jet nozzle. When Ω  reaches 0.47, the concentric double 

flame structure forms. 
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The results show that O2 enhancement can significantly expand the reaction zone of 

LPG IDF. Also the reduction in N2 declines the heat required to heat up the oxidizer 

and provide more possibility for LPG to ignite. The double flame structure appears 

under high Ω  may be attributed to the reduced velocity of the oxidizer due to 

reduced N2 and improved combustion due to O2 enhancement, making LPG 

combustible at the air nozzle. The effect of H2 is not significant under O2 enhanced 

condition. The OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF seems to be wider and higher than that of 

LPG IDF. This phenomenon may be attributed to the high diffusivity of H2. 

 

6.7.  Effect of fuel nozzles numbers 

Experiments were also done with different burner designs. The main burner used in 

project is circumferential IDF burner with 12 fuel jets. And in this part, the influence 

of fuel jets number was studied. Three extra burners were tested: Burner A with one 

fuel ring concentric to air jet nozzle, Burner B with 8 fuel nozzles and Burner C with 

16 fuel nozzles. The distance between air/fuel nozzles and the total size of fuel 

nozzles was kept the same with those of the main burner. 

Figure 6.12-Figure 6.14 present the OH-PLIF results obtained by using Burner A, 

Burner B and Burner C respectively. The fuel jets can be clearly seen at the flame 

base in the normal image of IDFs. For each fuel jet, the center of fuel jet is in light 

blue, and the boundary of the fuel jet is in bright color, indicating fierce combustion. 

While for Burner A, since the fuel nozzle is in form of a complete ring, the flame 

base of IDF using Burner A seems to be totally bright. Despite the flame base, 
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images of IDFs using three different burners are quite similar to each other. All the 

IDFs have double flame front with inner bright flame and outer blue flame.  

 

 

Figure 6.12 OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF burning with Burner A under Reair=2000 
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Figure 6.13 OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF burning with Burner B under Reair=2000 

 

In Burner B, 50% H2 addition widens the flame and rises up the flame neck position. 

In Burner C, the effect of H2 addition is not significant. In Burner A, however, 50% 
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H2 addition significantly fades the flame color and changes the flame from bright 

color to light blue. The result indicates that effect of H2 addition on flame color may 

vary with the number of fuel nozzle. With fixed total nozzles area, more fuel nozzles 

means better mixing of fuel and air in the flame base, which can be regarded as the 

first stage of combustion in IDF, hence more complete combustion of the flame as a 

whole. H2 with high burner velocity and low ignition point can have more chance to 

be burned at flame base for burner with more fuel nozzles, such as Burner C. While 

in Burner A, with a ring fuel nozzle, the fuels mixture has less chance to be exposed 

to air, and more H2 can be burned in flame touch. Therefore, the effect of H2 addition 

is more notable in Burner A than in Burner C.  

For Burner A and Burner B, the OH-PLIF results are similar: open flame tip with a 

large inner black unburned zone. While Burner B has relatively closed “flame tip” 

than Burner A does, indicating better combustion. In Burner C, the combustion zone 

marked by OH-PLIF is significantly larger than those in Burner A and Burner B. 

OH-PLIF can be detected even in the central of flame torch, where the air jet velocity 

is supposed to be relative high. Different from the results of Burner A and Burner B, 

in Burner C, H2 addition narrows the OH-PLIF zone of LPG IDF. This phenomenon 

occurs because most of the H2 is consumed in flame base, resulting less fuel to be 

burned in flame torch hence narrowed OH-PLIF zone in flame torch. In Burner A 

and Burner B, the unburned H2 in flame torch has high diffusivity and will dispense 

to the outer boundary of flame, hence wider OH-PLIF zone. The results indicate that 

by increasing number of fuel nozzles, combustion of IDF can be significantly 

improved, and this method will attenuate the effect of H2.  
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Figure 6.14 OH-PLIF of LPG-H2 IDF burning with Burner C under Reair=2000 

 

6.8.  Summary 

OH-PLIF technique was used to diagnose CIDF burning LPG with various H2 

additions. The effects of H2 percentage, overall equivalence ratio, O2 enhancement 
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and fuel nozzles number on flame structure and reaction zone of IDF were discussed. 

The H2 IDF, which is hard to be observed by vision is also studied considering the 

influences of Reair and φ . Numerical simulation of H2 IDF was included as 

supporting information. The result can be concluded as follow: 

When Reair=3000 and φ =1, LPG IDF has only very slim reaction zone. H2 addition 

can effectively enhance combustion. LPG IDFs and LPG H2 IDFs seldom contain 

concentric double flame structure, while this particular structure is very common in 

pure H2 IDFs. The double flame structure is the combined result of high burning 

velocity and low ignition energy of H2. LPG-H2 IDF even with 90% H2 enrichment 

does not show the special structure, indicating that small amount of LPG will 

significantly slow down combustion of H2.  Both reaction zones of LPG IDF and 

LPG-H2 IDF expand with φ , but LPG-H2 IDF shows more intense combustion under 

all φ . Under low Reair and high φ  condition, LPG IDF contains large and premixed-

like reaction zone, while the parameters should be carefully adjusted. Effect of H2 is 

not notable under low Reair and high φ  condition. Oxygen enhancement can greatly 

enhance combustion of LPG IDF without changing φ  or fuel flow rate.  
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CHAPTER 7.  EFFECT OF H2 ON FLAME 

TEMPERATURE AND FLAME IMPINGING 

HEAT TRANSFER 

 

7.1.  Introduction 

Experiments were conducted to study the influence of hydrogen enrichment on 

heating performance of LPG-fired inverse diffusion flame (Miao et al., 2014). 

Structure of the open flame was first measured to provide basic information for 

comparison, and the flame height information of tested flame can be found in 

Chapter 5.4.1. Heating performance of the inverse diffusion flame burning mixed 

LPG-H2 fuel at various hydrogen fractions was then studied by measuring in-flame 

temperature distribution and heat transfer from the flame to an impingement plate. 

The local temperature distribution of LPG-H2 IDF with φ =1.4 and φ =2 was plotted. 

Heat flux transfer from various points arranged at different burner-to-plate distance 

(H/dair) and radial distances from stagnation points ( r ) were measured. The mixed 

LPG-H2 fuel for experimental investigation contains hydrogen fraction ranged from 

0% to 50%. The Reair, which dominates the hydrodynamic characteristics of the 

impinging inverse diffusion flame, is ranged from 2000 to 4000 in the study. φ  of 

the air/fuel mixture is ranged from 1 to 2.2, in order to cover the operation conditions. 

Effect of the non-dimensional burner-to-plate distance (H/dair) on the heat transfer 

performance was also reported. 
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7.2.  Flame temperature distribution 

Figure 7.1 shows the centerline temperature distribution of LPG-H2 IDFs under φ

=1.4. It can be found that flame temperature rises with the examined height from 

0mm to 40mm and reaches the highest temperature of about 2100K at height around 

40mm. As height continues increasing, the temperature gradually drops; while the 

decrease of temperature at height from 40mm to 130mm is not as fast as the rise of 

temperature at height from 0mm to 40mm, indicating a long combustion zone with 

relative fierce reaction. The highest temperature along the centerline is higher than 

the adiabatic equilibrium temperature of the air/fuel mixture, which is from 2045K to 

2069K for H2% from 0% to 50%. Similar result was reported by Takagis et al. (1996) 

that the flame temperature of IDF can well exceed the maximum adiabatic 

equilibrium temperature. The result may be due to the tested φ . Since the central air 

jet also entrains surrounding ambient air into the combustion, the actual overall 

equivalence ratio is highly affected by the air jet velocity. Under fuel-rich condition, 

the entrained ambient air can diminish the actual φ  and make the flame closer to 

stoichiometric condition, and hence there is temperature higher than the calculated 

adiabatic equilibrium temperature.  
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Figure 7.1 centerline temperature distribution under φ =1.4, Reair=4000 

 

Figure 7.2 centerline temperature distribution at under φ =2, Reair=4000 
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Figure 7.2 shows the temperature result of LPG-H2 IDF under φ =2. In the relative 

fuel-rich condition, the flame reaches its maximum centerline temperature at height 

around 35mm, and the maximum temperature is about 1950 K. The maximum 

centerline temperature is significantly higher than the adiabatic equilibrium 

temperature of the air fuel mixture, which is 1627K to 1661K for H2% from 0% to 

50%. Different from that of LPG-H2 IDF under φ =1.4, the temperature dose not 

immediately drop with the elongation of height after reaching the maximum value 

under φ =2. In the height range of 35mm to 130mm, a temperature plateau can be 

seen. Temperature decreases a bit, when height elongates from 35mm to 50mm. And 

then the temperature gradually rises to the maximum value again, when height is 

from 50mm to 110mm, then the temperature slightly drops again. The result shows 

that growth of φ  from 1.4 to 2 can lengthen the high temperature zone and keep the 

temperature steadier in the zone.  

For both φ , the effects of H2 up to 50% on the temperature are not significant, 

especially at height from 0mm to 60mm, though the calculated value of adiabatic 

equilibrium temperature of the air/fuel mixture goes up with H2 addition. For φ =1.4 

and in the height range from 60mm to 130mm, the flame centerline temperature 

varies with H2 percentages, and the highest temperature is found in 60%LPG-40%H2 

IDF. For H2% less than 40%, the centerline flame temperature at the height higher 

than 60mm climbs with H2%; while when H2% is higher than 40%, the temperature 

starts to drop and for H2% equals to 50%, the temperature distribution is almost the 

same with that of 100%LPG IDF. For φ =2, temperature does not change much with 

the H2 addition even for H2% equal to 40%. H2 with high diffusivity may tend to be 
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burned at the flame front, where is close to the boundary between air and fuel; 

therefore H2 addition does not significantly affect the flame centerline temperature.  

 

Figure 7.3 In-flame temperature profile of LPG-H2 IDFs under φ =1.4, Reair=4000 
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Figure 7.4 In-flame temperature profile of LPG-H2 IDFs under φ =2, Reair=4000 

 

Considering the high diffusivity of H2, temperature profiles on the section of LPG-H2 

IDFs are presented in Figure 7.3. It can be seen that though H2 does not affect the 

maximum temperature value inside the flame much, H2 expands the high temperature 
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region. Also, H2 addition significantly augments the flame base and improves the 

combustion in flame below the flame neck. However, the flame neck position is not 

changed by H2 addition, and the length of each temperature region does not vary 

with H2. The development of flame in vertical direction may be greatly affected by 

velocity of central air jet and φ . Under fixed φ , H2 addition only horizontally 

augments the flame. 

Similar experiment was done with LPG-H2 IDF under φ =2, and the result is shown 

in Figure 7.4. In higher φ , the flames become larger in size while lower in maximum 

temperature. H2 addition slightly expands the flame area and high temperature region 

of the flame; while H2 addition has no significant influence on the position of flame 

neck or high temperature region.   

 

7.3.  Flame impinging centerline heat flux distribution  

In this study, the impingement plate coated in black was cooled with water jacket 

with a constant temperature of 40 oC. Therefore, the heat flux concerned in this study 

is mainly due to convection and radiation. The heat flux distribution along the 

centerline of flame is an important datum, which can help determine the effective 

range of H/dair for further investigation (Ng et al., 2007).  

The picture of a typical impinging IDF is shown in Figure 7.5. When IDF impinges 

to a plate, the flame torch spreads out and forms a large flame plate under the 

impingement plates. Under high Reair, the central air jet strongly anchors the flame, 

and the flame structure under the plate is not influenced much by the impingement. 
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Despite of flame temperature, flame length is another element, which determines the 

heating performance of IDF. The corresponding flame length data can be found in 

Chapter 5.4.1. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Typical impinging LPG-H2 IDF 

 

7.3.1  Effect of H2 

Figure 7.7-Figure 7.9 show the stagnation point heat flux of LPG-H2 IDF with 

various H2% under various φ . Considering the effect of ambient air, the LPG-H2 

IDF was tested under fuel-rich condition, which would be the optimum operational 

condition of IDF. An image of open flame is shown in Figure 7.6. It can be seen that 

the heat flux result has similar trend with that of temperature result. There are two 

high heat flux points observed along the centerline for both stoichiometric and fuel-

rich mixtures. The first one is the first peak (Point A in Figure 7.7-Figure 7.9), and is 
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located near to the tip of the inner core of flame. The second one is marked as Point 

B, and is located near to the middle of the outer core of the flame. Although the 

trends of heat flux against H/dair are different under different φ , the double-peak 

trend can be identified. Point A and Point B define the high heat flux region along 

the centerline of flame. For convenience, the distance between Point A and Point B is 

also known as Major Heating Length in this study.   

 

 

Figure 7.6 Point A and Point B in LPG-H2 IDF 
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The OH-PLIF result of LPG-H2 IDF discussed in CHAPTER 6 shows that there is 

few OH-PLIF found inside the inner flame core, indicating almost no combustion 

there; while in a distance above the tip of inner flame core, intensive OH-PLIF can 

be seen due to the preheated and fully mixed air and fuel. Point A would be the 

corresponding point, where air and fuel are intensively reacting. Due to the height 

limitation of OH-PLIF measurement, no OH-PLIF result is available for position 

higher than 50mm. Therefore, the combustion at Point B can only be analyzed with 

the heat flux data and open flame image.  It should be noticed that for φ =1.4, there is 

a significant difference between heat flux values of Point A and Point B, which is not 

been found in temperature results. This phenomenon may be due to the flame type 

difference: temperature result was obtained in open flame condition, while heat flux 

value was achieved by using an impinging flame. The impingement affects both the 

flow field and air/fuel reaction and may lead to notably high heat flux at the air/fuel 

boundary under φ =1.4.  
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Figure 7.7 Flame impinging heat flex of centerline of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=4000 

and φ =1 

 

It can be found that effect of H2 on heat flux distribution along the centerline of 

flame is not significant, especially for φ =1.4. At φ =1.0, H2 addition slightly 

decreases heat flux of LPG IDF at the peak stagnation point (Point A in Figure 7.7), 

and the decreasing effect is substantial when H2% ≥ 40%. At φ =1.4, LPG-H2 IDF 

and LPG IDF have almost the same heat flux value along the centerline. It can be 

observed from Figure 7.8 that the only notable heat flux change due to H2 addition 

happens at Point B, which is just before the dropping of heat flux. At φ =2.0 shown 

in Figure 7.9, effect of H2 becomes remarkable. The heat flux value rises with H2% 
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for almost all H/dair, and the 50%H2 enrichment leads to 20% increase of the peak 

heat flux value. This phenomenon occurs due to the fact that even though H2 has 

very high mass heating value (120 MJ/kg), its volumetric heating value is very low, 

which is only 9.89 MJ/m3, comparing with that of LPG, which is 101.23 MJ/m3. 

Since the hydrogen percentage is calculated by volume in this study, the actual 

heating value of the fuel mixture decreases with H2%. It is also necessary to consider 

about the stoichiometric air/fuel ratios of H2 and LPG, which are 2.4 and 28.8 

respectively. It means that with H2 addition, the fuel flow rate should be augmented 

to keep the overall equivalence ratio unchanged. When φ <1.4, the balance between 

increased flow rate and decreased volumetric heating value, makes the effect of H2 

addition on flame temperature not notable; while, when φ >1.4, the flow rate 

accelerates much faster than the decrease of volumetric heating value, and hence 

higher heat flux is obtained with H2 addition.  
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Figure 7.8 Flame impinging heat flex of centerline of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=4000 

and φ =1.4 

 

Figure 7.9 Flame impinging heat flex of centerline of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=4000 

and φ =2 
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7.3.2  Effect of overall equivalence ratio 

Although many researchers have reported the effect of equivalence ratio on 

stagnation point heat flux of IDF (Dong et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2007; Zhen et al., 

2011), there is few literature provides the heat flux data for H/dair ≥ 20. Since the 

second heat flux peak mentioned in the previous session is usually located at 

H/dair≥ 20, it is necessary to study effect of  in a wider range of H/dair. It can be 

found from Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 that compared with H2 addition,  seems to 

have more remarkable influence on heat flux distribution.  

For =1.0, the flame is short, and the heat flux climbs with H/dair first and then 

reaches its highest value at H/dair=9. After that, the heat flux maintains at the high 

value for the next 10mm and then decreases steadily with H/dair.   

For , an impressive peak appears at around H/dair=7.5. The heat flux 

value at the peak is much higher than the maximum heat flux of flame at =1.0 and

. Dong et al. (2001) pointed out that IDF at =1.0 is in fact fuel-lean, while 

the flame gets closer to stoichiometric at =1.2. The high velocity of central air jet 

entrains the fuel jets together with surrounding air into the flame. Therefore, the 

calculated equivalence ratio may be lower than the actual equivalence ratio inside the 

flame. For the burner used in this study, the highest heat flux peak is obtained at 

=1.4 for both LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF. This result indicates that for the IDF 

burner with the specific dimension used in current study, the stoichiometric flame 

requires a calculated equivalence ratio near to 1.4. Although the peak heat fluxes of 

IDFs at  are significantly higher than those of other IDFs, the high heat 

fluxes cannot be kept for a long distance, and drop suddenly to a value about 

φ

φ

φ

1.2 ≤ φ ≤1.6

φ

φ ≥1.8 φ

φ

φ

1.2 ≤ φ ≤1.6
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350KW/m2, which is still higher than the maximum heat fluxes of other IDFs. The 

heat flux keeps at the value of 350KW/m2 for the next 40mm, and then drops steadily 

to zero. It suggests that LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF at  have the feature 

of super high temperature point and medium Major Heating Length, and this kind of 

flame would be suitable for industry requiring high local temperature.  

For , the peak heat flux value drops with the acceleration of , and the peak 

heat flux point gradually disappears. But the Major Heating Length for these IDFs 

widens with the growth of .  determines the main trend of heat flux along the 

centerline of flame. By changing , people can get different peak heat flux values, 

and various Major Heating Lengths. But the locations of two high heat flux points 

(Point A and Point B) do not significantly change with . This phenomenon is also 

found in LPG-H2 IDF.   

 

1.2 ≤ φ ≤1.6

φ ≥1.8 φ

φ φ

φ

φ
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Figure 7.10 Stagnation point heat flux of impinging LPG IDF under varied φ  and 

Reair=4000 

 

Figure 7.11 Stagnation point heat flux of impinging 60%LPG-40%H2 IDF under 

varied φ  and Reair=4000 
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7.3.3  Effect of Reair  

Figure 7.12-Figure 7.14 show the effect of Reair on centerline heat flux distribution 

of LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF. Since the highest heat flux is found with φ =1.4, the 

data of this part were collected under the condition of φ =1.4. It can be found from 

the data that both the value and location of the peak heat flux point climbs with Reair 

in the range of Reair=2000-4000. The curves of heat flux as shown in Figure 7.12 and 

Figure 7.14 seem to be shifted to the right with the growth of Reair. When H/dair is 

less than 8, the heat flux decreases with the rise of Reair, and the result is adverse 

when H/dair is larger than 8.  Similar result is found for LPG-H2 IDF. For a fixed φ , 

the increment of Reair indicates the increase of both air jet velocity and fuel jet 

velocity. With higher air/fuel velocity, the flame has higher momentum, and the high 

velocity species require longer length for complete reaction, hence higher peak heat 

flux point. Although with the fixed φ , the fuel jet velocity accelerates proportional 

with air jet velocity, the difference between velocities of air/fuel jets is not constant. 

The velocities difference augments with Reair, and leads to a higher pressure 

difference between air and fuel jets, hence more intensive mixing. The intensive 

mixing may be the reason of higher peak heat flux value under higher Reair.  
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Figure 7.12 Stagnation point heat flux of impinging LPG IDF under varied Reair and 

φ =1.4 

 

Figure 7.13 Stagnation point heat flux of impinging 80%LPG-20%H2 IDF under 

varied Reair and φ =1.4 
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Figure 7.14 Stagnation point heat flux of impinging 60%LPG-40%H2 IDF under 

varied Reair and φ =1.4  

 

7.4.   Flame impinging heat flux distribution in radial direction 

Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16 show the radial heat flux distribution of LPG IDF and 

LPG-H2 IDF under stoichiometric and fuel-rich conditions. For each condition, the 

H/dair was chosen to ensure that the peak heat flux point along the centerline is just 

able to touch the impingement plate. According to experimental results obtained in 

the previous session, H/dair=8 was chosen for φ =1.0, and H/dair=10 was chosen for φ

=2.0.  
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Figure 7.15 Radial heat flux of impinging IDF with varied H2% under Reair=4000, φ

=1.0 and H/dair=8 

 

Figure 7.16 Radial heat flux of impinging IDF with varied H2% under Reair=4000, φ

=2.0 and H/dair=10 
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It can be found by comparing Figure 7.15 with Figure 7.16 that under φ =1 the 

maximum radial heat flux is found at r =8mm to r =10mm. When r  is higher than 

10mm, the heat flux value drops steeply with the rise of r . When r  reaches 50mm, 

the heat flux value is close to zero and becomes steady again. For φ =2, the 

maximum heat flux is found in the flame centerline for LPG-H2 IDFs except LPG-H2 

IDF. As r  increases, the heat flux drops all the way with r , and becomes almost zero 

when r  reaches 90mm.  

The result shows that H2 addition can augment the radial heat flux of LPG IDF, but 

the effect is more notable for fuel-rich mixture. For stoichiometric condition, 

80%LPG-20%H2 shows the best heating performance. While, for fuel-rich condition, 

the radial heat flux rises with H2 addition. For stoichiometric condition, the effect of 

H2 on radial heat flux distribution of LPG IDF is only notable within the area of 

 or . When  is outside this region, there is no obvious 

difference between heat fluxes of the flames. This phenomenon occurs because the 

H2 with high diffusivity tends to move to the air/fuel boundary of the flame and 

enhance the heat transfer. For =2, the H2 addition affects heat flux within the area 

of  or , and the effect of H2 is more notable than it in 

stoichiometric flame. This result is because under =2 the flame is wider in size 

than it is under =1, and the outer air/fuel boundary appears at a larger radial 

distance. Under =2, the air/fuel mixing in flame torch is better than =1, as it is 

indicated by OH-PLIF result in CHAPTER 6.  

 

r ≤15mm r ≥ 30mm r

φ

r ≤15mm r ≥ 60mm

φ

φ

φ φ
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7.5.  Summary  

This part of thesis studies the effect of H2 additions on in-flame temperature and heat 

flux distribution of LPG IDF. Flame temperature along flame centerline and 

temperature profile on flame intersect were analyzed. Heat flux distributions along 

centerline and radial direction were reported. The influences of φ  and Reair were also 

analyzed for both LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF.  

The effect of H2 addition on flame centerline temperature distribution is not 

significant, especially for fuel-rich condition. H2 addition is able to expand the high 

temperature region inside the flame and improve combustion at flame base. Similarly, 

H2 does not show much influence on flame centerline heat flux distribution of LPG 

IDF. For heat flux distribution in radial direction, H2 addition can amplify the 

maximum heat flux value, and the most effective region of H2 addition is  

or  for =1.0 and or  for =2.  

φ  of air/fuel mixture significantly affects the trend of heat flux distribution against 

H/dair, but does not change the location of peak heat flux point. For all φ , there are 

two peak points found along the flame centerline. For Reair=4000, the highest heat 

flux is obtained when φ  is equal to 1.4. The effect of φ  on heat flux distribution of 

LPG-H2 IDF is similar to that on heat flux distribution of LPG IDF.  

Reair influences both value and location of peak heat flux along the flame centerline. 

The peak value of heat flux escalates with Reair in the range of Reair=2000 to 

Reair=4000.  

r ≤15mm

≥ 35mm φ r ≤15mm r ≥ 60mm φ
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CHAPTER 8.  EFFECT OF H2 ON CO2/CO/HC 

EMISSIONS OF LPG-H2 IDFS 

 

8.1.  Introduction 

In this part, the effect of H2 addition on the pollutant emissions of LPG IDF has been 

studied. The CO2, CO, HC and NOx concentrations of the LPG-H2 IDF were 

measured and converted into emission indices for comparison. The range of H2 

additions varied from 0% to 90% of the fuel. The overall equivalence ratios in the 

range of 0.3 to 1.4 were used during experimental investigation. The range of air jet 

Reynolds number varies from 0 to 6000. Pollutant emissions of LPG-H2 IDF using 

four different H2 adding methods were compared. The results show that the HC and 

CO emissions are highly dependent on the overall equivalence ratio, and both HC 

and CO emissions are very high under fuel-lean conditions and close to zero for 

overall equivalence ratios in the range of 0.9-1.4. Under fuel-lean condition, H2 

addition can promote the oxidation of the HC and CO to CO2, and the effect is not 

only due to dilution of the hydrocarbon in the fuel side. Also, NOx emissions have 

the similar trend with that of HC emission under fuel-lean conditions, and NOx 

emissions decrease gradually with rise of H2 under fuel-lean condition. 
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8.2.  Effect of overall equivalence ratio 

Figure 8.1-Figure 8.2 show the effects of  on the CO2, CO, HC and NOx emissions 

of the LPG-H2 IDF. Detailed experimental condition can be found in Appendix I. 

Since the value of EINOx is very low, it is presented in g/kg; while EICO2, EICO and 

EIHC are presented in kg/kg. LPG-based emission indices are presented in Figure 

8.1, and fuel-based and energy-based emission indices are presented in Figure 8.2. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Effect of φ  on EILPG of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=4000 

φ
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Figure 8.2 Effect of φ  on EIfuel of LPG-H2 IDF under Reair=4000 

 

It can be seen that for the pure LPG flame, as  increases from 0.5 to 0.8, EICO2 

(for both EILPG and EIfuel) rises from around 1.45 kg/kg to 3 kg/kg and then stabilizes 

at around 3 kg/kg with further increase in . For LPG, with complete combustion, 

the EIfuelCO2 is around 3.0 kg/kg, thus EIfuelCO2 less than 3.0 kg/kg means 

incomplete combustion. For the LPG-H2 IDF, the trend is similar but the value of 

EIfuelCO2 drops due to the partial replacement of LPG by H2 since H2 does not 

contain any carbon thus with no generation of CO2. Trends of variations of EICO 

and EIHC (both EIfuel and EILPG) with  are opposite to that for EICO2. EICO and 

EIHC are very high, while the EILPGCO2 values are much less than 3 at  less than 

φ

φ

φ

φ
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0.8, indicating very poor combustion efficiency. EIfuelNOx decreases when  is 

escalated from 0.3 to 0.7, but increases when  is raised from 0.7 to 1.4.   

Since IDF is a kind of partially premixed flame, the local  inside the flame is not 

uniform. Therefore, a low overall  does not mean low local  inside the flame. 

Moreover, with entrainment of atmospheric air into the flame, there is further 

dilution of the air-fuel mixture. When Reair is fixed, increasing  means an augment 

in the fuel flow rate ( ) and a corresponding growth in the flame length, as shown 

in Figure 8.3. It has also been reported by Dong et al. (2011) and Sze et al. (2006) 

that under fixed Reair, flame lengths of IDFs lengthen with . The lengthened flame 

provides longer residence time, which favors the conversion of intermediate 

combustion products including CO to final combustion products, such as CO2. 

 

 

Figure 8.3 Flame shape of LPG IDF under various  and Reair=4000 
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Figure 8.4 Diagram of LPG IDF under fuel-lean condition 

 

In this study there are three main reasons leading to the high CO and HC emissions 

under an overall fuel-lean situation: quenching effect, high strain rate and insufficient 

reaction time. In an IDF, under fuel-lean situation, the central air jet with a 

sufficiently high Reair of 4000 can entrain the surrounding fuel jets and ambient air 

into the flame. Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 illustrate the appearance as well as the 

combustion process of the LPG-H2 IDF under fuel-lean condition. The combustion 

process shown in Figure 8.4 is the same as that in almost all previous studies on IDF. 

In general, when the reacting fuel collides with the air jet, the cold air jet quenches 

the combustion process, leading to the formation of CO and HC. Also, the mean 

velocity vector and OH distribution of IDF measured by Elbaz and Roberts (2014) 

showed that at the flame neck both the air/fuel ratio and strain rate are extremely 

high and would lead to local extinction. Therefore, CO and HC emissions are mainly 

formed within a short distance downstream of the flame neck, where the fuel jets 

collide to the central air jet, where the flame reaches a temperature high enough for 

normal combustion. Local CO concentration along the centerline of the IDF 

measured by Dong et al. (2007) also supported the above explanation. After passing 
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through the flame neck region, the fuel continues travelling up with the air jet to 

form two flame fronts, one with the air jet and one with the surrounding air. When 

the  is very low, there is not sufficient fuel to support a large combustion zone and 

the high air/fuel ratio results in high strain rate on the flame fronts, leading to a short 

and open flame front above the flame neck. Under this condition, the CO and HC 

formed at the flame neck cannot be further oxidized, resulting in very high CO and 

HC concentrations in the exhaust gases. It can be seen from Figure 8.2 that when  

is equal to 0.3, EIfuelHC has a very high value, which means that under extreme fuel-

lean condition, much of the fuel is not fully oxidized. When  escalates from 0.3 to 

0.4, EIfuelHC drops while EIfuelCO rises a little bit, indicating that part of the HC is 

oxidized to CO. As  rises from 0.4 to 0.8, both strain rate and quenching effect 

lessen. Also the lengthened flame length provides longer residence time for the 

oxidation of HC and CO to CO2. When is equal to 0.8, nearly all the HC are 

oxidized and the EIfuelHC becomes almost zero. EIfuelCO, however, though drops 

with rise of , does not reach zero until  is equal to 1.2. The results shown in 

Figure 8.2 indicate that though an apparently stable IDF can be obtained under 

extremely low , the CO and HC emissions are extremely high and the combustion 

efficiency is therefore very low. It can be found that when  is larger than 0.8 the 

emissions of CO2, CO and HC tend to be stable. Besides, emissions of CO and HC 

are close to zero, meaning that the combustion is nearly complete. Even when  is 

as large as 1.4, emissions of CO and HC are still very low with no sign of upturn.  

For NOx, previous experiments (Dong et al., 2011) showed that the temperature 

inside a LPG IDF under fuel-lean condition is as less than 1800K, which cannot 

provide enough energy to activate the chain reactions in the Zeldovich mechanism. 
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Therefore, when  is less than 0.8, the possible mechanisms for NO formation are 

the N2O-intermediate mechanism and the Fenimore mechanism. Different from a 

premixed flame, LPG IDF under fuel-lean condition ( <0.8) emits much HC, and 

hence there are plenty CH radicals in the flame, which can initiate the Fenimore 

mechanism. Fenimore mechanism can be written as: 

CH + N2 ⇔ HCN + N
CH2 + N2 ⇔ HCN + N

 

When  increases from 0.3 to 0.7, the EIfuelHC drops dramatically and the NOx 

formation routes linking to the CH radicals are impeded, leading to a reduction in the 

EIfuelNOx. However, as continues increasing to 1 and above, the flame temperature 

elevates, and the escalated flame temperature favors the thermal-NO mechanism, 

leading to a growth in the EIfuelNOx. Zhen et al. (2011) also observed the rise of the 

external EIfuelNOx for a swirl-stabilized LPG IDF under  in the range of 

.  

 

8.3.  Effect of H2% 

Figure 8.2 shows the effect of the overall equivalence ratio on the emissions by 

including results obtained with 20%, 50% and 80% H2 addition. With the addition of 

H2, there is a corresponding reduction in the amount of LPG being consumed, hence 

a decrease of C/H ratio in fuel mixture. As it is known that the CO and HC emissions 

of IDFs are almost zero when  is larger than 1, it is more meaningful to investigate 

the emissions with  under which there are severe CO and HC emissions 
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φ

φ

φ

φ

0.7 < φ <1.4

φ
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due to incomplete combustion. Therefore, =0.3, 0.5 and 0.6 are particularly studied 

in this section. Since the addition of H2 significantly affects the carbon contents and 

heating value of the fuel mixture, three kinds of emission indices (EILPG, EIfuel and 

EIenergy) are presented to provide comprehensive information.  

 

 

Figure 8.5 Corresponding flame structure of the flame measured in Figure 8.6-Figure 

8.8 

 

As mentioned in previous sections, the flame length can significantly affect IDF 

emissions; therefore the images of the IDF with various H2% are shown in Figure 8.5 

for reference purpose. It can be found that the luminous flame length does not vary 

much with H2 addition up to 80%. With 90% H2 addition, the flame becomes shorter 

and translucent. Therefore, the effect of flame length change can almost be neglected 

for flames with less than 80% H2 addition.  

The results shown in Figure 8.1 indicate that for the range of  being considered, 

EILPGCO2 are very close to each other for H2%=0% to H2%=50%. At H2%=80%, the 

EILPGCO2 is significantly higher than those obtained at H2%=0% and H2%=50%. 

More detailed results found in Figure 8.6 indicate that the effect of H2 addition on the 

φ

φ
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LPG based emission indices (EILPGCO2, EILPGCO and EILPGHC) is not significant 

when H2% is less than 60%. When H2% is higher than 60%, EILPGCO2 increases 

while EILPGCO and EILPGHC decrease, with increasing H2%. It is known that with H2 

and H2O, the following steps are involved (Turns, 2000): 

        (CO.1) 

        (CO.2) 

        (CO.3) 

        (CO.4) 

        (CO.5) 

        (CO.6) 

       (CO.7) 

A small amount of H2 and H2O have tremendous promoting effect on the oxidation 

rate of CO, because the CO oxidation step involving hydroxyl radial is much faster 

than the steps involving O2 and O. However, since both butane and propane contain 

many H atoms, they may be attacked by O and H and be broken down to hydrogen 

and olefins during combustion. The effect of a small amount of H2 addition in 

generating extra HO2 and OH may therefore not be significant in accelerating the 

conversion of CO to CO2 in LPG fuel.  

CO +O2 →CO2 +O

O + H2O→OH +OH

CO +OH →CO2 + H

H +O2 →OH +O

O + H2 →OH + H

OH + H2 → H2O + H

CO + HO2 →CO2 +OH
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Figure 8.6 Effect of H2% on carbon contained emission indices calculated based on 

LPG under Reair=4000 
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Figure 8.7 Effect of H2% on indices calculated based on fuel under Reair=4000 

 

It can be found in Figure 8.6 that when H2% is less than 60%, H2 addition results in a 

slight gain in EILPGHC and EILPGCO for =0.3 and =0.5 but a slight decrease in 

EILPGHC and EILPGCO for =0.6. When H2% is higher than 60%, both EILPGCO and 

EILPGHC are reduced steeply, and the reduction is most significant at =0.6. The 

result indicates that under extremely “fuel-lean” condition ( =0.3-0.5), the 

extremely high strain rate and short residence time lead to much unburnt LPG or 

only partially oxidized HC. Since both propane and butane are paraffins, most of the 

OH generated in the fuel side would be used to breakdown the paraffins to olefins 

instead of converting CO to CO2 in the early stage of combustion (Turns, 2000). 

φ φ
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Also, the H2 addition augments fuel flow rate and shortens the residence time, 

therefore EILPGCO and EILPGHC slightly grow with H2% for H2%=0%-60%. When 

H2% is larger than 60%, large amount of H2 can provide more OH, HO2 and H that 

promote the oxidation of HC and CO, and can reduce EILPGHC and EILPGCO. Under 

=0.6, the flame length is longer and hence with longer residence time and better 

air/fuel mixing, and EILPGCO and EILPGHC decrease gradually with the increment of 

H2%. By combining the results discussed above, it can be concluded that H2 addition 

can impressively diminish the EILPGCO and EILPGHC of a fuel-lean LPG-H2 IDF, 

and the effective range of H2 is 60%-90% and 30%-90% for extremely fuel-lean 

condition ( <0.6) and normal fuel-lean condition ( > 0.6) respectively.  

Emission indices evaluated based on fuel mixture are presented in Figure 8.7 to show 

the effect of H2 addition. It can be found that EIfuelCO2, EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC 

decrease with H2 addition under almost all the test conditions ( =0.3, 0.5 and 0.6). 

Due to the difference in the calculation method, the EICO2 increases with H2% in the 

LPG-based calculation but decreases with H2 addition in the fuel-based calculation. 

The result of EILPGCO2 indicates that H2 addition can improve the conversion of HC 

and CO into CO2. The trends of EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC against H2% are quite similar 

to those of EILPGCO and EILPGHC, while EICO and EIHC drop faster with H2% 

addition in fuel-based emission indices. This phenomenon is also due to the 

calculation method of EIfuel, of which the ratio between  and  decreases 

with the increase of H2%. The combined result of EILPG and EIfuel shows that H2 

addition can greatly reduce carbon related emissions of LPG-H2 IDF, and the most 

effective range is H2% higher than 60%. H2 addition can also accelerate the 

transformation of HC and CO to CO2 and can improve the combustion of LPG IDF.  

φ

φ φ

φ

x fuel MWfuel
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Since neither LPG nor H2 contains N atom, the NOx emissions are due to the reaction 

of N2 in air. EILPGNOx is meaningless in this project; therefore only EIfuelNOx is 

discussed. It can be found from Figure 8.7 that EIfuelNOx decreases with H2% 

addition under various . The trend of EIfuelNOx observed follows that of EIfuelHC 

indicating that NOx emission are mainly affected by the Feinmore mechanism under 

low temperature. Similar results were found by Kumar and Mishra (2008; 2008) in a 

LPG-H2 jet diffusion flame.  

Since H2 addition also changes the heating value of fuel mixture, the energy-based 

emissions are also shown in Figure 8.8. It can be seen that H2 addition can 

effectively reduce mass of emissions per amount of fuel energy used for all the 

emissions. And the relationship between H2% and EIenergy is almost linear for =0.3, 

0.5 and 0.6. For CO2 and CO, H2 addition to 90% can reduce around 64%-67% of 

EIenergy; while for HC, the reduction rate is much higher and is near to 100% for 

=0.6. The reduction rate of EIenergyNOx is also around 64% for 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF. 

The reduction effect of H2 addition on energy-based emissions may be due to the 

high mass-based weight lower heating value of H2, and the data presented in Figure 

8.8 can also be a reference value for usage of H2 in LPG IDF.  

φ

φ

φ
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Figure 8.8 Effect of H2% on indices calculated based on energy, Reair=4000 

 

8.4.  Effect of Reair with fixed overall equivalence ratio of 0.5 

Reair is one of the most important parameters in IDFs. In this part, the effect of Reair 

on the emissions of the LPG-H2 IDF is studied at the overall equivalence ratio of 0.5. 

With a growth of Reair, there is an increase in the mass flow rate of the central air jet. 

If the overall equivalence ratio is to be maintained, there is a corresponding growth 

in the mass flow rate of the fuel. It can be found in Figure 8.9 that as Reair rises, 

EIfuelCO2 decreases while EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC climb, for both the LPG IDF and the 

LPG-H2 IDF. EIfuelCO2 drops steeply when Reair escalates from 500 to 1500, and 

then becomes relatively steady when Reair is in the range of 1500 to 2500. When 
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Reair is higher than 2500, EIfuelCO2 decreases steeply again. Similar trend is found in 

both EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC but in the opposite direction. Although the overall 

equivalence ratio is fixed, the rise of Reair enhances the entrainment effect of the 

central air jet, which entrains more ambient air into the flame and leads to lower 

actual local equivalence ratio. Also under higher Reair, both quenching effect and 

strain rate are intensified. Therefore the combustion deteriorates with the rise of 

Reair, and both EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC climb steeply.  

 

 

Figure 8.9 Effect of Reair on emission indices under φ =0.5.  
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The flame images for LPG IDF under =0.5 and Reair=500-6000 are shown in 

Figure 8.10. It can be seen that the flame length does not change much for Reair in the 

range of 500 < Reair < 1500 and for Reair > 3000, but it escalates with Reair for 1500 < 

Reair < 3000. Increase of Reair also augments the volumetric flow rate of the air fuel 

mixture. The flame length and volumetric flow rate of the air fuel mixture have 

opposite effects on the residence time, and the residence time can affect flame 

emissions. When Reair is less than 1500, the accelerated volumetric flow rate leads to 

rise in emissions. When Reair is larger than 1500 and less than 3000, the flame length 

protracts and compensates the effect of increase of volumetric flow rate. When Reair 

is higher than 3000, the entrainment provided by the central air jet, which is very 

high keeps the flame length in a steady level and shortens the residence time, leading 

to the higher EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC. In LPG-H2 IDF with a high percentage of H2, 

say H2%=80%, for which the curve in Figure 8.9 is separated from the curves for 

H2%=20%, H2%=50% as well as LPG flame, the effect of Reair is not as strong as 

that in the LPG IDF. The high diffusivity and high heating value of H2 attenuates the 

influence of Reair especially under high Reair condition.  

 

 

Figure 8.10 Corresponding flame structure of the flame measured in Figure 8.9 

 

φ
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It can be found in Figure 8.9 that EIfuelNOx also climbs with Reair for all LPG-H2 

IDFs, and the trend is similar to that of EIfuelHC. This result indicates that emissions 

of NOx under fuel-lean condition are mainly affected by the Feinmore mechanism 

and highly depends on the volume of HC emission. 

 

8.5.  Effect of Reair with fixed fuel flow rate 

The main difference between an IDF and a normal diffusion flame (NDF) is the 

existence of the central air jet. The central air jet provides air for combustion and 

enhances the air/fuel mixing. In the previous section, the effect of Reair on emissions 

under fixed  has been investigated. It is necessary to study the change in emissions 

during the transformation from a NDF to an IDF with various Reair and H2 addition, 

and to investigate the preferred operation range for the LPG-H2 IDF. The experiment 

was conducted by increasing the airflow rate from zero while keeping the fuel flow 

rate constant. 

Figure 8.11 shows CO2, CO and HC emissions of LPG-H2 IDF. The details of the 

experiments including Reair and  are shown in Table 8.1, and the corresponding 

flame images are shown in Figure 5.17. The flame images show a decrease in flame 

length with increasing Reair. It changes from a yellowish diffusion flame to a bluish 

flame. The bluish flame has the three-layer structure as mentioned by Dong et al. 

(2011), demonstrating good combustion. As Reair rises, the blush flame gradually 

changes to flame with open tip. Flames with open tip usually have poor mixing and 

deteriorated combustion.  

φ

φ
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Both EIfuelHC and EIfuelCO are almost zero when the air jet velocity is very low. As 

Reair escalates, EIfuelHC and EIfuelCO start to climb, and  gradually decrease. When 

 is closed to 1, noticeable EIfuelCO appears ahead of EIfuelHC for both the LPG IDF 

and the LPG-H2 IDF. As it is known that the multi-step global mechanism of CnH2n+2 

can be presented as: 

 

 

 

 

It may be because as Reair increases, the combustion is gradually deteriorated by the 

high velocity air jet, and the last carbon related step of combustion: combustion of 

CO is firstly affected. In 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF, CO and HC emissions occur at a 

lower Reair than those in LPG IDF as a consequence of the H2 addition, which 

reduces the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio of the fuel mixture. Moreover, since the 

emission indices are calculated based on the fuel mixture, the maximum EIfuelCO is 

lower for the 50%LPG-50%H2 IDF than the LPG IDF.  

The flame images in Figure 5.17 show that when the Reair is less than 3240, the 

flames have closed tip; while when Reair is higher than 3240, the flame tip becomes 

open. Reair of 3240 is also the transition point, under which EIfuelCO2 of the LPG IDF 

starts to drop. Table 8.1 shows that the corresponding equivalence ratio is 0.76. It can 

be found from Figure 8.3 that under similar equivalence ratio ( =0.6-0.8) the flame 

tips change from open to close, and the  is also the transition point of EIfuelCO2 as 

φ

φ

CnH2n+2 → (n / 2)C2H4 + H2

C2H4 +O2 → 2CO + 2H2

CO + (1 / 2)O2 →CO2

H2 + (1 / 2)O2 → H2O
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shown in Figure 8.2. It is reasonable to suggest that the open flame tip is a sign of 

incomplete combustion, which leads to high CO and HC emissions.  

 

 

Figure 8.11 Effect of Reair on emissions of IDFs 
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Table 8.1 Experiment conditions of Figure 8.11 

 LPG IDF LPG-50%H2 IDF 

Reair φ  φ  

0 / / 

432 5.70 3.08 

912 2.70 1.46 

1388 1.77 0.96 

1858 1.32 0.72 

2323 1.06 0.57 

2784 0.88 0.48 

3239 0.76 0.41 

3689 0.67 0.36 

4133 0.59 0.32 

4573 0.54 0.29 

5008 0.49 0.27 

 

 

It can be found from Figure 8.11 that H2 addition does not change the critical point 

of , at which CO and HC appear in the exhaust gases, but H2 does change the 

maximum EIfuelCO and the Reair. For safety and environmental concern, IDF is 

recommended to operate under condition that EIfuelCO and EIfuelHC are zero or close 

to zero. Thus, in the case of fuel-lean operation of an IDF, the addition of H2 may 

narrow down the operation range of LPG-H2 IDF regarding Reair.  

 

φ
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8.6.  Effect of H2 adding methods 

Since there is a notable difference between stoichiometric air/fuel ratios of H2 and 

LPG, both volumes of H2 and LPG do not vary linearly in the main method used in 

this study (namely Method 1). Also H2 has extremely low ignition energy and high 

diffusivity comparing with those of LPG, there is a possibility that H2 would burn 

ahead in the air/fuel boundary and leave a more fuel-rich condition for LPG. A 

possible solution is to add extra air in the system to compensate with H2, but the 

extra air may reduce  and increase Reair in IDF. In this section, experiment was 

done to compare four different methods and to clarify the effect of H2 addition on 

emissions of LPG IDF. Figure 8.12 illustrates the emission results of LPG-H2 IDF 

with different H2 adding methods. Detailed experimental condition of the four 

methods can be found in Appendix I. 

Method 1: Method 1 is the traditional method used in other part of this thesis.  

Method 2: 

In Method 2, both  and Reair are fixed at 0.34 Liter/min. As H2% increases, the 

overall  rises from 0.6 to 1.05, and the flow rate of H2 (VH2 ) is determined by: 

     (Eq. 8.1) 

The velocity difference between air and fuel reduces hence lower strain rate. EICO2 

(for both EIfuelCO2 and EILPGCO2) climbs up with H2% and shows the highest values 

among all four methods. Both EICO and EIHC drop gradually with the rise of H2%. 

φ

VLPG

φ

VH2 = H2%×VLPG = H2%× 0.335Liter / min
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It can be found from Appendix I that  become larger than 1.0 at H2%=80% and 

H2=90% for Method 1 and Method 2.  

 

 

Figure 8.12 Effect of different adding methods under Reair=4000 and initial φ =0.6 

 

φ
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However, Figure 8.12 also shows that under similar , EICO2 in Method 2 is 

remarkably higher than that in Method 1. This result, again, implies that  in IDFs, 

though seems to dominate the trend of emission, does not function as detonating 

fuel-lean, stoichiometric or fuel-rich combustion but indicates the air/fuel relative 

movement instead. Since both strain rate and H2% augment in Method 2, it is hard to 

tell which one is more dominating in helping HC and CO convert to CO2. 

Method 3 

In Method 3,  is fixed at 0.34 Liter/min, and VH2  changes in the same way as in 

Method 2. The only difference between Method 3 and Method 2 is that in Method 3 

some air is added in the airside. The additional air is calculated to stoichiometricly 

react with H2 addition. The total air flow rate was: 

     (Eq. 8.2) 

       (Eq. 8.3) 

It can be understood as the fuel mixtures used in both methods are the same, but 

Method 3 has higher Reair. Results show that almost all H2%, EICO2, EICO and 

EIHC have values between those in Method 1 and Method 2. The additional air for 

compensating H2 does not help HC and CO convert to CO2 but escalates Reair and 

strain rate resulting in higher EIHC and EICO in Method 3 comparing with the data 

in Method 2. As H2% gets higher, the differences between results of Method 3 and 

Method 2 reduce, and when H2% is equal to 90%, Method 3 and Method 2 have 

φ

φ

VLPG

Vair = 0.6 × (
Vair
VLPG

)stoichiometric +VH2 × (
Vair
VLPG

)stoichiometric

Vair−add =VH2 × (
Vair
VLPG

)stoichiometric
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similar values of EICO2, EICO and EIHC. The result implies that in IDFs, the strain 

rate increased by additional air has dominative effect on emission than the “burning 

ahead effect” of H2 addition. When H2% is high enough, such as 90%, the H2 

addition can extenuate the effect of high strain rate and accelerate oxidization 

process of HC and CO. 

Method 4 

In Method 4, the total fuel flow rate (Vfuel ) is fixed at 0.34 Liter/min, and Reair is 

constant at 4000. Non additional air is added. The value of 0.34 Liter/min was 

chosen because for pure LPG IDF, φ  is equal to 0.6 when Vfuel  is equal to 0.34 

Liter/min. In this method both  and VH2  change linearly. Since Reair is fixed,  

reduces with H2%. The relationship among Vfuel , VLPG , and VH2  is determined by: 

     (Eq. 8.4) 

 It can be seen that EICO2 drops dramatically with the rise of H2%, and then begins 

to climb when H2% is larger than 40%. Opposite trend is found in EIHC, which rises 

up first and then starts to drop at the same turning point (H2%=40%). EICO, 

comparing with EICO2 and EIHC, seems to be more stable, but has remarkable 

higher values than those obtained by using Method 1 under all H2%. When H2% is 

less than 40%, the small amount of H2 burns with the central air jet, and leaves out 

flame very quickly. When H2% is larger than 40%, H2 gradually becomes the 

dominant fuel in the mixture. There exists a large amount of H and OH in the flame 

that accelerates the reaction of LPG.  

VLPG φ

VH2 =Vfuel −VLPG = 0.335Liter / min−VLPG
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8.7.  Summary 

Experiments have been conducted to investigate the CO2, CO, HC and NOx 

emissions of LPG-H2 IDF. The effects of , percentage of H2 and Reair on the 

emissions were studied. The following results are obtained: 

The effect of  on the pollutant emissions of an IDF is not mainly due to the overall 

air/fuel ratio but also the strain rate and flame length (residence time). However, for 

the fuel mixture used in this study, of which both the strain rate and flame length 

change with the fuel content and operating conditions, thus,  can be regarded as a 

relatively more controllable parameter. LPG IDFs have high CO and HC emissions 

under low  condition, especially when  is lower than 0.8, and the emissions are 

reduced to almost zero, when  is high enough ( >0.9). When  is low, NOx 

decreases with the increase of ; while when  is higher than 0.8, the NOx elevates 

notably with .  

Effect of H2 addition on the emissions is not straightforward. A small amount of H2 

addition can escalate EIHC and EICO (both EIfuel and EILPG) under extremely fuel-

lean condition. While a large amount of H2 addition can help reduce EIHC and EICO 

under all the equivalence ratios being investigated, indicating that H2 addition can 

promote conversation of C from HC and CO to CO2. The reduced EIfuelCO2 with H2 

addition is only due to the calculation method. Under fuel-lean condition, H2 addition 

can also reduce EIfuelNOx, and the trend of EIfuelNOx is similar to that of EIfuelHC.  

φ
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φ φ

φ φ φ
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Under fuel-lean condition, growth of Reair deteriorates combustion and remarkably 

raises EIfuelCO, EIfuelHC and EIfuelNOx, with fixed  at 0.5. With fixed fuel flow 

rate, the increase of Reair changes the flame from a normal diffusion flame to an 

inverse diffusion flame. CO and HC are generated above the equivalence ratio of 

0.76. Although H2 addition can effectively promote the oxidation of HC and CO in a 

LPG IDF, LPG-H2 IDF starts to generate higher CO and HC emissions earlier under 

a lower Reair than the LPG IDF due to the change in stoichiometric air/fuel ratio.  

  

φ



Chapter 9:   Conclusions and Recommendations 

The final chapter of a thesis summarises the main findings of the research. It often 
also includes comments on limitations of the study, future work, how the findings 
will help both the academic field and the wider community. 
 
This chapter is effective partly because the writer includes the following:  

Structure 
 

  Introduction    Section 9.1 
    

Main Findings  Section 9.1.1-9.1.6 
   
   Future Work  Section 9.2 
   

(Summary)    Not included 
 

Content 

 Introduces the chapter with a short summary (e.g. Section 9.1, paragraph 1 

and 2) 

 Summarises main methodology used (e.g. Section 9.1, paragraph 1) 

 Summarises main findings (e.g. Section 9.1, paragraph 1) 

 States conclusions in a separate final paragraph (e.g. Section 9.1.1, paragraph 

3) 

 Highlights key numbers from the findings (e.g. Section 9.1.4, paragraph 2, 

sentence 2) 

 Highlights the need for further studies (e.g. Section 9.2, paragraph 2, sentence 

3) 

 

Language 

 Links sections well e.g. conclusions drawn from this study are shown as 

follows: (e.g. Section 9.1, paragraph 2, final sentence) 

 Uses subsections to describe main findings in the study (e.g. Section 9.1.2) 

 

To Consider 

This chapter of the thesis is effective but could be improved in the following aspects. 



     Provide an overview of the chapter in the first paragraph before outlining 

conclusions. 

     Restate the main aims of the thesis. 

     Restate the research gap.  

     Use positive language to highlight the contribution of the study e.g. unique  

     characteristics and major contribution. 

     State the contribution the thesis has made to the field of study.    

     Use objective language to report findings, e.g. It is observed. 

     Discuss limitations. 

     Avoid giving too much detail in the final chapter. It is better just to summarize  

     the main findings. 

     Finish with a short final paragraph restating the importance of the research  

     and how it is hoped that the findings will benefit theoretically and/or practically in  

     the future. 
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CHAPTER 9.  CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

9.1.  Conclusions 

Effect of H2 addition on combustion characteristics of LPG IDF was studied using 

experimental methods. The combustion characteristics examined in this study 

include laminar burning velocity of LPG-H2 fuel mixture, lower stability limit of 

LPG-H2 IDF, in-flame averaged and instant OH-PLIF distributions, in-flame 

temperature and heat flux distribution, and flame overall pollutant emissions. Both 

open and impinging IDFs have been studied. The experiments were conducted under 

various overall equivalence ratios and Reair. The effects of  and Reair on thermal 

and emission characteristics of LPG-H2 IDFs were also analyzed. Several H2 

addition methods were compared, and a main method was used in most parts of this 

study.  

H2 content has positive influences on performance of LPG IDF, including speeding 

up laminar burning velocity of fuel mixture, enhancing the flame front stability, 

expanding the combustion zone, improving combustion at flame base and promoting 

the transformation of HC and CO to CO2. However, it should be noticed that the 

expressing effects of H2 are usually found with H2% higher than 60%, indicating that 

LPG, which consists with high paraffin, dominates the properties of the fuel mixture, 

and the high paraffin content is effective in reducing the risks of burning H2. The 

comparison between OH-PLIF results of 10%LPG-90%H2 IDF and pure H2 IDF 

φ
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shows that by using just 10% LPG is already able to prevent the flame from flashing 

back into the burner. Therefore, the combination of LPG and H2 would be a potential 

solution in industrial applications. More detailed conclusions drawn from this study 

are shown as follows: 

9.1.1  Fuel mixture properties 

Although it is known that H2 addition greatly affects the physical properties of LPG 

fuel, effect of H2 on laminar burning velocity (LBV) is not as dominating as that of 

φ . With H2 addition, the LPG-H2 fuel mixture has higher LBV than that of LPG; 

while the acceleration of LBV is not significant until H2% is higher than 60%. For 

10%LPG-90%H2 fuel, the LBV, even though is higher than the LBV of LPG, is still 

far more less than the LBV of pure H2 fuel. It can be concluded that LPG is more 

dominating than H2 in determining the LBV of LPG-H2 fuel mixture. Also, the effect 

of H2 on LBV is influenced by φ , and is more notable under stoichiometric and fuel-

rich conditions. However, for H2% higher than 60%, the influence of φ  is gradually 

attenuated.  

With opposite trends of Markstein length against φ , H2 and LPG counteract with 

each other and enhance the flame front stability of the fuel mixture under fuel-rich 

condition, under which LPG fuel usually shows poor flame front stability. For fuel-

lean condition, under which H2 flame is unstable, the fuel mixture also possesses 

high flame front stability due to the dominating effect of LPG.  

It can be concluded that H2 addition can be safely used together with LPG fuel, even 

though hydrogen fuel is suggested to have potential danger of high burning velocity. 
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With high molecular weight and low burning velocity, LPG can be successfully 

applied to slow down the combustion of H2 and is the dominating component in fuel 

mixture. Also, H2 addition with at least 60% of the fuel mixture is required in order 

to achieve significant enhancement of LBV. 

9.1.2  Open flame stability 

Circumferential IDF is found to have three lower stability limits: complete extinction 

limit, restore limit and local extinction limit. Under fixed Reair value, H2 addition 

increases the required fuel jet velocity for complete flame while makes the flame 

more tenacious. The corresponding φ  at all three limits always drop with H2 addition, 

indicating that H2 can expand the lower stability limit of LPG IDF under fixed Reair. 

Also, the calculated energy consumption rate for stable IDF decreases with the rise 

of H2%. Therefore, H2 addition makes the LPG IDF take less energy for stable flame. 

The stabilization effect of H2 can be seen for various Reair from low Reair (Reair=400) 

to high Reair (Reair=6000), and is more remarkable under high Reair condition.  

In conclusion, although the required minimum fuel jet velocity generally accelerates 

with Reair, the increment is not noteworthy. The required φ , however, drops 

exponentially with the growth of Reair due to the calculation method of φ . Energy 

consumption rate, which is highly dependent on fuel jet velocity also slightly 

accelerates with Reair.  

9.1.3  Flame length and structure 

Although H2 addition rises the actual fuel flow rate under fixed φ , H2 addition up to 

50% seems to have negligible change on the flame appearance of LPG IDF besides 
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the flame color. The flame color gets lighter with H2 addition and becomes almost 

transparent when H2% reaches 90%. The flame length, does not change dramatically 

with H2% under fixed φ  and Reair. However, φ  and Reair can significantly change 

flame length. Flame length of LPG-H2 IDF rises steadily with increase of φ , but it 

changes slightly with the Reair under fixed φ . The flame structure is also varied 

according to the combination of φ  and Reair. When Reair grows from 0 to 5000 with 

fixed fuel jet velocity, the flame changes from normal diffusion flame to inverse 

diffusion flame and goes through the stages of diffusive bright yellow flame, blue 

flame with yellow cap, bright blue flame with closed flame tip, and blue flame with 

open flame tip.    

9.1.4  OH-PLIF distribution 

H2 addition extends the combustion zone marked by OH-PLIF of LPG IDF, and the 

extension is most significant for H2% higher than 60%. With H2 addition, the LPG 

IDF, which has open flame tip under Reair=4000 and φ =1 has its flame tip gradually 

closed, indicating better combustion. It is very different from LPG IDF that pure H2 

IDF has concentric double flame structure due to the high burning velocity. With the 

rise of φ , the tip of the inner flame gets closer to the burner head to give the sign of 

flashback. However, the concentric double flame structure has never been seen in 

LPG-H2 IDF even with H2% up to 90%.  

Increase of φ  also augments the OH-PLIF region. Under fuel-lean condition, the 

flame tip is open and the most intensive OH-PLIF is located at the flame base. When 

φ  rises, the flame tips slowly get merged, and intensive OH-PLIF can be found in 

the flame torch when φ  reaches 1.5. Under Reair=1000 and φ =2, a premixed-like 
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OH-PLIF distribution can be seen in both LPG IDF and LPG-H2 IDF. H2 addition 

can accelerate the merging process of flame tips with an increment of φ .   

Under fixed φ , the optimum combustion regarding OH distribution is found for Reair 

equal to 2000. OH-PLIF region expands with Reair when Reair rises from 600 to 2000, 

and then diminishes with the rise of Reair when Reair is higher than 2000. For Reair 

less than 2000, the effect of H2 is not obvious; while when Reair is higher than 2000, 

H2 addition can slow down the diminish of OH-PLIF with Reair.   

The O2 enhancement in airside of IDF has remarkable influence on flame structure 

and OH-PLIF distribution of LPG-H2 IDF. The combustion zone marked by OH-

PLIF first expands upward with O2 enhancement and then merges to form premixed-

like combustion zone in the flame torch. When  value exceeds 0.47, the flame 

structure becomes totally different, and becomes similar to the result of 100%H2 IDF 

indicating that proper amount of O2 enhancement can effectively improve the 

combustion of LPG-H2 IDF.  

The number of fuel nozzles can affect the combustion of LPG-H2 IDF. The more the 

nozzle, better air/fuel mixing in the flame base and the better combustion at the 

flame torch.  

9.1.5  Flame temperature and heat flux transfer 

H2 addition up to 50% has little influence on the centerline temperature distribution 

of LPG IDF. For the flame profile, H2 addition can expand the high temperature 

region of intersection of flame and improve combustion at the flame base of LPG 

IDF.   

Ω
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The effect of H2 on impinging heat flux distribution along the flame centerline is 

rather insignificant. While H2 addition can augment the maximum heat flux value 

along the centerline under φ =2 and Reair=4000, the effects of  and Reair are more 

remarkable than that of H2 addition. The span of high heat flux region is changed 

with φ , and Reair affects the value of heat flux directly. In LPG-H2 IDF with various 

H2%, the widest span of high heat flux region is found in LPG-H2 IDF under =2.2, 

and the highest heat flux value is found under =1.4 and at H/dair =7.5.  Reair 

elevates both the value and location of H/dair for occurrence of peak heat flux along 

the centerline. 

H2 addition can raise the peak heat flux in the radial intersection of flame, and the 

most effective range of  is  and for LPG-H2 IDF under =1 

and Reair=4000. The range augments to  and , when  increases 

to 2.  

9.1.6  Flame pollutant emissions 

The most dominating parameter on flame pollutant emissions is . Due to the 

special flame structure and ununiformed local φ , LPG IDF has a trend of carbon 

contained pollutants against φ  opposite to that of premixed flame. Large amount of 

CO and HC emissions are found under fuel-lean condition, and these emissions 

transform into CO2 when φ  is higher than 1. For flame with φ  higher than 1, the 

CO2 emission tends to be constant and does not drop with the escalation of φ  for φ  

up to 1.4, which is already a fuel-rich condition. NOx emissions decrease with the 

increase of φ  when φ  rises from 0.3 to 0.8, and rise with φ  for φ  escalates from 0.8 

φ

φ

φ

r r ≤15mm r ≥ 35mm φ

r ≤15mm r ≥ 60mm φ

φ
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to 1.4. The value of EINOx is highly affected by EIHC under fuel-lean condition; 

while EINOx is mainly determined by the flame temperature under fuel-rich 

condition.  

H2 addition less than 60% slightly increases EIHC and EICO of LPG IDF under fuel-

lean condition. When H2% is higher than 60%, both EIHC and EICO decrease with 

the escalation of H2%, indicating that H2 addition can promote the reactions of HC 

and CO. EINOx drops steadily with increment of H2% for H2% less than 80%. When 

H2% is higher than 80%, EINOx is found to climb with H2%.  

Under fuel-lean condition, increase of Reair is able to deteriorate the combustion. The 

increase of Reair entrains more ambient air into the combustion zone and makes the 

flame leaner. Both EIHC and EICO climb while EICO2 decreases with Reair. EINOx.  

 

9.2.  Recommendation for further work 

It can be found that most of the combustion characteristics are dominated by φ . 

However, φ  is not the actual local equivalence ratio but is more like the ratio 

between of air/fuel flows. Therefore, it can be assumed that flow field of the flame is 

very important in determining the combustion characteristics. Data of flame velocity 

profile would be useful in determining the universal relationship between φ  and 

flame structure. Also, the velocity profile would be meaningful in studying the effect 

of high diffusivity of H2 on the flame flow.  
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Due to the special structure, IDF possesses features of both premixed flame and 

normal diffusion flame. It is necessary to study the interactions between air and fuel 

inside IDF. Although OH-PLIF provides valuable information on the flame front and 

OH species distributions, it is necessary to test some other indicative species in IDF, 

such as CH. The measurement of the species can be achieved using OH-PLIF 

method by changing the dye in the dye laser. The combination of CH-PLIF and OH-

PLIF is expected to give more accurate indication of the fuel and air boundary. In 

addition, the result of CH-PLIF can be even more meaningful for LPG IDF with H2 

addition, since the change of CH-PLIF distribution is able to give direct proof of the 

promoting effect of H2 in the reaction of HC.  

Despite of the intermediate species, the soot emissions of LPG-H2 IDF are also of 

interest. Soot Planar Laser-induced Incandescence method (PLII) can be used to 

analyze the in-flame soot fraction, and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH 

PLIF) can be used to identify the soot precursors. TEM method can also be used for 

analyzing the collected soot emissions. Although the gaseous emission result of LPG 

IDF shows that the HC and CO emissions are very low under fuel-lean condition, the 

flame is in yellow color when the equivalence ratio is high, indicating noteworthy 

soot emissions.  
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issions of LPG
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0.7 
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0 
0.17 

0.00 
0.22 

0.00 
0.28 

0.00 
0.34 

0.00 
0.39 

0.00 
0.45 

0.00 
0.50 

0.00 
0.56 

0.00 
0.67 

0.00 
0.78 

0.00 

10 
0.17 

0.02 
0.22 

0.02 
0.28 

0.03 
0.33 

0.04 
0.39 

0.04 
0.44 

0.05 
0.50 

0.06 
0.55 

0.06 
0.66 

0.07 
0.78 

0.09 

20 
0.16 

0.04 
0.22 

0.05 
0.27 

0.07 
0.33 

0.08 
0.38 

0.10 
0.44 

0.11 
0.49 

0.12 
0.55 

0.14 
0.66 

0.16 
0.77 

0.19 

30 
0.16 

0.07 
0.22 

0.09 
0.27 

0.12 
0.32 

0.14 
0.38 

0.16 
0.43 

0.19 
0.49 

0.21 
0.54 

0.23 
0.65 

0.28 
0.76 

0.32 

40 
0.16 

0.11 
0.21 

0.14 
0.26 

0.18 
0.32 

0.21 
0.37 

0.25 
0.42 

0.28 
0.48 

0.32 
0.53 

0.35 
0.64 

0.42 
0.74 

0.49 

50 
0.15 

0.15 
0.21 

0.21 
0.26 

0.26 
0.31 

0.31 
0.36 

0.36 
0.41 

0.41 
0.46 

0.46 
0.52 

0.52 
0.62 

0.62 
0.72 

0.72 

60 
0.15 

0.22 
0.20 

0.30 
0.25 

0.37 
0.30 

0.45 
0.35 

0.52 
0.40 

0.60 
0.45 

0.67 
0.50 

0.75 
0.60 

0.89 
0.70 

1.04 

70 
0.14 

0.33 
0.19 

0.44 
0.23 

0.55 
0.28 

0.66 
0.33 

0.77 
0.37 

0.87 
0.42 

0.98 
0.47 

1.09 
0.56 

1.31 
0.66 

1.53 

80 
0.13 

0.50 
0.17 

0.67 
0.21 

0.84 
0.25 

1.01 
0.29 

1.18 
0.34 

1.34 
0.38 

1.51 
0.42 

1.68 
0.50 

2.02 
0.59 

2.35 

90 
0.10 

0.87 
0.13 

1.15 
0.16 

1.44 
0.19 

1.73 
0.22 

2.02 
0.26 

2.31 
0.29 

2.60 
0.32 

2.88 
0.38 

3.46 
0.45 

4.04 
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Table I.2 D
etailed inform

ation of four m
ethods (unit of flow

 rate are in Liter/m
in) 

 
M

ethod 1  
M

ethod 2  
M

ethod 3  
M

ethod 4  

H
2 %

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

0 
0.34 

0.00 

0.60 
4000 

0.34 

0.00 
0.60 

4000 
0.34 

0.00 
0.60 

4000 
0.34 

0.00 
0.60 

4000 

10 
0.33 

0.04 
0.04 

0.61 
0.04 

0.60 
4025 

0.30 
0.03 

0.54 

20 
0.33 

0.08 
0.08 

0.61 
0.08 

0.60 
4053 

0.27 
0.07 

0.49 

30 
0.32 

0.14 
0.14 

0.62 
0.14 

0.61 
4089 

0.23 
0.10 

0.43 

40 
0.32 

0.21 
0.22 

0.63 
0.22 

0.61 
4138 

0.20 
0.13 

0.38 

50 
0.31 

0.31 
0.34 

0.65 
0.34 

0.62 
4205 

0.17 
0.17 

0.32 

60 
0.30 

0.45 
0.50 

0.67 
0.50 

0.63 
4307 

0.13 
0.20 

0.27 

70 
0.28 

0.66 
0.78 

0.72 
0.78 

0.64 
4477 

0.10 
0.23 

0.21 

80 
0.25 

1.01 
1.34 

0.80 
1.34 

0.67 
4816 

0.07 
0.27 

0.16 

90 
0.19 

1.73 
3.02 

1.05 
3.02 

0.72 
5833 

0.03 
0.30 

0.10 
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